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I should like to say two things, one intellectual and one moral:
The intellectual thing I should want to say to them is this: When you are studying any matter or considering any philosophy,
ask yourself only what are the facts and what is the truth that the facts bear out. Never let yourself be diverted either by what
you wish to believe or by what you think would have beneﬁcent social effects if it were believed, but look only and solely at
what are the facts. That is the intellectual thing that I should wish to say.
The moral thing I should wish to say to them is very simple. I should say: Love is wise, hatred is foolish. In this world, which
is getting more and more closely interconnected, we have to learn to tolerate each other. We have to learn to put up with the
fact that some people say things that we don’t like. We can only live together in that way, and if we are to live together and not
die together we must learn a kind of charity and a kind of tolerance which is absolutely vital to the continuation of human life
on this planet.
— Bertrand Russel, Face to Face (BBC, 1959)
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Kurzfassung
Echtzeitsysteme sind in unserem Alltag allgegenwärtig, beispielsweise in sicherheitskritischen Umgebungen wie
der Automobil- und Luftfahrtelektronik oder der Robotik. Die Korrektheit eines Echtzeitsystems hängt nicht nur
von der Korrektheit der durchgeführten Berechnungen, sondern auch von der nicht-funktionalen Anforderung
der Einhaltung von Deadlines ab. Wird eine Deadline nicht eingehalten, kann dies zu ernsthaften Fehlfunktio-
nen führen. Daher müssen maximale Ausführungszeiten (worst-case execution times, WCET) garantiert werden.
Trotz signiﬁkanter wissenschaftlicher Fortschritte, können lediglich Mikroarchitekturen im Hinblick auf WCET
Garantien analysiert werden, die der Entwicklung von aktuellen hochperformanten Mikroarchitekturen um Jahre
hinterher sind. Zur Erfüllung der wachsenden Anforderung an Performance in Echtzeitsystemen, sind analysier-
bare Funktionen zur Performancesteigerung erforderlich. Um dem Mangel an analysierbaren Funktionen zur Per-
formancesteigerung zu entkommen, ist der Hauptbeitrag dieser Dissertation die Einführung von Laufzeitrekonﬁgu-
ration von Hardwarebeschleunigern auf einem Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) mit dem Ziel Performance
unter WCET Garantien zu erreichen. Hierbei wird die Flexibilität des Systems aufrechterhalten und nicht etwa im
Hinblick auf einen einzigen Anwendungsbereich eingeschränkt.
Zunächst trägt diese Dissertation in einer ausführlichen Analyse davon, wie (durchschnittliche) Performance auf
fused CPU-GPU Architekturen erreicht wird, neuartige Ablaufplanungsansätze zur Arbeitsverteilung auf CPU und
GPU bei. Fused CPU-GPU Architekturen sind aktuell eine der Hauptrichtungen innerhalb der Entwicklung von
aktuellen hochperformanten Mikroarchitekturen, die eine CPU und eine GPU auf einem einzigen Chip vereint. Ar-
chitekturen dieser Art für die Realisierung von Echzeitsystemen einsetzen zu können wäre überaus wünschenswert,
da sie hohe Performance innerhalb eines beschränkten Flächen- und Leistungsbudgets bieten. Ein Ergebnis der
präsentierten Analyse ist jedoch die Entdeckung eines Flaschenhalses in der Cache-Kohärenz von aktuellen fused
CPU-GPU Architekturen, die den Last-Level-Cache zwischen CPU und GPU teilen. Dies führt dazu, dass (i)
Performancevorhersagen erschwert werden und so (ii) ein geteilter Last-Level-Cache zwischen CPU und GPU der
wachsenden Liste von Mikroarchitekturfunktionen hinzugefügt wird, die der durchschnittlichen Laufzeit nutzen,
aber die Analyse von WCET Garantien auf hochperformanten Architekturen praktisch unmöglich machen. Somit
wird der Bedarf an neuartigen Mikroarchitekturfunktionen für vorhersagbare Performance, die zugänglich für die
Analyse von WCET Garantien sind, weitergehend motiviert.
Diesem Ziel folgend, wird ein Kontroller zur Steuerung von Laufzeitrekonﬁgurationen namens „Command-based
Reconﬁguration Queue“ (CoRQ) präsentiert, der für seine Operationen garantierte Latenzen bietet. Dies gilt ins-
besondere für den Rekonﬁgurationsdelay, der Zeit die benötigt wird um einen Hardwarebeschleuniger auf einer
rekonﬁgurierbaren Fläche (FPGA) zu konﬁgurieren. CoRQ ermöglicht das Design von zeitlich analysierbaren
Architekturen, die WCET Garantien unterstützen. Basierend auf dem –nun möglichen– garantierten Rekonﬁgura-
tionsdelay von Beschleunigern wird eine WCET Analyse eingeführt, die es Tasks ermöglicht applikationsspeziﬁs-
che Spezialinstruktionen (CIs) zur Laufzeit zu rekonﬁgurieren. CIs werden von einer Prozessorpipeline ausgeführt
und stoßen die Ausführung von einem oder mehreren Beschleunigern an. Verschiedene Maßnahmen zur Behand-
lung von Rekonﬁgurationsdelay werden im Hinblick auf ihren Einﬂuss auf WCET Garantien und Überabschätzun-
gen verglichen. Die Timinganomalie der Laufzeitrekonﬁguration wird identiﬁziert und sicher beschränkt: einen
Fall in dem das schnellere Ausführen von Iterationen eines Berechnungskernels als in WCET während der Rekon-
ﬁguration von CIs die Gesamtlaufzeit eines Tasks verlängern kann. Sobald Tasks für WCET Garantien analysier-
bar sind die Laufzeitrekonﬁguration von CIs durchführen, stellt sich die Frage welche CIs auf einer beschränkten
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rekonﬁgurierbaren Fläche zur Optimierung der WCET konﬁguriert werden sollen. Diese Frage wird für Systeme
behandelt, in denen mehrere CIs mit jeweils unterschiedlichen Implementierungen (die einen Trade-off zwischen
Latenz und Flächenbedarf erlauben) ausgewählt werden können. Dies ist üblicherweise der Fall, beispielsweise
wenn von High-Level Synthese Gebrauch gemacht wird. Dieses sogenannte Instruktionsselektionsproblem zur
Optimierung der WCET wird basierend auf der Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET) modelliert. IPET ist
die Pfadanalysemethode auf die sich Timing Analyseprogramme stützen, die dem Stand der Technik entsprechen.
Nach unserem Wissen ist dies der erste Ansatz von WCET Optimierung, der den Gebrauch von globalen Pro-
grammﬂussinformationen (und Informationen über Rekonﬁgurationsdelays) ermöglicht. Ein optimaler Algorith-
mus (der Branch-and-Bound ähnelt) und ein schneller heuristischer Algorithmus (der auf Greedy basiert und in
den meisten Fällen die optimale Lösung erzielt) werden vorgestellt. Schließlich wird ein Ansatz präsentiert, der
es erstmals ermöglicht die Optimierung von statischen WCET Garantien und die Optimierung der durchschnit-
tlichen Ausführung zur Laufzeit (unter Einhaltung von WCET Garantien) mittels Laufzeitrekonﬁguration von
Hardwarebeschleunigern zu vereinen. Der Ansatz besteht aus einer Analyse von Schranken für Laufzeitslack (der
Menge an Ausführungszeit, die ein Programmteil schneller als in WCET ausgeführt wird), die es auf sichere Weise
ermöglichen Beschleuniger für die Optimierung durchschnittlicher Performance zu rekonﬁgurieren. Bestehende
WCET Garantien bleiben hierbei erhalten. Weiterhin wird ein Mechanismus präsentiert, der es auf Basis von ein-
fachen Performancezählern ermöglicht den Laufzeitslack zu überwachen. Die benötigten Performancezähler sind
üblicherweise in vielen aktuellen Mikroprozessoren verfügbar.
Zusammenfassend zeigt diese Dissertation, dass Laufzeitrekonﬁguration eine Schlüsselfunktionalität für das Erre-
ichen von vorhersagbarer Performance ist.
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Real-time systems are ubiquitous in our everyday life, e.g., in safety-critical domains such as automotive, avionics
or robotics. The correctness of a real-time system does not only depend on the correctness of its calculations,
but also on the non-functional requirement of adhering to deadlines. Failing to meet a deadline may lead to
severe malfunctions, therefore worst-case execution times (WCET) need to be guaranteed. Despite signiﬁcant
scientiﬁc advances, however, timing analysis of WCET guarantees lags years behind current high-performance
microarchitectures with out-of-order scheduling pipelines, several hardware threads and multiple (shared) cache
layers. To satisfy the increasing performance demands of real-time systems, analyzable performance features are
required. In order to escape the scarcity of timing-analyzable performance features, the main contribution of this
thesis is the introduction of runtime reconﬁguration of hardware accelerators onto a ﬁeld-programmable gate array
(FPGA) as a novel means to achieve performance that is amenable to WCET guarantees. Instead of designing an
architecture for a speciﬁc application domain, this approach preserves the ﬂexibility of the system.
First, this thesis contributes novel co-scheduling approaches to distribute work among CPU and GPU in an ex-
tensive analysis of how (average-case) performance is achieved on fused CPU-GPU architectures, a main trend
in current high-performance microarchitectures that combines a CPU and a GPU on a single chip. Being able to
employ such architectures in real-time systems would be highly desirable, because they provide high performance
within a limited area and power budget. As a result of this analysis, however, a cache coherency bottleneck is
uncovered in recent fused CPU-GPU architectures that share the last level cache between CPU and GPU. This
insight (i) complicates performance predictions and (ii) adds a shared last level cache between CPU and GPU to
the growing list of microarchitectural features that beneﬁt average-case performance, but render the analysis of
WCET guarantees on high-performance architectures virtually infeasible. Thus, further motivating the need for
novel microarchitectural features that provide predictable performance and are amenable to timing analysis.
Towards this end, a runtime reconﬁguration controller called “Command-based Reconﬁguration Queue” (CoRQ)
is presented that provides guaranteed latencies for its operations, especially for the reconﬁguration delay, i.e., the
time it takes to reconﬁgure a hardware accelerator onto a reconﬁgurable fabric (e.g., FPGA). CoRQ enables the
design of timing-analyzable runtime-reconﬁgurable architectures that support WCET guarantees. Based on the
–now feasible– guaranteed reconﬁguration delay of accelerators, a WCET analysis is introduced that enables tasks
to reconﬁgure application-speciﬁc custom instructions (CIs) at runtime. CIs are executed by a processor pipeline
and invoke execution of one or more accelerators. Different measures to deal with reconﬁguration delays are
compared for their impact on accelerated WCET guarantees and overestimation. The timing anomaly of runtime
reconﬁguration is identiﬁed and safely bounded: a case where executing iterations of a computational kernel faster
than in WCET during reconﬁguration of CIs can prolong the total execution time of a task. Once tasks that perform
runtime reconﬁguration of CIs can be analyzed for WCET guarantees, the question of which CIs to conﬁgure on
a constrained reconﬁgurable area to optimize the WCET is raised. The question is addressed for systems where
multiple CIs with different implementations each (allowing to trade-off latency and area requirements) can be
selected. This is generally the case, e.g., when employing high-level synthesis. This so-called WCET-optimizing
instruction set selection problem is modeled based on the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET), which is the
path analysis technique state-of-the-art timing analyzers rely on. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst approach that
enables WCET optimization with support for making use of global program ﬂow information (and information
about reconﬁguration delay). An optimal algorithm (similar to Branch and Bound) and a fast greedy heuristic
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algorithm (that achieves the optimal solution in most cases) are presented. Finally, an approach is presented
that, for the ﬁrst time, combines optimized static WCET guarantees and runtime optimization of the average-case
execution (maintaining WCET guarantees) using runtime reconﬁguration of hardware accelerators by leveraging
runtime slack (the amount of time that program parts are executed faster than in WCET). It comprises an analysis
of runtime slack bounds that enable safe reconﬁguration for average-case performance under WCET guarantees
and presents a mechanism to monitor runtime slack using a simple performance counter that is commonly available
in many microprocessors.
Ultimately, this thesis shows that runtime reconﬁguration of accelerators is a key feature to achieve predictable
performance.
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1 Introduction
Real-time embedded systems are ubiquitous in our everyday life, e.g., in safety-critical domains such as auto-
motive, avionics or robotics. The correctness of a real-time system does not only depend on the correctness of
its calculations, but also on the non-functional requirement of adhering to deadlines where, under circumstances
safety-critical, output signals are produced. Failing to meet a deadline may lead to severe malfunctions, therefore
they need to be guaranteed in a process called timing validation [107]. As part of the timing validation, a schedula-
bility analysis is performed to guarantee that a given task set can be scheduled at runtime under any circumstances.
To perform a schedulability analysis, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of every task from the task set needs
to be known [107].
Determining an accurate upper WCET bound of a task is a complex problem, because performance-enhancing fea-
tures of modern processors like pipelining, caches and branch prediction introduce a microarchitectural state. This
microarchitectural state results in a dependency of the latency of instructions on the execution history. Assuming
worst-case behavior of a microarchitectural component, e.g., a cache miss, in situations where the microarchitec-
tural state cannot be determined statically does not necessarily result in a safe WCET bound for the whole task.
The state of one component may inﬂuence other microarchitectural components, e.g., whether a cache access is
a hit or miss can inﬂuence whether a branch condition is calculated in time or potentially mispredicted. Such an
effect is called timing anomaly [86], and it enforces exhaustive exploration of every possible microarchitectural
state when determining the worst-case bound for executing a sequence of instructions.
Modern high-performance processors like supplied by Intel1 feature microarchitectures with out-of-order schedul-
ing pipelines, several hardware threads and multiple (shared) cache layers, as detailed in Chapter 3. These average-
case performance enhancing features cause an explosion of possible microarchitectural states that render timing
analysis practically infeasible [6]. However, the demand for processing power in real-time systems is strongly
increasing, e.g., automated driving requires vast amounts of sensor data to be processed under timing constraints.
Therefore, high-performance microarchitectures amenable for WCET analysis are requested [6, 37, 99].
To escape the scarcity of timing-analyzable performance features, the main focus of this thesis is to introduce
runtime reconﬁguration of hardware accelerators onto a ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA) as a means to
achieve performance that is amenable to the analysis of WCET guarantees. Hardware accelerators speed up the
tasks’ most compute-intensive parts, so called computational kernels (also known as hotspots) that are comprised
of one or more nested loops. When implementing these accelerators as application-speciﬁc integrated circuits, the
system would lack ﬂexibility with respect to revised standards or new algorithms. Instead, using an architecture
that is reconﬁgurable by employing an FPGA maintains a high ﬂexibility and even allows for reconﬁguring the
accelerators at runtime, thereby increasing the performance as well as the computing efﬁciency (compared to a
static set of accelerators) at the cost of a more complex timing analysis.
While runtime reconﬁguration was previously investigated with respect to real-time scheduling [16, 36, 54, 93],
novel models and analyses are required to make the beneﬁts of runtime-reconﬁgurable architectures accessible for
WCET guarantees by tasks, even in uniprocessor systems. In Chapter 5 it will be shown that –in addition to a
considerable speedup– the overestimation of a task’s static WCET guarantee can be reduced by providing WCET
guarantees for kernels in which compute-intensive calculations are performed by reconﬁgurable hardware acceler-
1 Intel is currently the biggest supplier of high-performance microprocessors worldwide with a market share of over 70% in Q1 of 2017
according to the International Data Corporation (IDC) (see https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=lcUS42519017)
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ators. Accelerators typically provide functionality that corresponds to several hundred instructions when executed
on the CPU pipeline, possibly including conditional branches and other control ﬂow. Analyzing instructions for
worst-case latency introduces pessimism due to, e.g., pipeline hazards or instruction cache misses that need to
be accounted for when the CPU behavior can not exactly be determined statically. The latency of the hardware
accelerators that are executed on the reconﬁgurable fabric is under direct control of the application designer and
often precisely known (e.g., this is the case when leveraging high-level synthesis tools [60]).
1.1 Thesis Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is to establish worst-case execution time guarantees for runtime-reconﬁgurable
systems as a means to achieve predictable performance. Speciﬁcally, the novel contributions of this thesis are:
• Novel co-scheduling approaches are presented in a case study on fused CPU-GPU architectures, a main trend
in current high-performance microarchitectures that combines a CPU and a GPU on a single chip. A cache
coherency bottleneck is uncovered that has implications for predictable performance on such architectures.
• A runtime reconﬁguration controller called “Command-based Reconﬁguration Queue” (CoRQ) is presented that
provides guaranteed latencies for its operations and supports timing analysis of runtime reconﬁguration for
WCET guarantees.
• WCET analysis is introduced for tasks on a runtime-reconﬁgurable processor. Different measures to deal with
reconﬁguration delays are compared as well as the timing anomaly of runtime reconﬁguration is identiﬁed and
safely bounded.
• The WCET-optimizing instruction set selection problem is modeled with support for global program ﬂow in-
formation and reconﬁguration delay by extending state-of-the-art models used in timing analyzers for WCET
guarantees. An optimal algorithm and a fast heuristic algorithm (that achieves the optimal solution in most
cases) are presented.
• An approach is presented that for the ﬁrst time combines optimized static WCET guarantees and runtime opti-
mization of the average-case execution (maintaining WCET guarantees) using runtime reconﬁguration of hard-
ware accelerators. It comprises an analysis of runtime slack bounds that enable safe reconﬁguration for average-
case performance under WCET guarantees.
In the following chapter, the background on real-time systems and runtime reconﬁguration is introduced that is
beneﬁcial to understanding the contributions of this thesis and puts them into context of real-time system research.
Chapter 3 details how performance is achieved on current high-performance processors that follow one of the
main current architectural trends of integrating a CPU and a GPU on a single die. It provides evidence that high-
performance architectures, which target average-case performance, can virtually not be analyzed for execution time
guarantees and motivates the need for timing-analyzable performance features. Afterwards, Chapter 4 presents
how reconﬁguration of accelerators can be performed in real-time systems within statically-guaranteed delays.
Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the WCET analysis and optimization of tasks that utilize runtime reconﬁguration under
WCET guarantees, respectively. Chapter 7 presents an online optimization approach that monitors the runtime
slack of a task (the amount of time it executed parts of code faster than in worst case) to reconﬁgure accelerators
that beneﬁt average-case execution instead of worst-case execution, while maintaining WCET guarantees. Finally,
Chapter 8 concludes the contributions of this thesis.
2
2 Background
The background on real-time systems, worst-case execution time analysis, runtime reconﬁguration and the utilized
evaluation platform is introduced in the following sections.
2.1 Real-Time Systems
In contrast to general-purpose computing systems, real-time systems must meet non-functional requirements. More
speciﬁcally, real-time systems are computing systems that must react within time constraints to events in their en-
vironment [20]. Consequently, their correctness does not only depend on the logical results of their computations,
but also on the time at which results are produced. Time constraints are given as deadlines, i.e., a maximum time
per task that is to be executed on the real-time system, within which the task needs to complete its execution.
In real-time systems, a task that fails to meet its deadline is not not only late, but wrong, because failing to meet
a deadline can lead to severe malfunctions: An increasing amount of safety-critical application domains that play
a crucial role in our society relies on real-time systems, e.g., chemical and nuclear plants, transportation systems
(railway, avionics, automotive), telecommunications, medical systems, industrial automation, robotics, and more
[20]. Generally, real-time systems are embedded as part of a larger system that is to be controlled, which ranges
from small portable devices (e.g., cellular phones, cardiac pacemaker) to larger systems (e.g., aircrafts, industrial
robots)1.
Software bugs are a common cause for accidents in safety-critical applications that can have catastrophic conse-
quences. A well-known example that demonstrates the importance of rigorous veriﬁcation of real-time systems is
a Patriot missile defense system that was operated in Saudi Arabia during the Gulf War. The defense system con-
tained a software bug in its interrupt handling routine2, which resulted in accumulation of delay in the system. The
delay inﬂuenced the system’s classiﬁcation process of ﬂying objects. On February 25, 1991, the defense system
was in operation for about 100 hours and had accumulated a total delay of 343ms, which caused it to incorrectly
classify an incoming missile as a false alarm (its trajectory was mispredicted by 687m). In a catastrophic result,
the missile struck an American Army barracks and lead to the loss of 28 lives and numerous injuries. Extreme
events like these have shown that software testing is not sufﬁcient to verify the correctness of a real-time system.
Instead, deadlines need to be guaranteed in a process called timing validation [107].
As part of the timing validation, a schedulability analysis is performed to guarantee that a given task set can be
scheduled at runtime under any circumstances. Depending on the consequences that may result from a missed
deadline, a real-time task is assigned to one of three different categories [20]:
• Hard: A real-time task is said to be hard if producing the results after its deadline may cause catastrophic
consequences on the system under control.
• Firm: A real-time task is said to be ﬁrm if producing the results after its deadline is useless for the system, but
does not cause any damage.
• Soft: A real-time task is said to be soft if producing the results after its deadline has still some utility for the
system, although causing a performance degradation.
1 The terms ‘real-time system’ and ‘real-time embedded system’ are therefore used interchangeably in the remainder of this thesis.
2 “Patriot Missile Defense: Software Problem Led to System Failure at Dhahran, Saudi Arabia” GAO/IMTEC-92-26: Published: Feb 4, 1992.
Publicly Released: Feb 27, 1992.
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This thesis focuses on hard real-time tasks, i.e., ‘real-time task’ always refers to a hard real-time task in the
remainder of this text. In order to perform a schedulability analysis of a hard real-time task set, each task of the
task set needs to be analyzed for characteristics in terms of execution time, required resources, and precedence
relations with other tasks. For guaranteeing that a given real-time task set can be scheduled at runtime under any
circumstances, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of each task of the set needs to be determined (see [20] for
details on hard real-time scheduling). The following section details how the WCET of a task is obtained.
2.2 Worst-Case Execution Time Analysis
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Figure 2.1: Histogram of all execution times of a task.
The WCET of a task is upper-bounded using
static timing analysis
In general, obtaining upper bounds on the execution times of tasks
is not possible, because it would require the halting problem to
be decidable [83]. Therefore, real-time tasks are programmed re-
strictively: they are required to always terminate and recursion
depths as well as iteration counts of loops need to be statically
known. Virtually any task executed on a modern hardware plat-
form exhibits execution time variation that is inﬂuenced by the
task’s input. If the worst-case input (the input leading to the worst-
case execution) of a task were known, a worst-case execution time
(WCET) guarantee could be easily obtained [106]. Generally,
however, this is not the case and the worst-case input is hard to
derive. Therefore, an upper bound on the WCET (analogously, a
lower bound on the best-case execution time (BCET)) is estimated during timing analysis instead of the actual
WCET (and BCET) as shown in Fig. 2.1. The estimated bounds need to be safe, i.e., the WCET (BCET) bound
must never underestimate (overestimate) the actual WCET (BCET), and precise, i.e., the overestimation (underes-
timation) of the WCET (BCET) should be as small as possible to enable a successful schedulability analysis later
on.
In this thesis, static timing analysis is employed, which produces guaranteed WCET bounds, instead of
measurement-based approaches, which produce bounds on observed execution times only (it is never guaran-
teed that all execution times haven been observed using measurements alone). The bounds obtained by static
timing analysis allow safe schedulability analysis of hard real-time systems. A WCET bound is only valid for
a speciﬁc hardware platform and is the result of the worst-case path through the task under analysis, i.e., the
sequence of instructions that leads to the estimated WCET of the task. Consequently, timing analysis is performed
on the ﬁnished task binary (instead, e.g., on the source code). It generally performs three major sub-analyzes on
the task binary consisting of several passes each [107]:
(i) Control-ﬂow reconstruction and static analyses for control and data ﬂow. Reconstruct the control-ﬂow graph
(CFG) from the task binary, identify loops and bound iterations thereof (if possible), determine infeasible
paths through the CFG (paths that exist in the CFG, but can never be executed in practice). Infeasible paths
are eventually excluded during global bound analysis (in (iii)) to obtain a more precise WCET bound.
(ii) Microarchitectural analysis. Computes the execution time bounds of basic blocks. Assuming the latency
of each instruction were constant, microarchitectural analysis would be simple. However, average-case per-
formance enhancing features like deep pipelining or out-of-order scheduling of instructions, caches, branch
prediction, etc. introduce a microarchitectural state [90]. This microarchitectural state results in a depen-
dency of the latency of instructions on the execution history that can span numerous basic blocks. Therefore,
it is not safe to analyze each basic block separately, but the microarchitectural state that can result from the
execution of preceding basic blocks needs to be considered to obtain the latency bounds of a basic block. This
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is done using abstract interpretation [25], a theory of program analysis that determines runtime properties
of the task under analysis without actually executing it. Abstract interpretation allows to separate analy-
sis of the microarchitectural state and the analysis of the worst-case path (which determines the WCET, as
explained in (iii)) [98].
The state of one microarchitectural feature may inﬂuence other features, and the worst case of one feature
does not necessarily lead to the worst-case execution of the whole task. Therefore, it is not safe to analyze
microarchitectural features separately: E.g., whether a cache access is a hit or miss can inﬂuence whether
a branch condition is calculated in time or potentially mispredicted. There are architectures, where a cache
miss can lead to a correctly predicted branch condition that results in a shorter execution time than a cache
hit (that would have led to a mispredicted branch) [69]. Such a situation, where a local worst case (e.g., a
cache miss) leads to a shorter total execution time, is called a timing anomaly [86]. Consequently, it is not
safe to assume a local worst case when static analysis of a task cannot precisely determine the state of each
microarchitectural feature (e.g., cache contents). Instead, all possibilities need to be considered in further
analysis. This leads to an explosion of microarchitectural states and has a strong inﬂuence on the applicabil-
ity of methods for timing analysis to speciﬁc microarchitectures. Effectively, the microarchitectures that can
be analyzed are several generations behind microarchitectures available today [90].
(iii) Global bound analysis. Combines information obtained in the previous analyzes (annotated CFG from (i)
and WCET bounds of basic blocks from (ii)) to compute the WCET bound of the whole task. State-of-
the-art timing analyzers compute the WCET by determining the worst-case path through the CFG using the
ILP-based Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET) [64, 106].
The contributions of this thesis do not rely on speciﬁc approaches to perform analyzes (i) and (ii) (implications
to (ii) are addressed in Section 5.4). IPET, however, is a central technique in WCET analysis and also utilized by
approaches presented in the following chapters. It is introduced in the following.
2.2.1 Global Bound Analysis using IPET
The approaches presented in Chapters 5 and 6 base on the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET) [64] for
WCET bound calculation, as it is the program path analysis technique state-of-the-art timing analyzers rely on [4,
106]. IPET models program ﬂow as arithmetic constraints in an ILP3-formulated problem. The objective function
determines the CPU cycles executed on a path in the task’s CFG. To ﬁnd the WCET path, it needs to be maximized.
Variables in the objective function represent the execution count of a single basic block (xi) in the CFG and are
weighted with the execution cycles of that basic block (ci), which are determined in the microarchitectural analysis
(see previous section). For a program with N basic blocks, the objective function is given as:
max
x∈NN0
N
∑
i=1
cixi (2.1)
Similar to ﬂow networks, the variables are constrained by modeling the control ﬂow and capturing relative exe-
cution counts of basic blocks as ILP constraints. The more infeasible paths can be excluded by constraints, the
more precise the WCET bound will be. IPET was ﬁrst introduced in [64], which contains a detailed overview of
how constraints are generated. A brief overview is given in the following. Besides the variables xi representing the
execution counts of basic blocks, variables di for every edge in the CFG are used. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the CFG
of the simple source code excerpt shown in Fig. 2.2 (a). The loop header (represented by x2) can be entered from
outside using the edge represented by d1 or from a previous iteration using d8. The same basic block can be exited
3 Integer Linear Programming [43]
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int i = 0;
while (i < 100) {
if (i < 5)
...; // true
else
...; // false
i++;
}
x1 
x2 
x3 
x5 x4 
x6 
d8 
d5 d4 
d3 
d1 
d2 
d7 d6 
if (i < 5) 
 // true   // false 
i++ 
while (i < 100) 
i = 0 Program Structure:
x1 = 1 = d1 (task start)
x2 = d1+d8 = d2+d3
x3 = d3 = d4+d5
x4 = d4 = d6
x5 = d5 = d7
x6 = d6+d7 = d8
Global Information:
x3 ≤ 100 ·d1
x4 ≤ 5 ·d1
(a) Task source code (b) Task CFG (c) IPET constraints
Figure 2.2: Example of constraint generation using the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET)
when the loop condition is false and the kernel is exited using d2 or it can proceed to another iteration when the
loop condition is true using d3. Therefore, x2 = d1+d8 = d2+d3 (see Fig. 2.2 (c)).
A key feature of IPET is that global path information about input-dependent control ﬂow can be annotated using
additional constraints, e.g., an upper bound of 100 loop iterations can be given by the constraint x3 ≤ 100 · d1.
When static control and data ﬂow analysis (see previous section) recognizes that the true case can be executed
a maximum of 5 times, it is annotated using the constraint x4 ≤ 5 · d1. State-of-the-art timing analyzers utilize
annotation languages [59] that enable users to conveniently annotate expert knowledge about task execution. Such
annotations are automatically translated into IPET constraints and often lead to a more precise WCET bound.
Several extensions, e.g., for complex control ﬂows and hardware timing effects depending on a long history of ex-
ecuted instructions have been published [7, 38, 106]. One of these extensions, multi-context analysis, is addressed
in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, IPET is extended from a WCET analysis problem to a WCET optimization problem for
runtime-reconﬁgurable processors. The following section introduces the background on reconﬁgurable computing
as a basis for the following chapters.
2.3 Reconﬁgurable Computing
Reconﬁgurable computing, i.e., performing computations using a reconﬁgurable fabric such as ﬁeld-programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), was introduced in the early 1990s [97]. Today, it is an established computing paradigm in
a growing number of application domains in research and industry, not only in embedded computing (e.g., signal
processing [96], computer vision [53] or encryption [52]), but also in high-performance and scientiﬁc comput-
ing (e.g., ﬁnancial pricing [34] or DNA-sequencing [13]), data centers (e.g., searching [84] or database queries
[35]), networks (routing [68], intrusion detection [32]) and others. In these domains, applications generally com-
prise several compute-intensive loops, so-called computational kernels, that beneﬁt greatly from implementation
as application-speciﬁc hardware accelerators in terms of performance and energy efﬁciency. FPGAs enable the uti-
lization of application-speciﬁc hardware accelerators without fabricating custom chips and they provide ﬂexibility
as well as the ability for upgrades, just like software.
Several alternatives exist when designing reconﬁgurable systems that combine a general-purpose CPU with a
reconﬁgurable fabric [97]. Generally, a tighter integration reduces communication latency between CPU and re-
conﬁgurable fabric, but requires more effort in the architectural design of the system. Numerous products are
available that add an FPGA as a separate chip to an existing system by attaching it to the system’s peripheral
bus. Especially for embedded systems however, it is crucial to minimize (i) the communication latency between
CPU and reconﬁgurable fabric to enable acceleration of short-running kernels (e.g., in control loops) and (ii) the
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Figure 2.3: Overview of the evaluation platform – i-Core
system’s power consumption as well as (iii) area footprint. Therefore, the advancing trend of processor integration
has resulted in reconﬁgurable SoCs that combine FPGAs and CPUs on a single chip (e.g., Xilinx Zynq or Intel
(formerly Altera) SoC FPGA), which have led to the wide adoption of reconﬁgurable systems in embedded sys-
tems, e.g., in implementations of advanced driver assistance systems in the automotive domain. In reconﬁgurable
SoCs, CPU and FPGA are still separate processing devices that communicate over the (internal) system bus.
The evaluation platform that is employed to evaluate the contributions of Chapters 5 to 7 demonstrates that an
even tighter integration of CPU and FPGA than in current reconﬁgurable SoCs is beneﬁcial to target hard real-time
execution. It is presented in the following section.
2.4 Evaluation Platform – i-Core
i-Core [10, 31] is a reconﬁgurable processor, i.e., it is based on a general-purpose (GPP) processor pipeline and
enables the execution of runtime-reconﬁgurable Custom Instructions (CIs). Figure 2.3 gives an overview of the
i-Core architecture. CIs extend the processor’s core instruction set architecture (cISA) by application-speciﬁc
instructions that are realized using (i) microcode and (ii) reconﬁgurable accelerators. They are detailed in the
following.
2.4.1 Microcoded Custom Instructions
When the processor pipeline encounters a CI in its execute stage (EX), the pipeline stalls and initiates execution
of the respective microprogram (i.e., a program written in microcode) that implements the functionality of the
encountered CI on the CI Execution Controller. The communication between pipeline and CI Execution Controller
is performed in a protocol that is similar to other multi-cycle instructions like integer division. The microprogram
controls all resources of the reconﬁgurable fabric:
• Load/Store Units (LSUs), enable access to the main memory (through the processor’s L1 data cache (D$)) and
high-bandwidth scratchpad memory (SPM) for CIs
7
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Figure 2.4: CIs deﬁne computations as DFGs that can be scheduled with different amounts of accelerators, resulting in different latencies
• Reconﬁgurable containers, (embedded) FPGAs that provide the reconﬁgurable area for runtime-reconﬁguration
of accelerators (one accelerator per container, each of similar complexity as, e.g., ﬂoating-point multiply-
accumulate or a dozen integer operations)
• Interconnects, connect LSUs, reconﬁgurabe containers and the processor’s register ﬁle to a common (four word-
wide segmented) bus
When CIs access register operands and the non-cacheable SPM only, they can be modeled like just another multi-
cycle instruction in the microarchitectural analysis during WCET estimation (see Section 2.2) and do not inﬂuence
data cache analysis. Note that a single microprogram can utilize one or more accelerators. In other words, the
functionality deﬁned by a CI is realized using one or more accelerators. Application-speciﬁc hardware accelerators
provide an important tradeoff: the more area is utilized, the higher the resulting performance. At the same time,
multiple accelerators compete for the constrained reconﬁgurable area. This tradeoff is the result of instruction-level
parallelism that can be exploited when more hardware resources are added to the application-speciﬁc accelerator.
The main beneﬁt of allowing CIs to utilize more than one accelerator is that this tradeoff can be chosen at runtime
by providing several microprograms that implement the same CI, but utilize different amounts of accelerators that
each implement a part of the CIs functionality. Consequently, CIs deﬁne computations as data-ﬂow graphs (DFG)
where nodes are accelerators and load/stores. Figure 2.4 (a) shows a simpliﬁed example of a CI that loads input
data, performs transformations on the data, aggregates results and ﬁnally stores them. Depending on how many
‘Transform’ accelerators are conﬁgured in the reconﬁgurable containers at runtime, the DFG can be scheduled in
5 steps (see Fig. 2.4 (b)) or 4 steps (see Fig. 2.4 (c)). Each of these schedules corresponds to a microprogram for
the CI Execution Controller, which implements the CI4.
So far, it was discussed how CIs are executed, assuming all accelerators required by a certain implementation are
currently conﬁgured on the reconﬁgurable fabric. However, CIs can be unavailable, i.e., there exists no schedule
of the CI’s DFG for the accelerators that are currently conﬁgured (reconﬁguring all accelerators required by a
CI can take several milliseconds). Two alternatives exists to handle the case that the i-Core attempts to execute
an unavailable CI at runtime: stalling and software emulation. Stalling executes CIs on the reconﬁgurable fabric
and trying to execute an unavailable CI is an error. Therefore, CIs need to be conﬁgured before the kernel is
entered and the execution is stalled until the required CIs are available. Software emulation triggers functionally-
equivalent software execution of an unavailable CI on the i-Core’s pipeline using the base processor’s cISA. It
enables execution of the kernel while required CIs are still being reconﬁgured. Thus, progress can already be made
without any CIs and as soon as reconﬁguration of a CI ﬁnishes, the CI is utilized to speed up the following iteration
of the kernel. While software emulation is always beneﬁcial at runtime, it is more complex to analyze for WCET
guarantees than stalling, which will be detailed in a more general context in Chapters 4 and 5.
4 In the remainder of this thesis it will be referred to CI implementation and CI microprogram interchangeably.
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i-Core exists as a constantly evolving hardware prototype. It is currently based on the Gaisler LEON3 SoC5 and
synthesizes to Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGAs. The LEON3 processor has a SPARC V8 in-order microarchitecture, sep-
arate data as well as instruction caches and supports several real-time operating systems. Appendix A presents
demonstration setups that were extended and realized in the context of this thesis to show the practicality of the
approach. A more detailed explanation of how the architecture is realized can be found in [10]. Additionally, a
SystemC-based cycle-accurate simulator is available for early evaluation of runtime system algorithms. The spe-
ciﬁc details and parameters that were used to obtain the presented evaluation results are discussed in the respective
chapters.
2.5 Associated Research Projects
The results of this thesis were achieved in the context of the research projects that are presented in the following.
2.5.1 Invasive Computing
The work presented in this thesis was partly supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) as part of the
Transregional Collaborative Research Center “Invasive Computing” (SFB/TR 89), which just began its third and
last funding phase (4 years per phase). The project is a collaboration between researchers from the Friedrich-
Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Technical University of Munich.
In its current phase, it consists of 16 subprojects.
The governing thought of Invasive Computing is to grant applications, running on a massively-parallel computer
that consists of 1000 and more compute cores, temporary exclusive access to resources like processor, communica-
tion channels and memory [50, 95]. This so-called resource-aware programming paradigm is of utmost importance
to obtain high utilization as well as computational and energy efﬁciency numbers (including predictable execution).
In Invasive Computing, a set of granted resources is called a claim. Applications allocate claims by invading re-
sources, and then infect them with a program to run. Finally, the application retreats from its claim, freeing the
resources. The state diagram of an invasive application is shown in Fig. 2.5.
start exitinvade infect retreat
Figure 2.5: States of an invasive application (following the description of [74])
Realizing this resource-aware programming model effectively requires a holistic approach. Therefore, the sub-
projects of Invasive Computing cover the full compute stack of architecture, language/compiler, operating sys-
tem/runtime system and applications. The hardware architecture targeted by invasive computing is a heteroge-
neous multiprocessor system-on-chip [50]. It consists of tiles of different types that are interconnected using a
network-on-chip. Figure 2.6 shows an instance of the invasive architecture that uses three different types of tiles:
(i) compute tiles contain several RISC CPU cores that communicate over a shared bus,
(ii) memory tiles that provide DDR memory and
(iii) i-Core tiles contain RISC CPU cores and the reconﬁgurable processor ‘i-Core’ (which was presented in the
previous section and is the evaluation platform of this thesis).
5 https://www.gaisler.com/
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Figure 2.6: Overview of an instance of the tile-based invasive manycore architecture. Details of an i-Core tile are shown
i-Core is investigated as an architectural subproject of Invasive Computing. Within the project, it is a resource
that can be invaded by applications for exclusive access, through which predictable execution is enabled. So far,
however, execution time guarantees for runtime-reconﬁgurable processors are unavailable. This thesis introduces
general methods for WCET analysis and optimization on runtime-reconﬁgurable processors that can be applied to
the i-Core processor and the invasive architecture to achieve predictable high performance.
2.5.2 SPP 1500
Another associated research project is the DFG Priority Program SPP 1500 “Dependable Embedded Systems”,
which focuses on the various reliability concerns in the nano-era [49]. The reliability concerns include manufac-
turing variability, aging, the impact of temperature and soft errors. These concerns are addressed from a wide
range of perspectives including operating systems, compilers, micro-architectures and applications themselves.
SPP 1500 comprises 12 projects in total from research groups of ten different universities throughout Germany.
The project OTERA (Online Test Strategies for Reliable Reconﬁgurable Architectures) targets reliability concerns
in runtime-reconﬁgurable architectures on the basis of i-Core (which is the main evaluation platform used in this
thesis).
This section concludes the background for the main focus of this thesis discussed in Chapter 4 and following, i.e.,
WCET analysis and optimization using runtime reconﬁguration. The following chapter takes a step back from
architectures designed for real-time systems to verify the claim that performance on current high-performance
architectures is increasingly hard to predict and motivate need for timing-analyzable performance features.
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Architectures with Shared Last Level Caches
This chapter presents novel co-scheduling approaches to distribute work onto CPU and GPU in an extensive case
study on how performance is achieved on heterogeneous high-performance processors that follow one of the main
current architectural trends: integrating a (multi-core) CPU and a GPU on a single die1. Being able to employ such
architectures in real-time embedded systems would be highly desirable, because they provide high performance
within a limited area and power budget. E.g., NVIDIA partnered with numerous companies of the automotive
domain (Audi, Mercedes-Benz, Toyota, Volvo among others) in the NVIDIA DRIVE project to create a computing
platform that speciﬁcally aims at enabling autonomous driving2. Their current hardware platform "NVIDIA Drive
PX Xavier" relies on integrating a CPU, a GPU and hardware accelerators on a single chip to achieve the required
computing performance within a 30W power budget3. It remains an open question, however, how predictable
execution times can be achieved on such platforms, which is crucial to be able to deploy them in actual products
(e.g., self-driving cars) [85].
In this chapter it is shown that even when targeting average-case performance, performance predictions are beneﬁ-
cial to distribute work among heterogeneous compute devices for maximum performance. Three novel approaches
to distribute work are introduced and compared, which leverage the unique features of architectures that share
a last level cache between CPU and GPU. Furthermore, this chapter uncovers a cache coherency bottleneck in
recent such architectures that has implications on predictable performance. It ultimately provides evidence to the
claim made in Chapter 1 that high-performance architectures, which were designed for average-case performance,
can virtually not be analyzed for execution time guarantees and motivates the design and analysis of a timing-
analyzable architecture in the following chapters.
3.1 Fused CPU-GPU Architectures
CPU
L1-I$ L1-D$
L2$
CPU
L1-I$ L1-D$
L2$
GPU
GPU 
Caches
CPU
L1-I$ L1-D$
L2$
CPU
L1-I$ L1-D$
L2$
Main 
Memory 
(DDR)
Shared Last Level Cache
System Bus
Figure 3.1: High-level overview of a fused CPU-GPU architecture
with shared last level cache
With the release of AMD’s Fusion and Intel’s Ivy
Bridge architecture in 2011, the trend of processor
integration resulted in fused CPU-GPU architectures
that integrate a CPU and general-purpose GPU on a
single die. The main beneﬁt of such an integration is
that time-consuming memory transfers between main
memory and dedicated GPU memory become unnec-
essary. Instead, CPU and GPU access the same physi-
cal memory such that zero-copy transfers can be em-
ployed. Zero-copy transfers ensure coherency and
translate pointers to memory buffers for the common
CPU and GPU address space, but do not actually trans-
fer data. However, such an integration introduces a
memory bottleneck, because CPU and GPU compete for memory bandwidth of the shared physical memory.
1 The work presented in this chapter was originally published in [30]
2 https://www.nvidia.com/en-us/self-driving-cars/
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Drive_PX-series&oldid=864203140#Drive_PX_Xavier
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In more recent architectures, e.g., Intel Broadwell and beyond, CPU and GPU were further integrated so that they
access the shared last level cache (LLC) as shown in Fig. 3.1. This enables hardware-supported byte-level cache
coherency between CPU and GPU. Effectively, CPU and GPU can execute computational kernels on the same
data in parallel and solve problems collaboratively. In this case, the shared LLC has the potential to alleviate the
memory bottleneck present in earlier fused CPU-GPU architectures (without a shared LLC), because it can serve
accesses to a common working set instead of requiring frequent main memory accesses [110].
The idea of heterogeneous compute devices performing computations on a common memory is also captured in the
Open Compute Language (OpenCL) standard 2.0. Most prominently, OpenCL introduces Shared Virtual Memory
(SVM), i.e., a shared virtual address space between heterogeneous compute devices in an OpenCL program. SVM
is also supported by fused CPU-GPU architectures without a shared LLC, e.g., AMD’s Accelerated Processing
Units or System on Chips that feature ARM’s Mali Bifrost GPU. However, because excessive coherency trafﬁc
is required across heterogeneous devices [73], SVM was proven inefﬁcient on such architectures. In contrast, on
fused CPU-GPU architectures with a shared LLC, OpenCL 2.0 promises efﬁcient support for byte-level coherent
(so-called ﬁne-grained) SVM as well as cross-device atomics [56].
This work presents the ﬁrst investigation of collaborative execution of computational kernels on a fused CPU-GPU
architecture with a shared LLC using ﬁne-grained SVM, i.e., CPU and GPU share cache-coherent memory so that
the work of a computational kernel can be processed in parallel by both compute devices. We detail how OpenCL
programs are ported to OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained SVM. This process is applied to the entire Rodinia Benchmark
Suite [22] and overheads of ﬁne-grained SVM are evaluated. Collaborative execution of computational kernels on
ﬁne-grained SVM requires novel co-scheduling approaches that determine how much work should be performed on
CPU and GPU, respectively, for maximum performance. In previous studies on collaborative execution that used
zero-copy transfers on fused CPU-GPU architectures with a shared LLC and OpenCL 1.2, a single static data-
centric distribution of work was established for all kernels per program [113, 114]. Fine-grained SVM enables to
decide the distribution of work dynamically, based on observed progress made by CPU and GPU while executing
a kernel. Thus, a decision should be made per kernel instead of per program.
This work contributes three dynamic co-scheduling approaches that utilize different capabilities of OpenCL 2.0:
one kernel-external method based on online proﬁling and two kernel-internal methods that utilize cross-device
atomics (variables that can be modiﬁed atomically across multiple compute devices). Cross-device atomics
are currently supported by OpenCL 2.0 only, apart from that our approaches could also be realized, e.g., in
NVIDIA CUDA. One of the kernel-internal methods utilizes device-side enqueuing, another feature introduced
with OpenCL 2.0 that enables enqueuing kernels to an OpenCL device from within an executing kernel. Device-
side enqueuing is a similar technique to dynamic parallelism in NVIDIA CUDA. However, it is shown that
device-side enqueuing introduces too much overhead to be suitable for implementing co-scheduling approaches.
The other two co-scheduling approaches (one kernel-external and one kernel-internal) are further evaluated using
the Rodinia Benchmark Suite, which we ported to OpenCL 2.0. Our kernel-external method performs competi-
tively to the optimal choice of executing kernels within a program either on CPU or GPU (clairvoyant xor-Oracle,
some kernels on CPU others on GPU within the same program). The method achieves 97% of the xor-Oracle’s
performance on average. We show, however, that for most benchmarks of the Rodinia Benchmark Suite it is not
beneﬁcial to split the work of a kernel between CPU and GPU compared to running a kernel either on CPU or GPU
when ﬁne-grained SVM is used. This observation is further analyzed and it is shown that it cannot be explained
by cache conﬂicts, i.e., false or true sharing, but is the result of inefﬁcient cache coherence. As of today, Intel
platforms are the only architectures that support OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained SVM using a shared LLC. Therefore,
we focus on this architecture in the remainder of this chapter.
The novel contributions of this chapter are as follows:
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• We evaluate the overhead of OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained Shared Virtual Memory, and analyze the suitability of
cross-device atomics as well as device-side enqueuing for co-scheduling kernels on fused CPU-GPU architec-
tures with a shared LLC in three different co-scheduling approaches.
• We develop a co-scheduling approach that is competitive to the optimal choice of executing kernels within a
program either on CPU or GPU (on average 97% of the clairvoyant xor-Oracle’s performance and 1.43× speedup
over only using the GPU), and via analysis show that inefﬁcient cache coherence is the major performance
bottleneck for collaborative execution of the same kernel on current fused CPU-GPU architectures with shared
LLC.
• We port the Rodinia Benchmark Suite to OpenCL 2.0 with ﬁne-grained SVM and make Rodinia-SVM as well
as a variety of co-scheduling approaches available as open source4.
3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Co-Scheduling on Fused Architectures
In state-of-the-art related work on co-scheduling for fused CPU-GPU architectures, CPU and GPU do not share
the last level cache [8, 58, 65, 75, 113, 114]. Thus, techniques like ﬁne-grained SVM are not supported and com-
munication between CPU and GPU has to rely on explicit data transfers. [58] presents an online proﬁling-based
approach that is similar to our host-side proﬁling approach, but only treats the GPU as an OpenCL 1.2 device while
CPU computations are performed in the host code. Therefore, barriers are required after every kernel run, whereas
our approach treats CPU and GPU as OpenCL 2.0 devices and utilizes OpenCL events for lightweight synchroniza-
tion (see Section 3.5.2). Data transfer overheads between different devices are mentioned as a key issue, but not
further analyzed. [8] uses the online proﬁling method of [58] and presents a power-aware co-scheduling method
that aims to minimize the energy-delay product of heterogeneous applications running on a fused CPU-GPU ar-
chitecture. The authors report an average of 12.3% percent improvement over the best performance-oriented
schedules. [114] presents an ofﬂine, machine learning-based approach to co-scheduling that determines a single
ratio that partitions the input data into separate parts processed by CPU and GPU, respectively. This saves addi-
tional transfers to maintain coherency between kernel executions, but does not allow for per-kernel decisions. [75]
presents an OpenCL runtime system that automatically schedules kernels to multiple devices that were originally
written for a single device. The runtime system takes care of buffer allocation and transfers to maintain coherency
between all devices without programmer effort. [65] and [113] speciﬁcally target irregular workloads, in which
some work items take considerably longer than others such that proﬁling information from a subset of work items
is often not representative for the performance of the whole kernel. Both approaches identify application-speciﬁc
features to model the computational kernels’ performance for scheduling decisions.
Compared to our work, state-of-the-art co-scheduling approaches did not share cache-coherent memory between
CPU and GPU, but were instead limited by explicit data transfers that were required to establish consistency.
3.2.2 Exploiting Shared Virtual Memory
In [110] the potential of fused CPU-GPU architectures with a shared LLC is explored simulatively. The authors
present an approach where compiler-generated “pre-execution code” is run on the CPU, before executing a com-
putational kernel on the GPU. The aim of this approach is to ﬁll the shared LLC such that the amount of main
memory accesses that need to be performed by the GPU is minimized. Using this approach, the authors report a
performance improvement of up to 113%, and 21.4% on average. [103] presents an extension of the gem5-gpu
4 Source code available at: https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/Rodinia-SVM
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simulator for fused CPU-GPU architectures [82] that supports the features of OpenCL 2.0. Compared to these
works, our approach utilizes a commercial off-the-shelf architecture (Intel) instead of simulation.
In [73] a comprehensive performance evaluation of OpenCL 1.2, OpenCL 2.0 and Heterogeneous System Archi-
tecture (HSA) 1.0 is presented. In contrast to our work, the evaluated AMD Kaveri architecture does not feature a
shared LLC between CPU and GPU. As a result, the authors observe that excessive coherency trafﬁc is generated
across devices that can affect performance signiﬁcantly.
In summary, state-of-the-art related work on co-scheduling on fused CPU-GPU architectures either failed to lever-
age cache-coherent memory between CPU and GPU or only explored cache coherency between CPU and GPU in
simulation.
3.3 Motivational Example
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Figure 3.2: Particle Filter beneﬁts from a per-kernel scheduling deci-
sion compared to a ﬁxed ratio for the whole benchmark
when executed on OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained SVM
Before the introduction of OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained
SVM, data needed to be explicitly transferred to com-
pute devices. Furthermore, consistency guarantees for
memory buffers that were accessed in parallel by dif-
ferent compute devices did not exist. Therefore, state-
of-the-art co-scheduling approaches divided the input
data into two separate parts that were processed by
CPU and GPU, respectively [113, 114]. Effectively, a
single ratio that determines the share of work to be per-
formed on each compute device was applied to all ker-
nels of an OpenCL program. With ﬁne-grained SVM
pointers can be shared and accessed consistently by
multiple devices in parallel.
Fig. 3.2 shows execution time results for the Particle
Filter benchmark from the Rodinia Benchmark Suite (version 3.1 ported to ﬁne-grained SVM) on an Intel Core
i7-6700T (Skylake) fused CPU-GPU architecture with a shared LLC. The blue bars show the execution time for
statically-ﬁxed ratios of work performed on CPU and GPU, respectively, that are applied to all four kernels of the
benchmark. The red line shows the execution time for deciding per-kernel whether to execute it either on CPU or
on GPU. Only the single best overall decision (ﬁrst two kernels on GPU, remaining two on CPU) is shown. In any
case, the four kernels need to be executed in sequence. Two of four kernels contain loops that result in extremely
poor performance when executed on the GPU only (thus, the execution time drops from x= 0% to x= 10%), while
the other two kernels beneﬁt strongly from execution on the GPU compared to the CPU (thus, the execution time
increases from x = 10% to x = 100%). Therefore, deciding a single ratio of how to distribute work for all kernels
results in a compromise that performs worse than executing each kernel exclusively on the most-suitable device.
Due to the fact that ﬁne-grained SVM is shared consistently among different compute devices without any explicit
data transfers in between kernel executions.
This example shows that per-kernel decisions of how to distribute work have a performance beneﬁt over a single
data-centric ratio that is applied to all kernels of a program. In this work, we explore co-scheduling methods that
leverage OpenCL 2.0 features to perform per-kernel decisions at runtime beyond the binary decision of either using
the CPU or GPU but by utilizing both compute devices in parallel.
3.4 Background on Heterogeneous Execution using OpenCL
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Figure 3.3: Hierarchy of Work Items in an OpenCL Kernel
In this section we provide an overview of OpenCL in
general and discuss features introduced in OpenCL 2.0
that we utilize for co-scheduling.
3.4.1 OpenCL
The Open Compute Language (OpenCL) is an open
standard for parallel programming of heterogeneous
systems [57]. It consists of a host-side API and a C-
like programming language for writing computational
kernels. The host-side API provides access to the plat-
form, i.e., a view of the system that the OpenCL program is executed on. The platform comprises one or more
devices that are capable of executing OpenCL kernels. Within fused CPU-GPU architectures, CPU (including all
cores) and GPU are separate devices5 belonging to the same platform. For communication between host and de-
vices, the host-side API provides functions to submit commands to command queues. Commands specify tasks that
should be performed by a device, e.g., memory operations, synchronization or kernel execution. Each command
queue is associated with exactly one device. Events can be used to formulate dependencies between commands
(from the same or different command queues) as directed acyclic graphs. A command can emit an event upon
successful execution. When submitting a command to a command queue, it can be speciﬁed that the command
should only be executed after one or more events were emitted by ﬁnishing the execution of respective commands.
Generally, when implementing an OpenCL kernel, the goal is to represent parallelism at the ﬁnest possible gran-
ularity. Figure 3.3 shows how OpenCL divides work hierarchically as well as OpenCL keywords used by the
host-side API6. The smallest unit of execution is a work item. Each work item executes an instance of the kernel
body, e.g., for a kernel that implements vector addition a work item would compute a single element. When sub-
mitting a kernel to a command queue, usually thousands of work items are instantiated and execute concurrently
(as many as given by global_size). Work items are divided into work groups. Work groups are equally-sized (by
local_size) and each group has a unique group_id. Work items have a local_id (0, . . . , local_size− 1)
that is unique within a work group only, as well as a globally unique global_id (0, . . . , global_size−1) that
is used for address calculations. The global_id speciﬁes on which part of the input data a speciﬁc work item
executes the kernel body on. Only within a work group can work items perform barrier operations and share local
memory. This way, the OpenCL compiler can perform device-speciﬁc optimizations, e.g., on CPUs a work group
is serialized to a single thread.
3.4.2 OpenCL 2.0
The OpenCL speciﬁcation 2.0 introduced several features that provide opportunities for improved collaboration
between different devices as well as the host [44, 57]. The most prominent feature is Shared Virtual Memory
(SVM) that introduces a shared virtual address space between host and devices in an OpenCL program. SVM
eliminates explicit data transfers between host and device memory, and enables direct sharing of pointer-based
data structures. OpenCL 2.0 introduces coarse-grained and ﬁne-grained SVM. Coarse-grained SVM allows host
and devices to share virtual memory pointers, but still requires buffers that are explicitly mapped and unmapped
from host and devices. A coarse-grained SVM buffer can only be mapped to a single device or the host at a time,
concurrent accesses by multiple devices are not supported. Fine-grained SVM is an optional feature of OpenCL 2.0
that deﬁnes memory consistency guarantees for SVM allocations that are concurrently accessed by the host and
one or more devices. With ﬁne-grained SVM, host and devices can share memory at byte-level granularity and
5 Note that commonly used terms like ‘compute unit’ or ‘processing element’ are deﬁned as speciﬁc parts of a device in OpenCL
6 OpenCL supports up to three-dimensional index spaces. At this point, we explain the one-dimensional case for brevity
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1 int* ptr = (int*) malloc (...);
2 for (int i=0; i<n; i++)
3 ptr[i] = i;
4 ptr_device = clCreateBuffer (...);
5 clEnqueueWriteBuffer(ptr_device , ptr ,...);
6 clSetKernelArg (..., ptr_device);
7 clEnqueueNDRange (...);
8 clEnqueueReadBuffer(ptr_device , ptr ,...);
9 clFinish (...);
10 printf("Result: %d\n", ptr [0]);
1 int* ptr = (int*) clSVMAlloc (...);
2 for (int i=0; i<n; i++)
3 ptr[i] = i;
4
5
6 clSetKernelArgSVMPointer (...,ptr);
7 clEnqueueNDRange (...);
8
9 clFinish (...);
10 printf("Result: %d\n", ptr [0]);
Figure 3.4: Simpliﬁed example of memory allocation in OpenCL 1.2 (left) and OpenCL 2.0 with ﬁne-grained SVM (right)
read from it concurrently. Concurrent writes are supported to non-overlapping bytes. Consistency is guaranteed
before and after each command execution. When more ﬁne-grained consistency is required, atomics can be used.
Atomics are another optional feature introduced by OpenCL 2.0. In combination with ﬁne-grained SVM, atomics
can be shared between different devices. This enables cross-device atomic operations and additionally provides a
means of synchronization. This way, byte-level consistency can be guaranteed within a kernel.
Before OpenCL 2.0, the only way to execute commands on a device was to submit commands to a command
queue using the host-side API. This means that the number of work items that should be executed when launching
a kernel needed to be known before the kernel was executed. OpenCL 2.0 introduces device-side enqueuing, i.e.,
kernels get the ability to enqueue child kernels in a device-side command queue. Similarly to dynamic parallelism
in NVIDIA CUDA, this enables implementation of kernels that perform calculations iteratively or use recursion.
Like in host-side enqueuing, dependencies between child kernels can be speciﬁed using events, but generated
events are only visible to the parent kernel. Child kernels run asynchronously to the parent kernel. However, the
parent kernel is only registered as successfully executed (and may emit an event), when all its child kernels ﬁnished
execution.
3.5 Utilizing Fine-Grained SVM on Fused CPU-GPU Architectures
3.5.1 Memory Allocation
Until OpenCL 2.0, communication between the host program and compute devices required explicit allocation
of device-side buffers. As shown in the simpliﬁed example in Fig. 3.4 (l.4, left), memory that is allocated and
initialized by the host program needs to be transferred to the device-side buffer ﬁrst (l.5), before a kernel can be
launched using clEnqueueNDRange(. . .). After kernel execution ﬁnishes, the results are transferred back (l.8).
In Rodinia-SVM, we removed all device-side buffer allocations from the original Rodinia Benchmark Suite and
utilize ﬁne-grained SVM instead, as shown in Fig. 3.4 (right). This allows all devices and the host to access memory
using shared pointers. As a result, all explicit transfers between host and devices are eliminated. Furthermore,
while device-side buffers are owned by a single device at a time, ﬁne-grained SVM can be accessed consistently
by multiple devices and the host.
3.5.2 Kernel Launch and Synchronization
For launching kernels on a fused CPU-GPU architecture, one command queue is instantiated for each device
(CPU and GPU). Then, the same kernel is enqueued with only a share of the total work items (global_size, see
Fig. 3.3) plus offsets that are used for calculating global work item IDs. ID calculation depends on the speciﬁc
co-scheduling method, and is therefore detailed in Section 3.6.
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1 clEnqueueNDRangeKernelFused(commandsCPU , commandsGPU , kernel ,...) {
2 // ... (calculate work item shares and IDs)
3 if(workItemsCPU >0) // work assigned to CPU?
4 clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(commandsCPU , kernel , ..., &eventGPUDone[curr -1],
&eventCPUDone[curr]);
5 else
6 clSetUserEventStatus(eventCPUdone[curr], CL_COMPLETE);
7 if(workItemsGPU >0) // work assigned to GPU?
8 clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(commandsGPU , kernel , ..., &eventCPUDone[curr -1],
&eventGPUDone[curr]);
9 else
10 clSetUserEventStatus(eventGPUdone[curr], CL_COMPLETE);}
Figure 3.5: Launching a kernel on a fused CPU-GPU architecture without host-side synchronization
Figure 3.6: Compared to the original OpenCL 1.2 implementation of the Rodinia Benchmarks Suite that executes on the GPU only and uses
device-side buffers, the use of OpenCL 2.0 incl. ﬁne-grained SVM introduces overheads but maintains consistency
Table 3.1: Rodinia Benchmark Suite – OpenCL Bench-
marks
Name Abbreviation #Kernels
Back Propagation bp 2
Breadth-First Search bfs 2
B+Tree b+ 2
CFD Solver cfd 4
GPUDWT dwt 3
Gaussian Elimination ge 2
Heart Wall hw 1
HotSpot3D hs3D 1
HotSpot hs 1
Hybrid Sort hys 7
K-Means km 2
LavaMD md 1
Leukocyte Tracking lc 3
LU Decomposition lud 4
Myocyte mc 1
Nearest Neighbor nn 1
Needleman-Wunsch nw 2
Particle Filter prtf 4
Path Finder pthf 1
Streamcluster sc 1
Earlier versions of OpenCL required explicit synchronization
at the host-side, e.g., using clFinish(. . .) (see Fig. 3.4) or
clWaitForEvents(. . .), to achieve consistency [114]. Syn-
chronization with the host induces a signiﬁcant overhead, how-
ever, because the devices’ command queues can no longer
be processed in parallel. Because ﬁne-grained SVM main-
tains consistency, host-side synchronization is not required any-
more. However, we still need to ensure that CPU and
GPU execute kernels in lock step, i.e., when launching a
sequence of kernels like clEnqueueNDRange(kernelA,. . .);
clEnqueueNDRange(kernelB,. . .);, the CPU should not begin
executing kernelB before the GPU ﬁnished executing kernelA
and vice versa. Otherwise, results from kernelA that kernelB
depends on might not be ready when one device races ahead.
This can lead to erroneous results. As shown in Fig. 3.5, we uti-
lize events to express these dependencies. For each device a ring
buffer is allocated that stores one event for each enqueued ker-
nel (eventCPUDone and eventGPUDone, respectively). If work
items are assigned to the CPU, the kernel is enqueued on the CPU (l.4). The execution of the kernel de-
pends on an event that is emitted when the previous kernel that was enqueued to the GPU completes execution
(eventGPUDone[curr-1]). In case no work items were assigned to the CPU, the event that indicates com-
pleted execution of the current kernel launch on the CPU is emitted immediately so that no deadlocks occur
(eventCPUDone[curr], l.6). Kernel launches on the GPU are performed analogously. In Rodinia-SVM, we re-
placed all calls to clEnqueueNDRange(. . .) with our clEnqueueNDRangeFused(. . .) implementation. Further-
more, the co-scheduling methods that we detail in Section 3.6 are also applied by clEnqueueNDRangeFused(. . .).
3.5.3 Overheads of Fine-Grained SVM
Figure 3.6 shows execution time results for all benchmarks of the Rodinia Benchmark Suite (version 3.1, listed in
Table 3.1) in two variants: the original OpenCL 1.2 version as well as our OpenCL 2.0 port where all device-side
buffers were replaced by ﬁne-grained SVM allocations as explained in Section 3.5.1. In both variants, kernels are
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executed on the GPU only (the fused kernel launch of Section 3.5.2 is not used) on a Intel Core i7-6700T (Sky-
lake). Kernel compilation times are omitted7. The results show that the convenience of being able to pass host-side
pointers directly into kernels comes at a cost. In particular, short-running benchmarks (100ms and less) are signif-
icantly slowed down, e.g., ge takes almost 3.5× longer (112ms instead of 32ms) when executed on ﬁne-grained
SVM instead of device-side buffers. Benchmarks that run 100ms or more in the OpenCL 1.2 version only take
1.14× longer on average (geometric mean). Longer-running benchmarks that alternate between kernel execution
and host-side computations like hw and sc even beneﬁt from ﬁne-grained SVM (1.9× and 1.48× speedup, respec-
tively), because with OpenCL 1.2 they explicitly need to synchronize with the host and invoke transfers after every
kernel execution. However, the geometric mean execution time increase over all benchmarks for the OpenCL 2.0
versions compared to the OpenCL 1.2 version is 1.51×. The overheads stem from the fact that the OpenCL 1.2
device-side buffers used in the Rodinia benchmarks are already allocated as zero copy buffers on fused CPU-GPU
architectures8, i.e., instead of allocating separate host-side and device-side memory, both buffers are mapped to the
same shared physical memory. Consequently, data transfers between host-side and device-side buffers do not ac-
tually transfer data, but only translate pointers and initiate the OpenCL 1.2 runtime system to establish consistency
between CPU and GPU. OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained SVM adds overhead compared to zero copy buffers, because
consistency is not only established explicitly using transfers (e.g., at the beginning and end of a computation often
consisting of multiple enqueued kernels), but continuously when kernels are executed.
(0,0) հ 0 (1,0) հ 1 (2,0) հ 2 (3,0) հ 3
(0,1) հ 4 (1,1) հ 5 (2,1) հ 6 (3,1) հ 7
(0,2) հ 8 (1,2) հ 9 (2,2) հ 10 (3,2) հ 11
(0,3) հ 12 (1,3) հ 13 (2,3) հ 14 (3,3) հ 15
Figure 3.7: For co-scheduling, multi-dimensional IDs are
mapped to one-dimensional IDs
Ultimately, these overheads have to be considered when im-
plementing OpenCL 2.0 programs to decide whether to use
ﬁne-grained SVM or not. However, ﬁne-grained SVM does
not only provide the convenience of shared pointers, but also
enables new features like cross-device atomics. In the fol-
lowing we will present co-scheduling methods that exploit
these new features and evaluate them using Rodinia-SVM.
3.6 Our Co-Scheduling Methods
Let us deﬁne two types of co-scheduling methods, namely
(1) device-side co-scheduling, where work group scheduling
is performed during execution of the respective kernel by the executing devices themselves, and (2) host-side co-
scheduling, where work groups are assigned to CPU and GPU using the host-side OpenCL API only (outside of the
kernels). In the following we will present two device-side and one host-side co-scheduling methods. All methods
leverage OpenCL 2.0’s ﬁne-grained SVM to achieve consistency while executing kernels on CPU and GPU in
parallel.
When enqueuing an OpenCL kernel using the OpenCL host API function clEnqueueNDRangeKernel(. . .), the
global_size parameter speciﬁes how many work items should be launched by the OpenCL runtime system on a
speciﬁc device (see Fig. 3.3). global_size can be given as an up to three-dimensional array. In this case, work
items are assigned a global ID for each dimension by the OpenCL runtime system. For co-scheduling, we project
multi-dimensional kernel IDs onto one-dimensional IDs. An example for the two-dimensional case is given in
Fig. 3.7.
In our co-scheduling methods, we launch a subset of the total work items on CPU and GPU and then proceed
to schedule the remaining work items based on the observed performance. The main idea behind the device-side
methods is to treat the work of a kernel as a bag-of-tasks that contains independent work groups. Initially, only
a few work groups are launched (enough to fully utilize CPU and GPU). The work items of these work groups
7 Kernel compilation can be avoided using clCreateProgramWithBinary(. . .)
8 using CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR or CL_MEM_ALLOC_HOST_PTR ﬂags
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1 typedef struct
global_work_state_struct {
2 atomic_uint workDone;
3 size_t globalWork;
4 } global_work_state;
Figure 3.8: A global_work_state is shared between work items
using ﬁne-grained SVM to realize device-side scheduling
1 __kernel void kernel (...) {
2 PREAMBLE
3 ... // --- original kernel code ---
4 POSTAMBLE }
Figure 3.9: The device-side methods add a preamble and postamble to
each kernel that implement the co-scheduling methods
act as workers that autonomously acquire and process work from the bag-of-tasks. To implement this scheme,
the device-side methods utilize a global_work_state struct that is stored in SVM and shared between CPU and
GPU (see Fig. 3.8). globalWork is the total amount of times the body of an enqueued kernel needs to be executed
(equal to the global_size parameter passed to clEnqueueNDRangeKernelFused(. . .)). In all methods, the
kernel is executed globalWork times in total. workDone is an atomic counter that keeps track of how many
work items were executed. It is used to calculate work item IDs and to decide whether another work group needs
to be scheduled, i.e., while workDone < globalWork. Furthermore, all device-side methods add a preamble or
postamble macro to each kernel as shown in Fig. 3.9. The speciﬁc preamble and postamble implementations are
presented below. Please note that, e.g., modifying atomic variables, calculating work item IDs or handling corner
cases, results in lengthy code that we simpliﬁed in our presentation below for comprehensibility9.
3.6.1 Atomic Counting
0 21 …
Figure 3.10: A single work group executes in lock step (atomic counting). Multiple
work groups execute in parallel
In the atomic counting method, each work
item acts as a worker that loops over
the original kernel code. Initially, multi-
ple same-sized work groups are launched
(clEnqueueNDRangeKernelFused(. . .))
and execute in parallel (e.g., one work
group per CPU core and multiple ones
on GPU). No further work groups are
launched during kernel execution. Each
work item sequentially executes the kernel
body repeatedly for different global IDs.
Work items that belong to the same work group execute the kernel body in lock step as shown in Fig. 3.10. This
way, they can share an atomic counter to derive their global IDs and iterate through all IDs that constitute the
global work at local_size granularity. As detailed in Fig. 3.11, the atomic counter workDone (initially zero) is
used to assign group IDs to work items of the same group:
Before each execution of the original kernel code (l.7), each work group (the last work item of a work group)
fetches the value of workDone and increments the counter by the work group size (l.4 and l.9). The while loop
beginning in line 6 is executed until the total amount of work required by the respective kernel launch is done.
workDoneCpy (deﬁned in l.2) is a variable that stores the fetched value of workDone and is allocated once for
all work items that belong to the same work group (once for each work group). Independent of how many work
groups execute in parallel, workDoneCpy will take the values of 0, get_local_size(), 2·get_local_size(),
. . . , globalWork−get_local_size(), each exactly once for a single work group that enters the while loop
(globalWork is an integer multiple of local_size, see Fig. 3.3). Accessing the atomic counter only once per
iteration of a work group (instead of, e.g., once per work item) reduces contention during the atomic operations,
9 The full implementation of all approaches is available at: https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/Rodinia-SVM
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1 __kernel void kernel (...) {
2 local unsigned int workDoneCpy;
3 if (get_local_id () == get_local_size () -1)
4 workDoneCpy = atomic_fetch_add(workDone , get_local_size ());
5 barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);
6 while (workDoneCpy < globalWork) {
7 ... // --- original kernel code ---
8 if (get_local_id () == get_local_size () -1)
9 workDoneCpy = atomic_fetch_add(workDone , get_local_size ());
10 barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE); }}
Figure 3.11: In atomic counting, work groups loop over the original kernel code until the total amount of work is done
1 __kernel void kernel (...) {
2 ... // --- original kernel code ---
3 if (get_local_id () == get_local_size () -1) {
4 int workDoneCpy = atomic_fetch_add( workDone , get_local_size ());
5 if (workDoneCpy < globalWork) {
6 ndrange_t child_ndrange = ndrange_1D(workDoneCpy , get_local_size (),
get_local_size ());
7 enqueue_kernel(get_default_queue (), CLK_ENQUEUE_FLAGS_NO_WAIT ,
child_ndrange , ^{ kernel (...) ;}); }}}
Figure 3.12: The device-side enqueuing method enqueues additional work groups using device-side queues
but work items of the same work group need to synchronize after each iteration (thus, execute in lock step).
Synchronization is achieved using a barrier. It ensures that every work item of the same work group sees the
same value of workDoneCpy at all times. This way workDoneCpy can be used to derive work item IDs, i.e.,
get_global_id() is redeﬁned as workDoneCpy + get_local_id(). Ultimately, the original kernel body is
executed exactly once for each work item ID 0, 1, 2, . . . , globalWork−1.
3.6.2 Device-Side Enqueuing
The device-side enqueuing method does not deﬁne a preamble, but only a postamble as detailed in Fig. 3.12.
Similarly to the atomic counting method, it uses the atomic counter workDone to keep track globally of how
many times the kernel body was executed. Again, only as many work groups are launched initially as needed to
fully utilize CPU and GPU (using clEnqueueNDRangeKernelFused(. . .)). The main difference to the atomic
counting method is how work is processed by the work items. Instead of looping, a single work item executes
the kernel body only once. After executing the kernel body, additional work groups may be launched by the work
items itself using OpenCL 2.0’s device-side enqueuing. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the work item with the highest ID
inside a work group (l.3) launches another work group by enqueuing the current kernel into the device-side queue
(l.7).
In OpenCL 2.0, Kernels are enqueued to the device-side command queue using the Clang [61] block syntax, a non-
standard C extension by Apple Inc. (also known as closure in other programming languages) that allows to deﬁne
functions that can access variables outside their scope (belonging to a captured environment). In our case (l.7)
the block ˆ{kernel(...);} deﬁnes a function that only calls the current kernel with the (captured) arguments
that were passed to the initial kernel call from the host-side API. This may seem overly complex for our use case,
however, potential alternatives like function pointers are not supported in OpenCL 2.0 and function calls are always
inlined [44].
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Line 6 deﬁnes the parameters of the enqueued kernel, i.e., the global ID offset (workDone), the total amount of
work items to be launched (get_local_size()) and the work group size (get_local_size()), respectively.
Effectively, work item ID calculation does not have to be redeﬁned as in atomic counting, but get_global_id()
will return the correct IDs 0, 1, 2, . . . , globalWork−1 for exactly one work item each. We also evaluated variants
of this method, e.g., enqueuing larger amounts of work items than single work groups per enqueue_kernel(. . .)
call. However, OpenCL 2.0’s device-side enqueuing in general introduces too much overhead (caused by runtime
evaluation of the block syntax) to be suitable for co-scheduling as we show in Section 3.7.1.
3.6.3 Host-Side Proﬁling
First execution of kernel k:
Following executions of k:
Figure 3.13: At the ﬁrst execution of a kernel k, host-side proﬁling determines a ratio
rk to distribute work items
In contrast to the device-side co-scheduling
methods, the host-side proﬁling method
does not apply any modiﬁcations to the
executed kernels and work items behave
exactly the same as in standard OpenCL.
Host-side proﬁling utilizes the OpenCL
host-side API, only. Similar to the
Inspector-Executor paradigm, the perfor-
mance behavior of a speciﬁc kernel is char-
acterized in an initial phase. Afterwards,
this characterization is used to schedule all
following executions of the same kernel. Upon the ﬁrst execution of a kernel k, only a fraction of the total work
items (profiling_size) is executed for proﬁling as shown in Fig. 3.13. The profiling_size is split with half
of it executing on the CPU and the other half on the GPU. The execution time of the proﬁling depends on the
speciﬁc kernel. OpenCL events are used (1) to synchronize both devices with the host program once proﬁling
ﬁnishes and (2) to obtain the execution times of the work items executed on CPU (timeCPU) and GPU (timeGPU),
respectively (using the OpenCL API call clGetEventProfilingInfo(. . .)). A ratio r′k ∈ [0,1] of work items to
distribute to the CPU is then determined using these measured execution times as follows:
r′k = 1− (timeCPU/(timeCPU+ timeGPU))
This ratio is slightly adjusted to obtain the ﬁnal ratio rk. Low percentages of work items on GPU showed to be
detrimental to the performance compared not using it at all, while following executions on the GPU performed
slightly better than the initial proﬁling in our experiments:
rk =
⎧⎨
⎩1, r
′
k > 0.8 (all CPU)
min(0,r′k −0.05), else (mixed CPU/GPU)
Finally, rk ·global_size and (1− rk) ·global_size determine the amount of work items executed on CPU and
GPU, respectively, for following executions of k (see Fig. 3.13, the values are rounded to multiples of the work
group size). rk is also used to distribute the remaining work items after proﬁling. The amount of work items to
use for proﬁling is parameterized. In our experiments we achieved the best compromise between accuracy of the
determined ratio and overhead of the proﬁling run when 50% of global_size was used for proﬁling when a
kernel k was executed for the ﬁrst time.
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Figure 3.15: Speedup of the co-scheduling methods applied to Rodinia-SVM, on a fused CPU-GPU architecture with shared LLC. Results are
relative to performing the optimal choice for each kernel of either executing on CPU or GPU (xor-Oracle is 100%)
3.7 Experimental Evaluation
The following results were obtained using a Intel Core i7-6700T (Skylake) fused CPU-GPU architecture with 32
GB of main memory. The Intel Core i7-6700T features a quad-core CPU and the HD Graphics 530 GPU. CPU
and GPU share 8 MiB of last level cache (maximum for Skylake). All benchmarks were compiled using GCC
version 7.2.1 and the Intel SDK for OpenCL Applications version 2017 R1. They were executed on CentOS Linux
release 7.4.1708 with the Intel OpenCL 2.0 CPU/GPU driver package SRB5.0 (Linux kernel 4.7.0.intel.r5.0). To
minimize execution time variance, hyper-threading was disabled and CPU frequency scaling set to ‘performance’
(which sets the highest frequency to all cores and effectively disables turbo boost). The Rodinia-SVM benchmarks
were executed using the default inputs from the Rodinia Benchmark Suite for reproducible and comparable results.
Results report the average of 10 executions of the respective benchmark with a standard deviation < 2% of the
average, and do not include kernel compilation times10.
In the following, we ﬁrst show that device-side enqueuing causes too much overhead to be suitable for co-
scheduling. Then, we evaluate our co-scheduling approaches, and ﬁnally show that cache coherency is a major
performance bottleneck.
3.7.1 Device-Side Enqueuing
Figure 3.14: Device-side enqueuing adds signiﬁcant overhead, even
when no kernel is enqueued. The overheads stem from
the kernel call in the block syntax
In this section we evaluate device-side enqueuing on a
subset of the Rodinia-SVM benchmarks that result in
the highest overheads when device-side enqueuing was
applied. We execute the benchmarks in two versions:
First we execute the kernels on the CPU only without
applying any co-scheduling method. Then, we execute the benchmarks again with the device-side co-scheduling
method of Section 3.6.2 applied (still CPU only). However, we immediately launch all work items (the total
global_size) when the kernels are launched from the host-side API. Effectively, co-scheduling is never actually
performed, i.e., the if statement in line 5 of Fig. 3.12 always evaluates to ‘false’, i.e., the postamble of the device-
side enqueuing method is never executed.
Figure 3.14 shows the execution time increase of the device-side enqueuing method relative to execution without
any co-scheduling method applied. Note that even though the co-scheduling code is not executed, the execution
times increase signiﬁcantly, up to almost 6× for sc. The overheads disappear, as soon as we remove the kernel
call from the block syntax in line 7 of Fig. 3.12 (e.g., by replacing kernel(. . .) with a printf). This means
that runtime processing of the block syntax (capturing the environment) is performed even when that part of the
code is not executed, and that it introduces high overheads, which render device-side enqueuing unsuitable for
implementing co-scheduling methods. These results may surprise, but are in line with results published by Intel,
where a naive port of an iterative implementation of Sierpin´ski Carpet to a recursive implementation using device-
side enqueuing resulted in a 186× execution time increase (2050ms instead of 11ms) [55]. Due to this cost, we
exclude device-side enqueueing from further experiments.
3.7.2 Co-Scheduling Results of Rodinia-SVM
Figure 3.15 shows evaluation results for the co-scheduling approaches atomic counting and host-side proﬁling, and
execution on CPU-only as well as GPU-only. The results are shown as speedups over the optimal per-kernel choice
10 Kernel compilation can be avoided using clCreateProgramWithBinary(. . .)
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of whether to execute the kernel either on CPU or GPU (clairvoyant xor-Oracle, see Section 3.3 for a discussion
compared to a program-ﬁxed ratio as determined by state-of-the-art approaches designed for fused CPU-GPU
architectures without shared LLC). All speedups are relative to xor-Oracle (100%) and given in percent (of the
relative performance achieved). The geometric mean (gmean) shows that on average execution on GPU-only
performs worst (67.5%), mainly because two of the benchmarks (mc and prtf) perform very badly when their
kernels are executed only on the GPU (they contain long-running loops). With 77.6% performance of xor-Oracle
on average, execution on CPU-only performs better than GPU-only or with atomic counting. In other words,
however, xor-Oracle on average achieves a 1.48× and 1.29× speedup over CPU-only and GPU-only, respectively,
by using the most suitable compute device for each kernel.
When using both compute devices in parallel using the co-scheduling methods, one would expect to achieve a
considerable speedup over the xor-Oracle that only uses one compute device at a time. As our results show,
however, this is rarely the case (which we will analyze further in the following section). At best, atomic counting
achieves 110.4% of xor-Oracle’s performance (hw). On average it achieves 74.8% and thus performs better than
GPU-only, but worse than CPU-only. One problem of atomic counting is that some kernels perform very badly on
a particular device. Even when only a few work groups are launched initially, their execution times dominate the
kernel’s overall execution time (e.g., in mc and prtf). Additionally, atomic counting adds logic, and thus overhead,
to the kernels itself.
Host-side proﬁling, on average, achieves 96.8% of xor-Oracle’s performance and a speedup of 1.43× and 1.25×
over GPU-only and CPU-only, respectively. It also performs considerably better on average than atomic counting
(1.29× speedup), mainly because it only adds overheads to the very ﬁrst kernel execution (when proﬁling) and does
not add any code to the kernels. The overhead of proﬁling is especially evident in md that only executes a single
kernel once, where host-side proﬁling performs worst over all benchmarks (64.9% of xor-Oracle). At maximum,
host-side proﬁling achieves a 122.5% of xor-Oracle’s performance in hw, but only in one other benchmark (lc)
is another considerable performance beneﬁt over xor-Oracle achieved (116.4%). Note that a host-side proﬁling
implementation that tries to select the best device instead of distributing the work would incur similar overheads
without any resulting speedups over xor-Oracle.
In summary, host-side proﬁling performs best over all methods and is on average competitive to the clairvoyant
and thus hypothetical xor-Oracle. However, in most benchmarks it does not beneﬁt from executing kernels on CPU
and GPU in parallel compared to executing on the most-suitable single compute device, only.
3.7.3 Cache Performance Bottleneck
Figure 3.16: Cache performance metrics (all levels, measured on CPU)
when executing kernels in parallel on CPU and GPU
relative to executing the same work item distribution
sequentially (ﬁrst on CPU, then on GPU; = 1 on y-axis)
To analyze why executing kernels on both compute de-
vices in parallel on ﬁne-grained SVM does on average
not provide a considerable performance beneﬁt over
executing the kernels on the most-suitable device only,
we measured cache metrics using CPU-internal hard-
ware performance counters. A subset of the Rodinia-SVM benchmarks was selected, for which host-side proﬁling
was utilized to distribute work items to CPU and GPU for all kernels (∀k : 0 > rk < 1). These benchmarks po-
tentially beneﬁt most from utilizing both devices in parallel. Furthermore, the selected benchmarks synchronize
with the host after each kernel execution (the same as in their original versions) which allows us to measure the
performance counters for the kernel executions, only. We use the ratios rk from the previous section for all kernels
k, without performing the proﬁling step of the host-side proﬁling method.
First, all benchmarks are executed while using the devices sequentially, i.e., for each kernel we execute the work
items assigned to the CPU ﬁrst, synchronize with the host, and then execute the work items assigned to the GPU.
For this device-sequential execution, the total cache misses and cache stalls (all levels) that are encountered by the
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CPU are measured11. Then, all benchmarks are executed while using both devices in parallel (as in the previous
section) and the same measurements are performed. In both measurements the CPU (and GPU) performs the same
amount of work, but in the device-sequential case the CPU has more idle time.
Fig. 3.16 shows the measured cache metrics from the device-parallel execution relative to the device-sequential
execution (= 1 on y-axis). For hys, km and sc, the cache misses do not increase (hys even beneﬁts from device-
parallel execution). This means that there are no cache conﬂicts like false or true sharing that impair the perfor-
mance. However, the cache-related stalls increase considerably by up to 1.75× and 1.64× on average. A similar
effect has previously been observed under simulation for cache-coherent fused architectures without a shared LLC
[81]. The authors demonstrated that the amount of data probes sent by the highly-parallel GPU to the shared cache
directory occupied the directory bandwidth which considerably slowed down the memory bandwidth that can be
sustained by the cache hierarchy. Our results demonstrate the existence of a similar cache coherency bottleneck
when ﬁne-grained SVM is used on the Intel fused CPU-GPU architecture, even when CPU and GPU share an in-
clusive LLC. Further research is required to analyze and resolve this bottleneck (in software or hardware) to fully
beneﬁt from co-processing on fused CPU-GPU architectures.
For hw and lc, a similar increase in cache-related stalls cannot be observed. These results are in line with the
speedup results shown in Fig. 3.15: hw and lc (group 1) beneﬁt considerably from co-scheduling over the xor-
Oracle, while hys, km and sc (group 2) do not. The main difference between these two groups of benchmarks is
that the kernels of group 1 are considerably longer (> 100 lines of code on average) than the kernels of group 2
(< 30 lines of code on average). Therefore, the kernels of group 1 perform considerably more operations per work
item than the kernels of group 2.
3.8 Conclusion and Implications for Predictable Execution
This work presented the ﬁrst investigation of collaborative execution of computational kernels on a fused CPU-
GPU architecture with a shared LLC using ﬁne-grained SVM. We contributed two novel device-side co-scheduling
methods that perform scheduling within the kernel code. It was shown that device-side enqueuing introduces
considerable overhead stemming from the evaluation of the block syntax that is used in device-side enqueuing of
kernels (up to 6× execution time increase), too much to be suitable for implementing co-scheduling methods.
Our host-side co-scheduling method achieved 96.8% of the clairvoyant and thus hypothetical xor-Oracle’s perfor-
mance on average (optimal per-kernel choice of exclusive CPU or GPU usage) and a speedup of 1.43× and 1.25×
over execution on GPU only and CPU only, respectively. It also provided a 1.29× speedup over ‘atomic counting’,
the best device-side co-scheduling method, because it does not add overhead to kernel execution once proﬁling is
done. This makes our host-side co-scheduling method the most competitive practical scheme to date. We further
showed that cache coherency is the major performance bottleneck in current fused CPU-GPU architectures with
a shared LLC. It was shown that when CPU and GPU execute kernels in parallel on an Intel architecture, cache-
related stalls observed on the CPU can increase by up to 1.75× while cache misses remain the same compared to
executing the same work on the CPU and only then on the GPU (while the CPU is idle).
However, some benchmarks beneﬁted considerably from collaborative execution on CPU and GPU (up to 1.23×
speedup) compared to using the most suitable device. It depends on the memory access patterns of the kernels
whether cache coherency becomes a performance bottleneck or not. In future work, it will be crucial to categorize
the memory access patterns of kernels and design optimizations to alleviate this performance bottleneck for even
more effective co-scheduling of kernels on fused CPU-GPU architectures. It becomes evident that the trend of
processor integration in high-performance architectures is a two edged sword: it can eliminate data transfers to
private memories of heterogeneous compute devices and enable co-computation of kernels by, e.g., CPU and
GPU, resulting in a high performance within a limited power and are budget (which is crucial, e.g., for embedded
11 There are no publicly documented interfaces to access Intel GPU performance counters when not using OpenGL
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systems). At the same time, the potential for resource conﬂicts (and the complexity thereof) increases. While
these conﬂicts can most certainly be resolved for average-case performance, it will be more challenging for future
research to resolve them for predictable performance. The presented cache coherency bottleneck adds a shared last
level cache between CPU and GPU to the growing list of microarchitectural features that can beneﬁt average-case
performance, but lead to resource conﬂicts of such a complexity that they are virtually infeasible to analyze for
execution time guarantees.
This chapter presented novel co-scheduling approaches for fused CPU-GPU architectures in a case study on how
performance is achieved in an off-the-shelf platform. It provided further evidence that high-performance architec-
tures, which were designed for average-case performance, are not suitable for hard real-time systems that require
execution time guarantees. Thus, the following chapters take a different approach to obtain predictable perfor-
mance and base on a system that is already amenable to WCET analysis. As motivated in Chapter 1, such a
system lags years behind current platforms like the one discussed in this chapter in terms of its architectural de-
sign. The focus of the following chapters will therefore be to achieve high performance and WCET guarantees by
introducing runtime-reconﬁgurable accelerators.
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4 Runtime Reconﬁguration under WCET Guarantees
The target of this1 and the following chapters is to achieve timing-analyzable performance by employing hardware
accelerators that speed up the tasks’ most compute-intensive parts, so called computational kernels (also known as
hotspots) that are comprised of one or more nested loops. When implementing these accelerators as application-
speciﬁc integrated circuits, the system would lack ﬂexibility with respect to revised standards or new algorithms.
Instead, using a runtime-reconﬁgurable architecture (which employs an FPGA, see Section 2.3) maintains a high
ﬂexibility and even allows for reconﬁguring the accelerators at runtime, thereby increasing the performance as
well as the computing efﬁciency (compared to a static set of accelerators) at the cost of a more complex timing
analysis. The aim of this chapter is to enable guaranteed reconﬁguration delays for conﬁguring accelerators onto
the reconﬁgurable area (which were previously unavailable). The following chapters will base on the guaranteed
reconﬁguration delays to achieve guaranteed WCETs of tasks that employ runtime reconﬁguration of accelerators.
Existing work on runtime reconﬁguration in the context of real-time systems implicitly assumes that the process
of reconﬁguration itself complies with timing guarantees [16, 27, 29, 36, 93], e.g., the time it takes to conﬁg-
ure a hardware accelerator on the reconﬁgurable fabric (reconﬁguration delay) is assumed constant and free from
conﬂicts with other system components that could affect WCET guarantees. The realization of a runtime recon-
ﬁguration controller that fulﬁlls these assumptions and that is amenable to WCET guarantees is so far unavailable.
However, guaranteed reconﬁguration delays are crucial to realize runtime-reconﬁgurable real-time systems.
The novel contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• A runtime reconﬁguration controller called “Command-based Reconﬁguration Queue” (CoRQ) that provides
guaranteed latencies for its operations and supports timing analysis for WCET guarantees. It was released as an
open-source project, including examples and benchmarks2.
• We show that conﬂicts while accessing a shared main memory during reconﬁguration can lead to a slowdown
of more than 21× in reconﬁguration bandwidth. In contrast, CoRQ guarantees constant reconﬁguration delays
even under heavy system bus load.
4.1 Challenges for a Guaranteed Reconﬁguration Delay
A straight-forward approach of improving WCET guarantees of a kernel using runtime reconﬁguration with the
constraints of timing-analyzability and reasonable implementation effort is the stalling approach (which will be
detailed in Chapter 5). Software-only execution, i.e., without any accelerators, is shown in Fig. 4.1 (top). As
shown in Fig. 4.1 (middle), a task that reconﬁgures an accelerator using stalling, stalls its execution for the whole
reconﬁguration delay. At most one reconﬁguration can be performed by the reconﬁguration port at any time.
Once all reconﬁgurations have completed (at the end of the reconﬁguration delay, Fig. 4.1 (a)), the task proceeds
execution in software and executes the reconﬁgured hardware accelerators in every iteration of the kernel. A task
that requests reconﬁguration of accelerators using stalling can be analyzed for WCET guarantees using established
timing analysis techniques by adding the reconﬁguration delay (see Fig. 4.1 (a)) to the WCET of the basic block that
requests the reconﬁguration. The assumption is that the reconﬁguration delay can be determined statically, which
is reasonable for the stalling approach because the task’s memory accesses and reconﬁguration cannot interfere on
1 The work presented in this chapter was originally published in [28]
2 Available at: https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/corq
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Figure 4.1: Timelines of executing a Kernel using Software only, Stalling and Software Emulation
main memory or a shared system bus. However, stalling is not state-of-the-art in reconﬁgurable systems, because
the CPU remains idle during reconﬁguration.
An approach that enables the CPU to perform useful operations in parallel to reconﬁguration is software emu-
lation, i.e., (1) accelerators are conﬁgured as early as possible in the control ﬂow graph (CFG) and execution
proceeds in parallel so that a considerable amount of reconﬁguration delay has already passed at the point in time
when the accelerators are actually needed and (2) in case execution of an accelerator is requested that is not yet
conﬁgured, functionally-equivalent software is executed (see Fig. 4.1 (bottom)). Software Emulation is an estab-
lished technique in average-case optimizing reconﬁgurable systems, because it provides considerable performance
improvements. For real-time systems, however, software emulation poses new challenges:
• As memory transfers can be initiated simultaneously by the reconﬁguration of accelerators and by tasks running
on the CPU (see Fig. 4.1 (b)), it needs to be ensured that assumptions about memory access delays during static
timing analysis of the guaranteed WCET bound (see Section 2.2) capture potential conﬂicts on main memory or
a shared system bus.
• Even when the reconﬁguration delay of an accelerator would be a statically-known constant value, the worst-case
state of the task’s execution on the CPU is unclear: how far did the task proceed (in the worst case) during the
reconﬁguration delay? In other words, from what point is it safe to assume during static timing analysis that, e.g.,
Accelerator A is readily conﬁgured on the reconﬁgurable fabric and available to be invoked (see Fig. 4.1 (c), this
question will be the focus of Chapter 5)? Usually, reconﬁguration of multiple accelerators is requested at once
(but conﬁgured sequentially). The information that a speciﬁc accelerator has been reconﬁgured and is available
to speed up execution should be obtainable by the task without interrupts that would complicate timing analysis.
• If program execution is faster or takes a different path than the worst-case path, a reconﬁguration request could
become obsolete because the requested accelerator will not be executed anymore (see Fig. 4.2). In real-time
systems, the possibility of an already occupied reconﬁguration port can lead to delays that are hard to analyze
and therefore introduce pessimism in the resulting WCET bound. Therefore, it is crucial to be able to abort
reconﬁgurations such that one can guarantee for each reconﬁguration request that the reconﬁguration port is
unoccupied.
It might seem that the stalling approach is the favorable way to perform reconﬁguration in real-time systems due
to the potentially complex analysis of software emulation. However, stalling poses similar challenges for timing
analysis when scheduling multiple real-time tasks, even on a uniprocessor system: when a task that requests a
reconﬁguration is stalled, another task could be executed in parallel to the reconﬁguration delay (see Fig. 4.1 (a)
and [16]). Concerning the resulting WCET bound by analyzing either approach, it will be shown in Chapter 5
that software emulation always provides a considerable speedup at runtime, but there are cases where additional
WCET overestimation compared to stalling diminishes the speedup on the WCET guarantee. Which approach
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Table 4.1: CoRQ Commands with Cycles spent in EXE State
Command Immediate/Queueable latencyEXE1
clearQ Im, Qu 5
stopQ Im, Qu 0
resumeQ Im 0
abortReconf Im 5
setBaseAddr Qu 1
configBitsExt2 Qu —
configBitsInt2 Qu 6+ B/4
stallCPU Qu 1
unstallCPU Qu 1
sendGPIO Qu 1
sendIRQ Qu 1
1 discussed in Section 4.2.1 2 detailed in Section 4.2.2, B - size of bitstream [byte]
is beneﬁcial, eventually depends on several parameters of the accelerated kernel (e.g., reconﬁguration delay and
speedup of the accelerators employed) and therefore both approaches should be supported by a reconﬁguration
controller for real-time systems. In the following section, we will introduce our reconﬁguration controller CoRQ,
and explain how it addresses the challenges that we observed and supports the stalling approach as well as software
emulation in a predictable way.
4.2 Enabling Runtime Reconﬁguration in Real-Time Systems with CoRQ
On this path, the reconfiguration request of Acc. A is obsolete.  
Can it delay the following reconfiuration? 
Reconf. Acc. A Reconf. … 
Invoke Acc. A … … 
Figure 4.2: Control-ﬂow graph that shows how one reconﬁguration request
can delay a following reconﬁguration, thus impairing timing anal-
ysis
The focus of our reconﬁguration con-
troller Command-based Reconﬁguration Queue
(CoRQ) is to enable the CPU to issue sequences
of reconﬁguration requests, provide guaranteed
reconﬁguration delays and relieve the CPU from
managing accelerator availability. CoRQ pro-
vides commands to inform the CPU of ﬁnished
reconﬁgurations in a predictable way; the CPU
never has to poll or be interrupted to obtain the information that an accelerator has become available (following
a reconﬁguration). CoRQ processes 32-bit commands and can be instantiated with an internal memory to store
bitstreams (conﬁguration data for the reconﬁgurable fabric). Commands are issued by the CPU using load/stores
over the system bus (see Fig. 4.3). They are either executed immediately or enqueued in an internal FIFO queue
(denoted as immediate or queueable commands, respectively, in the following). Table 4.1 shows all 11 currently
supported commands grouped by category (immediate or queueable). The immediate commands are used to
control CoRQ itself (stop/resume processing enqueued commands, clear queue, reset) and abort a running recon-
ﬁguration. Queueable commands relieve the CPU from managing reconﬁgurations, i.e., they conﬁgure bitstreams
(from internal or external memory), provide information about available accelerators through a general-purpose
interface (or send an interrupt to the CPU), and can even stall/unstall the CPU to implement the stalling approach.
In the following we illustrate how stalling and software emulation can be realized with CoRQ.
Reconﬁguring a single accelerator in the stalling approach (see Section 4.1, Fig. 4.1 upper timeline) can be per-
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1 stopQ (Im: Stop processing commands from queue)
2 stallCPU (Qu: Stall CPU)
3 setBaseAddr (Qu: Set main memory base address)
4 configBitsExt (Qu: Reconﬁgure from main memory)
5 sendGPIO (Qu: Reset accelerators)
6 unstallCPU (Qu: Unstall CPU)
7 resumeQ (Im: Process enqueued commands)
Listing 4.1: CoRQ commands used to realize the stalling approach
1 clearQ (Im: Ensure command queue is empty)
2 abortReconf (Im: Ensure free reconﬁguration port)
3 configBitsInt (Qu: Reconﬁgure from internal memory)
4 sendGPIO (Qu: Store info ‘Accelerator A available’)
5 configBitsInt (Qu: Reconﬁgure from internal memory)
6 sendGPIO (Qu: Store info ‘Accelerator B available’)
Listing 4.2: CoRQ commands used to realize the software emulation approach
formed using the sequence of commands shown in Listing 4.1. First, processing commands from the queue is
stopped (immediately), otherwise the following command (Line 2) would stall the CPU before the unstallCPU
command could be enqueued. All following commands (including stall CPU) are queueable. Assuming that the
main memory is idle while stalling the CPU, one can use it to conﬁgure bitstreams even under timing guarantees.
First, the base address of the bitstream is set and then configBitsExt instructs CoRQ to conﬁgure a bitstreams
relative to this base address (Lines 3 and 4). This way, the whole 32-bit address space can be addressed using
32-bit wide commands. Afterwards, sendGPIO is executed to trigger CoRQ’s GPIOs, e.g., to reset the conﬁg-
ured accelerator and ensure it is in a sane state before using it. Once these commands are processed, the CPU is
resumed. Finally, resumeQ (Line 7) is used to start processing the enqueued commands.
A reconﬁguration of two accelerators while utilizing software emulation (executing software in parallel, see bottom
timeline of Fig. 4.1) can be performed using the commands shown in Listing 4.2. In this case, neither processing
queued commands is stopped nor the CPU is stalled. Therefore, the CPU proceeds executing software after issuing
the commands to CoRQ. In this example we assume that a previous reconﬁguration request could still occupy the
reconﬁguration port and obsolete commands could be in the queue (see Fig. 4.2). To be able to guarantee the recon-
ﬁguration delay, it needs to be ensured that no earlier reconﬁguration requests are still pending. Therefore, at ﬁrst
all remaining commands are cleared and reconﬁguration (if any) is aborted (Lines 1 and 2). Afterwards, a bitstream
from internal memory is conﬁgured. This way, loading the bitstream does not conﬂict with memory accesses from
the CPU to main memory. Once reconﬁguration completes, sendGPIO is executed (Line 4) to notify the CPU that
the ﬁrst accelerator has become available. This can be done by writing into a memory-mapped register that the
CPU can read or by writing to a lookup table that is automatically queried before executing an accelerator. This
enables the CPU to use each conﬁgured accelerator immediately once it is conﬁgured (see Fig. 4.1 (bottom)), with-
out waiting for the whole set of commands to have ﬁnished processing by CoRQ. Afterwards, a second accelerator
is conﬁgured (Lines 5 and 6).
These two examples illustrate that stalling as well as software emulation can be realized by using CoRQ with
simple sequences of commands issued by the CPU.
4.2.1 Command Execution
CoRQ processes commands using a ﬁnite state machine (FSM) consisting of three states: Fetch from queue (FE),
Decode (DEC) and Execute (EXE) (see Fig. 4.4). Fetching a command takes a single cycle, the DEC state takes
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Figure 4.4: High-level view of how CoRQ processes commands
two cycles and the latency of EXE depends on the command (see Table 4.1). Immediate commands control CoRQ
itself, and thus have priority over commands from the queue. After being identiﬁed as immediate (which takes
one cycle), these commands reset the FSM (potentially aborting a queueable command in EXE) and directly enter
DEC. In sum, executing either an immediate or a queueable command takes 3+ latencyEXE cycles.
Enqueueing a command takes 2 cycles for identifying it as queueable and writing it to the queue. Commands can
simultaneously be enqueued to and fetched from the queue. The realization of this simultaneous access (with a
double-ported FIFO) incurs an additional delay of 2 cycles for commands to become visible to the FSM if the
FIFO was empty.
4.2.2 Guaranteed Reconﬁguration Delay
It is possible to load bitstreams from arbitrary addresses, however, accessing the system bus and a shared
main memory (especially DDR) can incur memory access delays that are hard to bound for WCET guaran-
tees. Therefore, guaranteeing reconﬁguration delays when using CoRQ-external memory (configBitsExt) is
outside the scope of this thesis. Reconﬁguration delays are guaranteed when the CoRQ-internal memory is used
(configBitsInt). The CoRQ-internal memory is implemented using SRAM (so-called Block RAMs on Xilinx
FPGAs). This way, the configBitsInt command can feed one word of the bitstream in each cycle to the re-
conﬁguration port and utilize its full bandwidth (see Section 4.3). Additionally, the configBitsInt command
requires 5 setup cycles and a single cycle at completion. Thus, latencyEXE = 6+ B/4 cycles, with B being the
size of the bitstream in bytes (see Table 4.1). Including the latency of FE and DEC, conﬁguring a single bitstream
from CoRQ-internal memory (configBitsInt) is guaranteed to take exactly 9+ B/4 cycles.
4.2.3 Analyzing Sequences of Commands
In the examples of Section 4.2, the latency of command sequences is simply the sum of the latencies of the queue-
able commands: conﬁguring a single bitstream from main memory using stalling (see Listing 4.1 and Fig. 4.1 (mid-
dle)) results in a latency of tstallCPU + tsetBaseAddr + tconfigBitsExt + tsendGPIO + tunstallCPU + tresumeQ = 4+ 4+
tconfigBitsExt + 4+ 4+ 3 = 19+ tconfigBitsExt cycles. This is the latency after resumeQ reaches CoRQ. At this
point the immediate command stopQ was already executed (taking 3 cycles) in parallel to ﬁlling the queue with
commands, and therefore it does not add to this latency. As mentioned before, we do not provide guarantees for
configBitsExt.
Conﬁguring two bitstreams using software emulation (see Listing 4.2 and Fig. 4.1 (bottom)) results in a latency
of tclearQ + tabortReconf + tconfigBitsInt + tsendGPIO + tconfigBitsInt + tsendGPIO = 8+ 8+ (9+ B1/4) + 4+ (9+
B2/4)+ 4 = 42+ B1/4+ B2/4. This latency starts once the immediate command clearQ reaches CoRQ
and is running in parallel to the CPU that sends the commands following clearQ to CoRQ. Executing previous
commands always takes at least as long as the delay for enqueueing the current command, therefore enqueueing
the commands does not add to the delay. If it can be guaranteed that there are no pending reconﬁgurations, clearQ
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Table 4.2: Ressource Utilization
LUTs FlipFlops BRAM
LEON3 CPU (standard conﬁg.) 8,144 3,450 14
CoRQ 398 546 1
Internal Mem. of CoRQ (384 KB) 233 6 96
Available on VC707 303,600 607,200 1,030
and abortReconf can be omitted. In this case, enqueueing the ﬁrst command to the empty queue would incur an
additional latency of 4 cycles, resulting in a total delay of 30+ B1/4+ B2/4 (see Section 4.2.1).
4.3 Experimental Evaluation
We implemented a synthesis ﬂow for partial reconﬁguration and evaluated CoRQ based on a Gaisler LEON3 design
(GRLIB GPL 1.4.1, also see Fig. 4.3) targeting the Xilinx VC707 board (Virtex-7 FPGA)3. We used a LEON3
design provided by Gaisler that instantiates a single LEON3, uses the DDR3 on the VC707 as main memory and
runs at 100 MHz. CoRQ was added to the AHB system bus and a signal was connected to the LEON3 to enable
stalling, no further changes were made to the SoC. For evaluation purposes, we simply reconﬁgure patterns of
ﬂashing the VC707’s LEDs. The resource utilization is shown in Table 4.2.
The reconﬁguration port (called Internal Conﬁguration Access Port (ICAP) in Xilinx devices) can process 4 byte
each cycle at maximum 100 MHz on the VC707. Therefore, the theoretical maximum reconﬁguration bandwidth
is 381.47 MiB/s4 . We reconﬁgure 25 partial bitstreams of B = 57,248 bytes each, which together takes a min-
imum of 357,800 cycles when assuming the theoretical maximum reconﬁguration bandwidth without overheads.
Using CoRQ, these reconﬁgurations take 358,036 cycles5 which corresponds to a reconﬁguration bandwidth of
381.22 MiB/s. This means that CoRQ is only 0.066 % (or 236 cycles) slower than the theoretical maximum.
In the following we evaluate the impact of system bus conﬂicts on the reconﬁguration bandwidth. Figure 4.5
shows the reconﬁguration bandwidth results as measured by the CPU. Note that measuring itself adds an overhead,
therefore, the measured reconﬁguration bandwidth is always lower than the analytical bandwidth of CoRQ. The
results were obtained for reconﬁgurations using the CoRQ-internal memory (Int. Mem.), as well as main memory
over the shared AHB system bus (Main. Mem.). ‘Stalling’ leaves the CPU idle during reconﬁguration, whereas
‘Polling’ means that the CPU repeatedly reads CoRQ’s status register to check whether reconﬁguration has com-
pleted (producing trafﬁc on the AHB). ‘Bus Load’ uses a simple DMA unit that repeatedly initiates maximum
length (256 words) AHB burst transactions to provoke system bus and main memory conﬂicts during reconﬁgura-
tion. The small variance in measurements when using CoRQ-internal memory (< 1%) stems from the overhead of
measuring. The CPU’s bus accesses (e.g., for fetching instructions and reading the timers) conﬂict with the DMA.
CoRQ’s commands itself always have exactly the same latency when using internal memory.
When reconﬁguring over main memory, accesses from CPU, the DMA and CoRQ are in conﬂict. We can observe
a strong variance in reconﬁguration bandwidth between the measurements. The measurement under DMA bus
load reports only 4.69% of the Stalling bandwidth. This shows that reconﬁguration controller design is crucial
in runtime-reconﬁgurable real-time systems. Simply utilizing a shared memory for reconﬁguration can lead to a
slowdown of more than 21× in reconﬁguration bandwidth.
3 Project incl. benchmarks available at: https://git.scc.kit.edu/CES/corq
4 More precisely: (4 ·1024−2)/10−8 = 381.4697265625 MiB/s (= 400 MB/s)
5 Sum of latencies of the individual commands (see Section 4.2): 4+25 · (9+ 57,248/4)+4+3 cycles
6 Average of 50 measures, maximum error < 1%
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Figure 4.5: Reconﬁguration bandwidth measured by the CPU, revealing a high variance when using main memory
4.4 Conclusion
This chapter discussed challenges for timing-analyzable runtime reconﬁguration in systems that require WCET
guarantees. It presented how these challenges can be addressed, and introduced CoRQ: a reconﬁguration controller
for real-time systems that provides guaranteed reconﬁguration delays for the stalling and software emulation ap-
proaches. In the work presented in [88], CoRQ formed the basis to design a reconﬁguration controller that enables
preemptable runtime reconﬁguration in Xilinx FPGAs, i.e., reconﬁgurations can be preempted (keeping reconﬁgu-
ration progress) to avoid priority inversion in the presence of multi-priority real-time tasks instead of being aborted
(and loosing the progress made so far). It was used to design a Xilinx Zynq-based multi-priority real-time system,
where tasks of different priority levels can request reconﬁgurations.
The following chapter bases on the reconﬁguration delay guarantees provided by CoRQ and introduces an analysis
that enables reconﬁguration of accelerators that speedup WCET guarantees in a runtime-reconﬁgurable processor.
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5 WCET Analysis of Tasks on Runtime-Reconﬁgurable
Processors
To escape the scarcity of timing analyzable performance features that was motivated in Chapter 1, this chapter1
introduces timing analysis of tasks on runtime-reconﬁgurable processor designs in which the core instruction
set architecture (cISA) of the processor core is extended by custom instructions (CIs). These CIs initiate the
execution of accelerators on the reconﬁgurable fabric. Figure 5.1 shows a system with a reconﬁgurable instruction
set processor (generalized from [12, 47, 102] and Section 2.4). It consists of an in-order RISC CPU with a
reconﬁgurable fabric, scratchpad memory (SPM) and separate data and instruction caches (D$ and I$). With
commercial platforms like the Xilinx Zynq SoC, which couples an ARM Cortex A9 multi-core with a Xilinx
reconﬁgurable fabric on a single chip, reconﬁgurable processors have become off-the-shelf devices. In contrast to
these, we speciﬁcally choose an in-order pipeline to be able to obtain precise execution time bounds using state-
of-the-art static timing analysis. Predictable performance is achieved with our novel models for analyzing tasks
that utilize reconﬁgurable CIs. These processor designs enable speedups even for applications that contain kernels
with only short execution times in the range of 10–100 cycles when running on the fabric. CIs were detailed in
the context of the reconﬁgurable processor i-Core in Section 2.4, their most-important properties for the context
of this chapter are summarized as follows: CIs are speciﬁed by (multi-cycle) datapaths, which are implemented as
conﬁgurations on the reconﬁgurable fabric. A conﬁgured CI takes a certain area share of the fabric. The fabric can
accommodate several CIs at once, constrained by its total area (see [92] for an overview of area models). The time
required for reconﬁguring a CI at runtime depends on the size of the conﬁguration and is called reconﬁguration
delay (it can take several milliseconds); a CI ready for execution is referred to as available. A CI which is not
yet readily conﬁgured or was replaced by another CI is unavailable. In contrast to cISA instructions, a CI can be
unavailable when it is due for execution. As introduced in the previous chapter, two common approaches exist
to deal with this problem in reconﬁgurable processors, which optimize the average case on a best effort basis
(see Fig. 4.1): stalling [48, 108], i.e., halting execution until the pending reconﬁguration ﬁnishes, and software
emulation [11, 26], i.e., branching to CI-equivalent software which can be executed on the cISA (see Fig. 5.2).
The main contribution of this chapter is a timing analysis for environments in which faster paths (e.g., contain-
ing hardware-accelerated CIs) through a kernel body become successively available during execution of the kernel
(e.g., software emulation is utilized for unavailable CIs and reconﬁgurations are performed in parallel). A reconﬁg-
1 The work presented in this chapter was originally published in [29]
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Figure 5.1: System on Chip with a reconﬁgurable processor
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urable processor design amenable to this timing analysis is presented, and it is shown how the resulting information
can be utilized to obtain precise WCET bounds of tasks.
The novel contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• Timing analysis of tasks on a reconﬁgurable instruction set with support for multiple execution contexts and
comparison of measures to deal with reconﬁguration delays: stalling the core pipeline or running equivalent
software code until conﬁgurations ﬁnish (software emulation). To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that
runtime reconﬁguration is supported in an analysis for WCET guarantees.
• Identiﬁcation and analysis of a timing anomaly of runtime reconﬁguration, i.e., a situation where executing
iterations of a kernel faster than worst-case time during reconﬁguration can extend the execution time of the
whole program. The timing anomaly is safely bounded during timing analysis.
• Description of key requirements to design reconﬁgurable instruction set processors that support timing guaran-
tees.
We argue that a reconﬁgurable instruction set gives application designers more control over the microarchitecture
than a ﬁxed instruction set, which beneﬁts timing analysis. Our evaluation results show that with precise analysis
of proven reconﬁgurable processor design, runtime instruction set reconﬁguration can be an enabling feature to
provide timing-analyzable performance.
5.1 Related Work
Signiﬁcant amount of work on reconﬁgurable instruction set processors has been performed. The demonstrated
beneﬁts are code size reduction, lower power consumption and increased average-case performance [42]. Current
research in reconﬁgurable instruction set processors is moving towards heterogeneous reconﬁgurable multi-core
architectures [24, 45, 50]. However, worst-case timing analysis of parallel tasks is still new ground even on
general-purpose multi-core architectures [6, 90].
5.1.1 WCET-Optimizing Instruction Set Architectures
Little work on instruction set adaptation has been performed in respect to WCET. In [112] an instruction set
selection for WCET optimization on an ASIP is performed. This approach performs WCET estimation using
timing schema [76]. Timing schema uses a syntax tree representation of the program under analysis. Inner nodes
represent the control ﬂow and leaf nodes are the basic blocks of the program. The WCET is estimated in a bottom-
up fashion with simple recursive rules. The proposed instruction set selection targets instruction set extension for
applications known at design time. Reconﬁguration is not considered in this approach.
MCGREP [104] is a two-stage pipelined, micro-programmed processor design without caches. Every instruction
has a constant delay, independent of the execution history. The two ALUs of this processor design can be re-
conﬁgured to perform an application speciﬁc instruction in every cycle using a microcode to improve instruction
throughput. MCGREP’s design allows a straight-forward timing analysis without the requirement of complex
models. However, its evaluation assumes a single-cycle load delay and compares against microprocessors at 40
MHz with their cache switched off. Requiring the absence of caches for timing predictability is too restrictive, as
LRU caches are well understood in timing analysis and allow a predictable processor design with memory hierar-
chy [107]. Additionally, the two-stage pipeline may limit the frequency of the processor. The scalability of this
design in performance-demanding scenarios remains questionable.
In [100] an integration of the real-time processor CarCore [101] and the MOLEN reconﬁgurable custom com-
puting unit [102] is presented. The integration focuses on guaranteeing hard real-time constraints for memory
accesses of processor core and reconﬁgurable hardware. Timing analysis of binaries utilizing reconﬁguration is
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not addressed. As a consequence, measured execution times are evaluated while the effects on WCET bounds
remain uninvestigated.
5.1.2 Runtime Reconﬁguration in Hard Real-Time Systems
If supported, runtime reconﬁguration is the responsibility of the task scheduler in state-of-the-art hard-real-time
systems [3, 23, 36, 54, 70], but reconﬁguration within a currently executing task is not considered. Ref. [36] tackles
the problem of scheduling access to the reconﬁguration access port for ﬁxed-priority task sets with hard deadlines.
ReconOS [3] is an operating system that provides a uniﬁed programming model for threads running in software
and threads mapped to reconﬁgurable hardware. Previous versions were based on the eCos2 real-time kernel. Ref.
[23] presents mapping and scheduling of task graphs to a uniprocessor system with reconﬁgurable units, which
minimizes utilization of fabric area. Reconﬁgurations are either performed before, or as special tasks within the
schedule. However, during execution of a task, its assigned reconﬁgurable unit is not reconﬁgured.
In [54] a per-task instruction set selection is performed using reconﬁguration to meet timing constraints. A periodic
task graph with deadlines is scheduled and the schedule is partitioned into conﬁgurations. Each conﬁguration
is assigned an instruction set to optimize the tasks’ WCET. Their approach assumes that the schedule’s WCET
reduction directly corresponds to the per-task cycle reduction due to a CI that is chosen for a subset of the tasks.
But this is only the case when there is no conditional execution of tasks. When having alternative execution paths,
adding a CI into the current WCET path may result in another path becoming the WCET path. In this case, the
gain of the CI on the overall WCET is the delta between the old and the new WCET path, which could be as small
as 1 cycle, independent of the average performance improvement due to the CI. So the overall WCET gain can be
signiﬁcantly less than the gain in the old WCET path. A similar effect was already reported by [94] when assigning
a variable to scratchpad memory for WCET reduction. Due to this effect, it is not possible to apply the inter-task
techniques in [54] on intra-task level.
In sum, state-of-the-art techniques either do not consider runtime reconﬁguration [112], introduce reconﬁgurable
architectures without investigating effects on WCET bounds [100], or runtime reconﬁguration is the responsibility
of the real-time scheduler, where reconﬁguration for an already running task is prohibited [3, 23, 36, 54, 70].
5.2 Motivational Example
As discussed in Section 5.1, state-of-the-art techniques only perform reconﬁgurations when switching from one
task to another [3, 23, 36, 54, 70]. Within a single task however, the beneﬁts of having a reconﬁgurable fabric
are not exploited. To show the opportunities that are missed by such limitations, we use an H.264 video encoder
as a motivational example in Fig. 5.3. For each input frame, the encoder goes through a sequence of kernels
with different requirements of CIs to be conﬁgured onto the fabric. When conﬁguring CIs for the whole task
before it executes, the reconﬁgurable area has to be divided among the kernels (Figure 5.3 (a)). Performing
reconﬁguration before each kernel allows every kernel to use the whole fabric area at the cost of reconﬁguration
delay (Figure 5.3 (b)), i.e., the start of the kernel is delayed (stalling) until its reconﬁguration is completed. As the
total reconﬁguration delay per task increases, the question whether the idle time of the CPU during reconﬁguration
(stalling) can be used more effectively is posed. Instead of waiting until the reconﬁguration of all CIs for a kernel
ﬁnishes, the kernel can be started immediately using software emulation (see Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 4.1). As soon
as reconﬁguration for a CI ﬁnishes, it is utilized within the kernel and the reconﬁguration delay was effectively
used to make progress (Figure 5.3 (c)). Software emulation leads to considerable runtime beneﬁts at the cost of
implementing equivalent software code for a CI. E.g., the runtime of LoopFilter, the shortest running kernel in
the H.264 video encoder, is reduced by 20% using software emulation compared to stalling on a system running
2 http://ecos.sourceware.org/
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the reconﬁgurable fabric at 100 MHz, the core pipeline at 800 MHz and a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 100 MB/s
(see Section 5.6 for a detailed discussion).
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Figure 5.3: Sequences of kernels, e.g., in the H.264 Encoder, are well-suited for
runtime reconﬁguration, but raise new issues in timing analysis
Software emulation provides measurable
runtime beneﬁts which we make accessi-
ble for lower WCET bounds. A pessimistic
timing analysis approach would simply as-
sume an inﬁnite reconﬁguration delay and
thus assume that every CI is executed in
its cISA implementation for WCET esti-
mation. While this would produce a safe
WCET bound and enable speedups using
CIs over cISA at runtime, the guaranteed
WCET would be worse than not using re-
conﬁguration at all. Therefore, precise
modeling of reconﬁgurable CIs is required
for timing analysis.
In the following section, we introduce tim-
ing analysis fundamentals which target non-reconﬁgurable processors or the cISA of a reconﬁgurable processor,
and form the basis for our novel extensions for analysis of reconﬁgurable CIs presented in Section 5.4.
5.3 Timing Analysis Background
Timing analysis to derive WCET guarantees of tasks was introduced in Section 2.2. This section revisits global
bound analysis using the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET) to provide additional details on multi-
context path analysis as employed by the approach presented in this chapter. For computing guaranteed time
bounds for tasks on a reconﬁgurable instruction set processor, an additional reconﬁguration analysis pass that
generates IPET constraints after the microarchitectural analysis is introduced in this chapter. When using software
emulation and performing reconﬁgurations in parallel, timing analysis needs to determine the worst-case point in
time at which a CI becomes available. The aim of our reconﬁguration analysis is to provide information to the
global bound analysis about when it is safe to assume a CI to be available, i.e., when to use the path that uses the
hardware CI instead of equivalent software to effectively reduce the guaranteed WCET bound. In the following
section, we introduce the background on IPET-based multi-context path analysis.
5.3.1 Path Analysis
As any ILP-formulated problem, global bound analysis using IPET consists of two parts: the objective function
and its constraints (details in Section 2.2). For WCET analysis, the objective function determines the CPU cycles
executed on a path in the task’s control ﬂow graph (CFG). To ﬁnd the WCET path, it needs to be maximized.
Variables in the objective function represent the execution count of a single basic block (xi) in the CFG and are
weighted with the execution cycles of that basic block (ci), which is determined in the microarchitectural analysis.
For a program with N basic blocks, the objective function is given as [64]:
max
x∈NN0
N
∑
i=1
cixi
The constraints restrict the variables by modeling the control ﬂow and capturing relative execution counts of basic
blocks. The more infeasible paths can be excluded with constraints, the tighter the WCET bound will get. Program
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Figure 5.4: IPET constraint generation for single contexts and multiple contexts after virtual unrolling
structural constraints can be derived automatically from the CFG, program functionality constraints need to be
user-speciﬁed or provided by further analysis passes.
Basic Constraints
An overview of how to generate IPET constraints was given in Section 2.2, a brief example is described in the
following. Besides the variables xi representing the execution counts of basic blocks, variables di for execution
counts of edges in the CFG are used. E.g., consider the loop kernel in Fig. 5.4 (a). The loop header (represented by
x2) can be entered from outside using the edge represented by d1 or from a previous iteration using d4. The same
basic block can be left when the loop condition becomes false and the kernel is exited using d3 or it can proceed
to another iteration when the loop condition is true using d2. Therefore, x2 = d1 +d4 = d2 +d3 (see Fig. 5.4 (b)).
An upper bound of 200 for the number of kernel iterations can be given by the program functionality constraint
x3 ≤ 200 ·d1 (see Fig. 5.4 (c)).
Execution Context
The simple constraints presented so far only consider a single execution context, i.e., only one abstract microar-
chitectural state is considered at the beginning of each basic block. For a speciﬁc basic block this context needs
to include any additional delay that may occur on any path to this basic block. In a loop, e.g., the ﬁrst iteration
will encounter much more cache misses than following iterations, but the cache misses of the ﬁrst iteration need
to be taken into account for all the following iterations. Consequently, the resulting WCET of the task will be very
pessimistic. Therefore, more ﬁne-granular analyses considering different paths to reach a basic block separately
have been developed [87, 98].
Following the deﬁnition in [98], a context is a sequence (denoted by ∗ in the formula) of ﬁrst (C) and recursive (R)
calls of functions as well as ﬁrst (F) and following/other (O) iterations of loops. The set T of all contexts for a
program P is [98]:
T := {C[c],R[c],F [l],O[l] : c ∈ calls(P), l ∈ loops(P)}∗
With calls(P) and loops(P) being the sets of all calls and all loops in P, respectively.
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Analyzing Basic Blocks in Multiple Contexts
Contexts allow separate timing analysis of basic blocks for the different paths to reach them. Analysis starts with
the empty context ε . When a function is called or a loop body is executed, then the context changes. It can be
considered as a stack: when a function is called or a loop is entered, this information is appended using the ‘◦’
operator. Upon exit, the information is removed. Recursive calls and following loop iterations replace (ﬁrst) calls
or iterations on top of the stack, respectively. For example, a basic block inside a loop l ∈ loops(P), which is
reached by calling c ∈ calls(P), entering l and executing it repeatedly would be in the context C[c]O[l]. A more
detailed explanation can be found in [98], the theoretical background in [71].
In the CFG, the context inﬂuence of a loop is represented by virtually unrolling the loop once, as shown in
Fig. 5.4 (a). Using this representation, multi-context IPET constraints can be generated as seen in Fig. 5.4 (d).
In general, each basic constraint in Section 5.3.1 is generated for each distinguished context of the designated
basic block. E.g., x3 in Fig. 5.4 can be entered using d2 and exited using d3 in context F [l] as well as O[l]. Addi-
tionally, the constraints capture context changes performed using the ‘◦’ operator, e.g., when entering, reentering
or exiting a loop.
5.4 Timing Analysis Extensions for Runtime-Reconﬁgurable Processors
The main contributions of this chapter are the path analysis extensions to obtain precise WCET bounds of tasks on
runtime-reconﬁgurable processors and are presented in Section 5.4.2. The following section introduces properties,
which we assume the microarchitecture to provide and which we exploit during timing analysis.
5.4.1 Microarchitectural Analysis
The input to microarchitectural analysis (see Section 2.2) is the reconstructed CFG from the binary under analysis.
Its output is a WCET bound per basic block and context (see Section 5.3.1) incorporating cache misses/hits,
memory access latencies, pipeline stalls, and other delays which can occur in the system. To determine the WCET
of a basic block including CIs, the CI latencies need to be known and possible inﬂuences on the rest of the
microarchitecture –especially on core pipeline and caches– need to be accessible to the respective analysis passes.
The delay for initiating and performing the reconﬁguration of a CI needs to be analyzable statically. Additionally,
reconﬁgurations in parallel to execution may not void any timing guarantees of the microarchitecture, e.g., the
delay for the CPU to perform bus accesses. We assume to be able to initiate a sequence of CI reconﬁgurations
using the core pipeline (e.g., by accessing a device on the bus) and then either use stalling or software emulation
while reconﬁgurations take place. The requested CIs for an upcoming kernel and the order of conﬁgurations need
to be obtainable by analyzing the binary. This information is used to generate constraints for path analysis as
described in the following section.
An implementation of a reconﬁguration controller which provides these properties is CoRQ, as presented in Sec-
tion 5.5.
5.4.2 Path Analysis Constraints for Software Emulation
Using software emulation, CI functionality can be executed on two separate paths: the CI itself or functionally-
equivalent software, depending on whether the CI is available or not (see Fig. 5.2). In the following we always
initiate a sequence of reconﬁgurations of CIs immediately before entering a kernel. Kernel execution and recon-
ﬁgurations are performed in parallel (see Figs. 4.1 and 5.6). With the reconﬁguration delay for each CI known (in
cycles of the core pipeline), we can determine the total delay for a CI to become available in the sequence. Once
the CI is available, the program path that uses the CI will be taken for all of its invocations in the remaining kernel
iterations. The main challenge is to precisely analyze at which point during kernel execution these path changes
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will happen (from software emulation to hardware-accelerated CI) by CIs becoming available successively: How
far will the kernel have progressed in the worst case when reconﬁguration of a CI ﬁnishes and what exactly is the
worst case?
Assumptions
For analyzing tasks that use reconﬁgurable CIs for worst-case timing with manageable complexity, we apply the
following assumptions.
• We assume that software emulation of a CI always has a longer delay than the CI itself. In case the CI took
longer than the software emulation, it would not make sense to use a CI anyway. The result of this assumption is
that we know that software emulation is executed when the invocation of a CI lies on the worst-case path, unless
the respective CI is explicitly annotated available (which results in a lower WCET).
• CIs currently executing in software emulation are never moved to hardware and we conservatively assume the
availability of a CI not to change during a kernel iteration, even when reconﬁguration ﬁnishes early in the
iteration and the CI is the last executed instruction. This assumption eases analysis and is safe (the WCET of a
single kernel iteration is reduced when a CI becomes available), but may introduce pessimism.
Worst-Case CI Availability
In the following, the aim is to bound the worst-case number of kernel iterations uk for every CI k, in which the
CI is unavailable. During these iterations, the CI invocations need to be executed using software emulation. To
obtain a safe bound, we need to determine under which circumstances the execution time is maximized when a CI
becomes available after its constant reconﬁguration delay. For this, consider the timelines in Fig. 5.5 for a kernel
with 6 iterations in total. Iterations without the CI available are yellow for executing faster than WCET and orange
for executing them in WCET. After the marked conﬁguration delay for the speciﬁc CI (“Reconﬁguration Finish”),
every following kernel iteration (green) makes use of the CI path (instead of software emulation) for all of its
invocations (possibly multiple per iteration). Clearly, these iterations need to run in worst-case time to maximize
the execution time after the conﬁguration delay. The remaining questions to maximize the total execution time of
the kernel are:
(i) Given an upper bound of kernel iterations. In the worst case, how many of these iterations are run after the
reconﬁguration delay?
(ii) What is a safe time bound for iterations that execute before ﬁnishing reconﬁguration?
First, let us consider question (i) and assume no iteration of the kernel can overlap the point at which the conﬁg-
uration ﬁnishes. Let WCETavail be the WCET of one kernel iteration with the CI available, r the reconﬁguration
delay for the CI and m the remaining iterations after executing with software emulation during r. Under these
assumptions, the execution time becomes:
Execution Time = r+m ·WCETavail
As m is the only variable in this equation and every constant is positive, the equation is maximized when m is
maximized. Under the assumption that no iteration of the kernel can overlap the Reconﬁguration Finish, this is
achieved by executing every iteration during r in worst-case time as depicted in Fig. 5.5 (b). Counterintuitively, this
means that the execution time is increased when fewer iterations are executed with the CI unavailable. We call this
property minimum progress (during the reconﬁguration delay). To ﬁnally answer (i) and (ii), iterations overlapping
the Reconﬁguration Finish need to be considered. As the last iteration of the kernel with the CI unavailable can
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Figure 5.5: Different cases for execution times of kernel iterations. Executing all iterations in WCET does not necessarily bound the total
WCET of the kernel, because the worst-case number of iterations in which CI1 is unavailable (u1) can be mispredicted (timing
anomaly in (b)). For safe bounds, an additional iteration needs to be considered that assumes CI1 unavailable (like in (d))
now reach into the part of the timeline in which the CI is already available, this iteration can prolong the execution
time. This can lead to a case, where executing iterations faster than worst-case time during reconﬁguration extends
the execution time of the whole kernel. We call this the timing anomaly of runtime reconﬁguration. An example
is depicted in Fig. 5.5 (c). For bounding this timing anomaly, the case shown in Fig. 5.5 (d) needs to be applied in
timing analysis, i.e., maximum overlap (of one kernel iteration).
Summarizing, worst-case execution during reconﬁguration is safely bounded when minimum progress and max-
imum overlap are combined: All iterations are executed in worst-case time, as this results in minimum progress
during the reconﬁguration delay. An additional full iteration starting after the Reconﬁguration Finish is assumed
to execute with the CI unavailable in worst-case time for bounding a potentially overlapping iteration. To generate
safe constraints this case is always applied to bound the timing anomaly at the potential cost of overestimation.
For a scenario with multiple CIs in a kernel, it can analogously be argued for the worst case of CIi to become avail-
able after CIi−1 when considering the reconﬁguration ﬁnish of CIi−1 as point zero on the timeline and accounting
for the additional iteration (potential timing anomaly) of CIi−1. In the following section we will formally express
these considerations for multiple CIs.
Basic Constraints
First, the analysis of the worst-case number of iterations a CI is unavailable needs to be formalized. Then, IPET
path constraints can be generated that model the information obtained from the analysis. Without loss of generality,
suppose that the CIs for the following kernel are conﬁgured in the sequence CI1, . . . , CIn. We denote ri as the delay
to conﬁgure CIi. With existing timing analysis and the properties of Section 5.4.1, we can determine WCETi, the
WCET of one kernel iteration with CI1, . . . , CIi−1 available (and CIi, . . . , CIn still unavailable) by modeling the CI
availability using IPET path constraints. Consider the conditional branch to CI-equivalent software (see Fig. 5.2)
in the case a CI should be invoked, but is unavailable. As shown in Fig. 5.6, for every CI invocation j in the binary,
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the CI and its software emulation reside on separate paths in the CFG, which are immediately joined after the
CI functionality is executed. Let xSW j be the variable representing the ﬁrst basic block of the software emulation
path of invocation j. A constraint of xSW j = 0 is used to annotate the CI invoked by j to be available, because it
forces the path analysis to exclude this path and account for the hardware CI path using xCI j only. For determining
WCETi, we generate a constraint for every invocation of CI1, . . . , CIi−1 to exclude software emulation. WCET0
is the special case of not generating any CI-speciﬁc constraints and effectively always executing the software
emulation for every CI to be conﬁgured.
Conditional Branch 
for CI Invocation j
...
Kernel Header
Initiate Reconfiguration
xinit
CI-equivalent Software
xSWj
Hardware CI
xCIj
...
...
Figure 5.6: CFG of a Kernel invoking a CI with Software Emulation
Suppose we would know uk, the number of iterations
in which CIk is unavailable (and therefore CIs, s > k
unavailable), but all previous CIs (if any) CIt , t < k are
available. The total number of iterations CIi is unavail-
able is ∑ik=1 uk. Let u0 = WCET0 = 0, then we can
deﬁne the remaining reconﬁguration time needed for
CIi after CIi−1 became available as:
si :=
i
∑
k=1
rk −
i−1
∑
k=0
uk ·WCETk (5.1)
In other words, this is the time to conﬁgure CI1, . . . ,
CIi minus the time already spent in the ﬁrst ∑i−1k=0 uk
iterations. Formally, we can deﬁne ui recursively as
follows:
ui :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
si
/
WCETi+1, if si > 0
1, if si+WCETi−1 > 0∧ si ≤ 0
0, else
(5.2)
If si becomes ≤ 0 (the second and third case of ui), the time ∑ik=1 rk until CIi becomes available, is already covered
by the time spent in the iterations in which CI1, . . . , CIi−1 are unavailable. As discussed in Section 5.4.2, an
additional iteration for iterations overlapping the point in time the reconﬁguration ﬁnishes can become necessary,
however. This is the case, if CIi became available in the additional iteration of CIi−1 (the second case, e.g., iteration
3 in Fig. 5.5 (d)). If CIi became available in the previous iteration (e.g., iteration 2 in Fig. 5.5 (d)), the additional
iteration of CIi−1 already covers the additional iteration of CIi such that CIi−1 and CIi become available in the
same iteration. It would be safe but pessimistic to not differentiate between the second and third case and always
add an additional iteration. For a single CI1, the equation becomes u1 = r1
/
WCET1+1 (see Fig. 5.5 (d)).
Assuming no invocations of CIi are contained in a nested loop inside the kernel, constraints can directly be gener-
ated that restrict the number of kernel iterations in which CIi is unavailable in hardware and the software emulation
needs to be executed. The limitation that CI invocations cannot be contained in nested loops will be removed in
Section 5.4.2. For a single invocation j of CIi inside the kernel, let xSWi, j be the variable representing the number
of executions of the ﬁrst basic block in CIi’s software emulation. Let xinit be the number of executions of the basic
block which initiates reconﬁguration before entering the kernel as shown in Fig. 5.6. Finally, include the previous
reconﬁguration analysis into global bound computation, the following constraint is generated:
xSWi, j ≤
i
∑
k=1
uk · xinit (5.3)
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This constraint ensures that the software emulation of invocation j of CIi (xSWi, j ) is accounted for at most as often
in the worst-case path as CIi was determined to be unavailable in iterations of the kernel under analysis, i.e., it
adds information to the analysis that aims to reduce the estimated WCET bound. Even though we can determine
the exact number of kernel iterations which start with CIi unavailable, the constraint is generated as an inequality
because it might happen that the worst-case path in the kernel does not even include invocation j of CIi. Generating
a constraint xSWi, j = ∑
i
k=1 uk · xinit with ui > 0 would force the timing analyzer to include invocation j of CIi in its
path analysis, possibly hindering it from ﬁnding the real worst-case path.
Conditional Execution
In the following, pessimism in the analysis of conditional execution of CIs is removed. As discussed previously,
the constraints generated by Eq. (5.3) correctly allow the timing analyzer to ﬁnd worst-case paths not containing
every CI invocation. However, for the upper bounds on how often the software emulation of a CI invocation needs
to be executed (because the hardware is not yet available), the maximum possible number of iterations making use
of this invocation is always considered. Even when the speciﬁc CI invocation is not part of the worst-case path
for all iterations of the kernel. This may be very pessimistic: consider a CI which is unavailable for 10 iterations
of a kernel in total. Furthermore, the CI is invoked only 5 times during the 10 iterations of its unavailability in
the worst-case path. Then, the CI needs to be invoked only 5 times using software emulation during the whole
execution of the kernel. So far however, the generated constraints force the analyzer to assume 10 invocations of
the CI need to be executed in software emulation (the total iterations in which the CI is unavailable). As only
5 iterations exist in which the CI is invoked and unavailable, the constraints will force 5 iterations of the kernel
to emulate the CI in software even though the hardware is already available. This pessimism can be removed by
performing an extended analysis of WCETi and determining for every invocation j of an unavailable CIi, . . . , CIn
whether this invocation is part of the worst-case path, i.e., xSWi, j > 0 (in the analysis of WCETi). When generating
the constraint for the number of software emulations of invocation j of CIi, uk is only added to the sum if this
invocation is part of the worst-case path that deﬁnes WCETk. We deﬁne:
inp(i, j,k) :=
⎧⎨
⎩1, invocation j of CIi is part of the worst-case path of WCETk0, else (5.4)
inp(i, j,k) is obtained from the solved ILP which was used to determine WCETk by simply testing whether xSWi, j >
0. For every invocation of a CI the exact number of times the software emulation is executed when entering the
kernel in the worst-case path is obtained from this analysis. The following inequality deﬁnes the updated constraint
that makes use of this information:
xSWi, j =
i
∑
k=1
inp(i, j,k) ·uk · xinit (5.5)
This constraint is generated for every invocation of all CIs instead of the constraint in Eq. (5.3).
Loop Nests
As mentioned before, the constraints generated so far do not support CIs that are contained in loop nests. This
limitation is removed in the following. When considering an invocation j of CIi which is contained in a nested
loop inside the kernel, the constraints generated by Eq. (5.3) would result in an unsafe (too low) upper bound for
the number of times the software emulation is executed, because j is assumed to be executed at most once per
iteration. In a nested loop, however, j can be executed multiple times per iteration, at maximum as often as the
basic block its conditional branch for software emulation is contained in (see Fig. 5.6). For brevity, let nf(CIi, j)
(nesting factor) be the statically known product of upper loop bounds for every level of loop nest to reach the basic
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block which contains invocation j of CIi from the kernel iteration top level and nf(CIi, j) = 1 if it is not contained
in a loop nest.
We obtain the following constraint:
xSWi, j ≤ nf(CIi, j) ·
i
∑
k=1
uk · xinit (5.6)
When including the analysis of conditional execution, we obtain the equality:
xSWi, j = nf(CIi, j) ·
i
∑
k=1
inp(i, j,k) ·uk · xinit (5.7)
Using Eq. (5.7), constraints for all invocations of CIi are generated. After generating constraints for all invocations
of CI1, . . . , CIn, the global WCET bound analysis of a task including reconﬁgurable CIs can be performed for a
single context (e.g., not considering cache effects).
Multiple Contexts
For extending the constraints of the previous section for multi-context timing analysis that enables treating the ﬁrst
iteration of a loop differently from the following iterations (e.g., for precise analysis of cache effects), we need
to generate the constraint of Eq. (5.7) for every context the kernel can appear in. Let t(xinit) ⊆ T be the subset of
execution contexts xinit can appear in (see Section 5.3.1 for a deﬁnition of contexts). Again, the reconﬁguration
delay of a CI needs to be expressed as worst-case iterations of the kernel. However, in a multi-context analysis, a
loop l can be in its ﬁrst F [l] and other O[l] iterations. Therefore, the basic constraint in Eq. (5.3) becomes:
xϑ◦F [l]SWi, j + x
ϑ◦O[l]
SWi, j
≤
i
∑
k=1
uϑk · xϑinit ∀ϑ ∈ t(xinit) (5.8)
Note that the number of iterations in which CIi is unavailable uϑi is now also context-dependent as denoted by the
superscript ϑ ∈ t(xinit), because iterations of the kernel now have different delays depending on the context the
kernel is entered in. Therefore, we need to redeﬁne uϑi in the following. The reconﬁguration of CI1 starts in the
ﬁrst iteration of the kernel, therefore in context ϑ ◦F [l]. The worst-case delay for one iteration of the kernel is now
context-dependent and especially dependent on whether the iteration is the ﬁrst one of the other iterations of the
kernel. We denote the ﬁrst iteration, in which all CIs to be reconﬁgured are unavailable, as WCETϑ◦F [l]1 . Following
iterations in parallel to reconﬁguration are all in context ϑ ◦O[l]. WCETϑ◦O[l]1 denotes the worst-case time bound
of an iteration in this context in parallel to conﬁguring CI1. WCET
ϑ◦F [l]
i and WCET
ϑ◦O[l]
i , the WCET of one ﬁrst
or other kernel iteration with CI1, . . . , CIi−1 available and CIi, . . . , CIn unavailable when the kernel is entered in
context ϑ , can be determined analogously to the single context analysis explained in Section 5.4.2.
Now let us consider uϑ1 , the number of iterations in which CI1 is unavailable. To account for the ﬁrst iteration
of the kernel, its delay is subtracted from the reconﬁguration delay of CI1 and uϑ1 is accordingly increased by 1.
Together with the additional iteration to bound the timing anomaly discussed in Section 5.4.2, there are now at
least 2 iterations with CI1 unavailable. The formula directly resembles the single context deﬁnition in Eq. (5.2)
when inserting the values for CI1, uϑ1 becomes:
uϑ1 :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⌈(
r1−WCETϑ◦F [l]1
)/
WCETϑ◦O[l]1
⌉
+2,
if r1−WCETϑ◦F [l]1 > 0
2, else
(5.9)
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As in the single context analysis, the remaining reconﬁguration delay after the time spent in the ﬁrst ∑i−1k=0 u
ϑ
k
iterations needs to be determined for determining uϑi . However, now a different context needs to be considered for
the ﬁrst iteration than for the others. Therefore, the context-sensitive extension of si is deﬁned as follows:
sϑi :=
i
∑
k=1
rk −
(
WCETϑ◦F [l]1 +(u
ϑ
1 −1) ·WCETϑ◦O[l]k +
i−1
∑
k=2
uϑk ·WCETϑ◦O[l]k
)
(5.10)
Finally, uϑi for i > 1 becomes:
uϑi :=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
⌈
sϑi
/
WCETϑ◦O[l]i
⌉
+1, if sϑi > 0
1, if sϑi +WCET
ϑ◦O[l]
i−1 > 0∧ sϑi ≤ 0
0, else
(5.11)
As in the single-context case, uϑi for i> 1 can become 0 when CIi−1 and CIi become available in the same iteration.
For including the analysis of conditional CI execution and loop nests as explained in Section 5.4.2 and Sec-
tion 5.4.2, inp(i, j,k) also needs to be extended for contexts as it is dependent on the WCET of one kernel it-
eration. inp(i, j,k) determines whether invocation j of CIi is part of the worst-case path deﬁning WCETk. Thus,
the context-aware inpϑ (i, j,k) is deﬁned as
inpϑ (i, j,k) :=
⎧⎨
⎩1, invocation j of CIi is part of the worst-case path of WCET
ϑ◦F [l]
k or WCET
ϑ◦O[l]
k
0, else
(5.12)
Including the analysis of conditional CI execution and loop nests analogously to the single-context constraint in
Eq. (5.7), the ﬁnal constraint for multi-context analysis is obtained:
xϑ◦F [l]SWi, j + x
ϑ◦O[l]
SWi, j
= nf(CIi, j) ·
i
∑
k=1
inpϑ (i, j,k) ·uϑk · xϑinit (5.13)
Using this equation, constraints for all invocations of CI1, . . . , CIn can be generated and global WCET bound
analysis of a task can be performed including reconﬁgurable CIs with multiple contexts.
5.4.3 Stalling vs. Software Emulation
Modeling software emulation with parallel reconﬁguration needs to make pessimistic assumptions to achieve a
safe worst-case bound and an additional analysis needs to be performed to generate path analysis constraints.
Therefore, it needs to be determined in which cases the approach is competitive or superior to stalling under timing
guarantees. For clarity, we will only consider a single execution context in the following, but multiple contexts in
the evaluation.
When stalling, execution halts for the duration of reconﬁguring all CIs required in the upcoming kernel. After-
wards, every kernel iteration is executed in its worst-case execution bound with all CIs available, let us denote
this worst-case bound as WCETn+1. Therefore when stalling, the WCET for a kernel with an upper bound of I
iterations (while neglecting the time taken to exit the kernel) is:
n
∑
k=1
rk + I ·WCETn+1 (5.14)
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Figure 5.7: Overview of System on Chip used for Evaluation
From the considerations for generating path analysis constraints for the software emulation approach in Sec-
tion 5.4.2, the WCET of a kernel can be bounded. For brevity, the basic constraints of Section 5.4.2 are discussed in
the following. The upper bound of kernel iterations in which reconﬁguration takes place is ∑nk=1 uk. Furthermore,
during uk iterations of the kernel each iteration has an upper execution time bound of WCETk. The remaining
I−∑nk=1 uk iterations have an upper bound of WCETn+1 each. Therefore, we obtain the following execution time
bound for all kernel iterations:
n
∑
k=1
uk ·WCETk +
(
I−
n
∑
k=1
uk
)
·WCETn+1 (5.15)
For the software emulation approach resulting in a lower worst-case time bound, the inequality of (5.15) < (5.14)
needs to be satisﬁed. When simplifying this inequality, the following test is obtained:
n
∑
k=1
uk · (WCETk −WCETn+1)<
n
∑
k=1
rk (5.16)
It can be noted that Inequality (5.16) is independent of the total iterations of the kernel, whether software emulation
is beneﬁcial over stalling can be decided by analyzing the ﬁrst ∑nk=1 uk iterations only. For a speciﬁc iteration
included in uk, WCETk −WCETn+1 denotes the additional time the software emulation takes because some CIs
are unavailable. The software emulation approach results in a lower time bound for a kernel if and only if the total
additional time remains lower than the total reconﬁguration time. The practical implications of this analysis are
investigated in the evaluation.
5.5 Runtime-Reconﬁgurable Processor Infrastructure for Timing
Guarantees
For evaluating this work, the reconﬁgurable processor i-Core was employed, which was presented in Section 2.4.
For the context of this chapter it is important to remember that a CI is executed by the CI Execution Controller
in a protocol similar to other multi-cycle instructions like division and directly accesses register operands or the
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Figure 5.8: Evaluation toolﬂow
non-cacheable SPM only (it follows the generalized architecture shown in Fig. 5.7). This way, in microarchi-
tectural analysis, a CI is just another multi-cycle instruction, which does not inﬂuence data cache analysis. The
reconﬁgurable fabric is partitioned into containers of identical size [92]. A CI can be conﬁgured into any set of
reconﬁgurable containers (possibly multiple) and potentially replaces a currently conﬁgured CI [11].
We further employ CoRQ (see Chapter 4) as the reconﬁguration controller to perform timing analyzable recon-
ﬁguration using the integrated conﬁguration access port (ICAP). CoRQ is accessible by the core pipeline as a
memory-mapped on-chip bus device and processes reconﬁguration commands that enable guaranteed reconﬁg-
uration delays (see Fig. 5.7, details in Chapter 4). For achieving predictability, we statically select which CIs
to reconﬁgure at which program points and in what order. The resulting reconﬁguration sequences are fed as
commands to CoRQ by a sequence of stores to its address. CoRQ’s internal bitstream memory is ﬁlled with all
conﬁgurations required by the task over the bus at task load.
5.6 Experimental Evaluation
5.6.1 Implementation and Setup
The static timing analysis ﬂow as described in Section 5.3 was split in several steps as depicted in Fig. 5.8.
(i) Reconﬁguration analysis is performed on the compiled binary, giving absolute reconﬁguration delays per
CI.
(ii) AbsInt aiT [2] is used to determine WCETϑi (see Section 5.4.2) for all kernels. As aiT is closed-source
software, we could not directly integrate support for CIs. Therefore, every CI opcode in the binary was
substituted by an ADD opcode and a constraint in aiT’s AIS2 Language to set the delay for the new ADD
instruction to the delay of the speciﬁc CI (e.g., Fig. 5.9 (a)). aiT outputs an XML report, which we parsed
to determine every uϑi for every kernel and generate the constraints described in Section 5.4.2 in AIS2 (e.g.,
Fig. 5.9 (b)).
(iii) Our generated constraints were used to calculate the global WCET bound using aiT.
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instruction 0x40001238 additionally takes: ((36*def("cISA_freq_mul"))-1) cycles;
(a) Example for Setting the CI Latency
flow sum: point(0x40001244) == (2*67) point(0x400011a0);
(b) Example for a Generated Constraint for CI Availability
Figure 5.9: Generated Constraints in aiT’s Format (AIS2)
Table 5.1: Kernels and Custom Instructions (CI) in the H.264 Encoder
CI Name and Short Description Working Set CLoC4
MotionEstimation Kernel
SATD: Sum of Abs. Transf. Differences 16×16 px 123
SAD: Sum of Abs. Differences 16×16 px 24
EncodeMacroBlock Kernel
MC_Hz: Motion Compens. Interpol. Horiz. 4 px 51
IPred_HDC: Intra Prediction Horiz. 16×16 px 35
IPred_VDC: Intra Prediction Vert. 16×16 px 19
DCT: Discrete Cosine Transf. 4×4 px 76
HT2x2: Hadamard Transform 2×2 px 12
HT4x4: Hadamard Transform 4×4 px 111
LoopFilter Kernel
LoopFilter: In-Loop Deblock. Filter 4 px 82
The analysis is performed ofﬂine and runs on a workstation; it does not induce any runtime overheads. We evalu-
ated our analysis with an H.264 encoder application, which uses 9 CIs covering the most compute-intensive kernels
shown in Table 5.1. Every kernel conﬁguration requires the whole CI containers. Therefore, before entering a ker-
nel, reconﬁgurations for all containers are initiated to meet the kernel’s CI requirements. It contains complex
control ﬂow with numerous decisions and nested loops. Most of the properties tested in the Mälardalen WCET
Benchmarks3 are covered, e.g., Discrete Cosine Transform is contained in both. For evaluating the overestimation
of the static analysis, we executed the same binary obtained from BCC 4.4.2 (Gaisler’s extended GCC 4.4.2) at O1
in our SystemC-based cycle-accurate simulator which models the reconﬁgurable system shown in Fig. 5.7. Before
performing the evaluation, we calibrated aiT and our simulator by harmonizing hardware parameters and verifying
the results of test-cases, e.g., load-store sequences.
5.6.2 Results
In the following, the inﬂuences of stalling and software emulation on WCET bounds of a single kernel are analyzed.
Afterwards, the overestimation and WCET reduction when using reconﬁgurable CIs on the whole H.264 encoder
is analyzed.
Software Emulation vs. Stalling on a Single Kernel
For the analysis we use results obtained from performing timing analysis on a binary that executes the LoopFilter
kernel of H.264 on 99 macroblocks (QCIF resolution). LoopFilter is the kernel of lowest complexity in our
H.264 encoder, it contains a single CI and allows detailed analysis of worst-case CI availability. The guaranteed
time bounds are compared to results obtained by executing the same binary in our simulator. Table 5.2 gives
an overview of the parameters investigated. ffabric stays constant at 100 MHz and we choose multiples of it for
fCPU which resemble realistic setups (rounded to the next power of two). E.g., the LEON3 processor which we
3 http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet/benchmarks.html
4 C Lines of Code that are replaced by utilizing a hardware CI (without comments or whitespace)
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Parameter [Unit] Symbol Values
CPU frequency [MHz] fCPU 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600
Fabric frequency [MHz] ffabric 100
Conﬁguration Port fICAP 25, 50, 100
Frequency [MHz]
Table 5.2: Parameters investigated
fCPU/ ffabric 1 2 4 8 16
u1 at fICAP = ffabric 3 4 6 11 21
u1 at fICAP = 12 · ffabric 4 6 11 21 41
u1 at fICAP = 14 · ffabric 6 11 21 41 81
Table 5.3: CI Unavailability (uk) obtained during WCET bound esti-
mation for LoopFilter
SW Emulation Observed SW Emulation Overestimation Stalling Observed Stalling Overestimation
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Figure 5.10: Observed Runtimes and Guaranteed WCET Bounds for LoopFilter
extended for reconﬁgurable CIs is advertised as running at 400 MHz when implemented as an ASIC, its successor
the LEON4 is advertised running at 1500 MHz. The commercially available Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC couples an
ARM Cortex A9 at 866 MHz with a Xilinx 7-Series reconﬁgurable fabric.
All results are measured in cycles of the CPU pipeline, therefore they are determined by the relation of fCPU, ffabric
and fICAP. Figure 5.10 (a) shows the results for fCPU/ ffabric ∈ {20 = 1, . . . ,24 = 16} and fICAP = ffabric = 100 MHz.
This corresponds to running the Internal Conﬁguration Access Port (ICAP) at its maximum frequency, and results
in a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s when conﬁguring 32 bit of data every cycle. This reconﬁguration
bandwidth is possible when using a dedicated on-chip conﬁguration storage (e.g., as available in CoRQ, see Chap-
ter 4), we utilize the BRAM resources of Xilinx FPGAs in our prototype. When increasing the minimum evaluated
CPU pipeline frequency of 100 MHz by a factor of c for a ﬁxed ICAP frequency, the reconﬁguration delay, mea-
sured in CPU cycles, increases by the factor c as well. Additionally, the runtime beneﬁt of hardware CIs compared
to software emulation decreases. According to our prediction in Section 5.4.3, software emulation results in a lower
time bound than stalling for fCPU/ ffabric ∈ {8,16}, but not for fCPU/ ffabric ∈ {1,2,4}. The time bounds obtained
for the kernel shown in Fig. 5.10 (a) reﬂect these predictions. Software emulation results in 30.28%, 16.39%
and 4.48% higher time bounds than stalling for fCPU/ ffabric ∈ {1,2,4}, respectively. For fCPU/ ffabric ∈ {8,16}
software emulation results in 1.38% and 8.25% lower time bounds. When considering the observed worst-case
runtime, however, software emulation always takes less time than stalling, i.e., 2.84%, 4.57%. 7.28%, 11.98% and
20.85% less for fCPU/ ffabric ∈ {1,2,4,8,16}, respectively. The reason for this discrepancy is that for analyzing
software emulation for the worst-case time bound, pessimistic assumptions about CI availability need to be made
as detailed in Section 5.4.2. In contrast, we know exactly at which point in a kernel a CI is available when stalling:
directly from the beginning, after stalling for a statically known amount of cycles. Therefore, overestimation for
software emulation ranges from maximal 40.17% with fCPU = ffabric to 13.25% with fCPU/ ffabric = 8, while the
overestimation for stalling is never above 4.54%, again maximal with fCPU = ffabric.
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Figure 5.10 (b) and Fig. 5.10 (c) show the results for fICAP = 50 MHz= 12 · ffabric and fICAP = 25 MHz= 14 · ffabric,
i.e., a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 200 MB/s and 100 MB/s, respectively. This corresponds, e.g., to systems mak-
ing use of cheaper but slower ﬂash memory for the CI Storage instead of SRAM-based memory and therefore
requiring a lower fICAP. The overall trend is that overestimation is lower with slower memories. In software emu-
lation the pessimism of assuming an additional iteration of CI unavailability (see Section 5.4.2), has less inﬂuence
on the guaranteed time bound as there are more iterations with the CI unavailable in total. At fCPU/ ffabric = 16 and
fICAP = 14 · ffabric ( fCPU = 64 · fICAP), overestimation rises again and reaches its overall maximum of 63.73%. As
seen in Table 5.3, timing analysis guarantees that a maximum of 19 iterations (99 total iterations minus 81 = u1
plus 1, as discussed in Section 5.4.2) of the kernel need to be executed after reconﬁguration delay at this point. In
the observed runtime however, all iterations are ﬁnished in software during reconﬁguration.
When stalling, overestimation also decreases slightly with slower memory as the reconﬁguration delay takes a
bigger share on the overall execution time and does not introduce overestimation. As more iterations in software
emulation can be executed during reconﬁguration and overestimation decreases, the resulting time bound is only
1.07% higher than stalling at fCPU/ ffabric = 4, fICAP = 12 · ffabric and already 2.02% lower at fICAP = 14 · ffabric. The
observed execution time for software emulation is 10.33% and 13.11% lower than for stalling, respectively.
In sum, software emulation beneﬁts from slow reconﬁguration bandwidths or high CPU frequencies. In our results,
to reduce the guaranteed time bound over stalling, the CPU needs to run at least at eight times the ICAP frequency
due to pessimism. In the observed runtime, software emulation is always beneﬁcial over stalling.
Overestimation
In this section, we analyze the inﬂuence of CIs on overestimation of WCET bounds for the H.264 encoder encoding
20 frames in QCIF resolution. Higher resolutions would increase the number of iterations per kernel and therefore
reduce the relative effects of the reconﬁguration delays on the total execution time. All results were taken with
fICAP = ffabric and several values for fCPU/ ffabric.
Figure 5.11 shows the percentage of overestimation for a general-purpose version of our H.264 encoder with-
out any CIs (cISA execution only), and several alternatives of using reconﬁgurable CIs. As the runtime in the
general-purpose case is unaffected by the fabric frequency, the amount of overestimation is constant at 38.04%.
Introducing additional control ﬂow by inserting the conditions for software emulation without actually conﬁguring
CIs –denoted as Software Emulation (always unavailable)– increases the overestimation slightly to 39.93%.
As mentioned in Section 5.6.2, the pessimism for bounding the timing anomaly when using software emulation
is highest when reconﬁguration of CIs takes only few iterations of a speciﬁc kernel. Overestimation reaches its
maximum for software emulation when fCPU = ffabric with 47.95% and its minimum at fCPU/ ffabric = 16 (maxi-
mum iterations during reconﬁguration) with 11.89%. In sum, in our results the overestimation is less for software
emulation than for the general purpose CPU when the pipeline frequency is twice the fabric frequency or higher.
When using stalling, overestimation reaches its maximum of 17.97% when fCPU = ffabric and its minimum of
6.66% when fCPU/ ffabric = 16. It is generally lower than when using software emulation (see also Section 5.4.2)
or cISA instructions only.
We can observe that increasing fCPU/ ffabric results in lower overestimation for both approaches for dealing with
reconﬁguration delay. This has two reasons:
(i) Increasing fCPU/ ffabric results in more kernel iterations which can be executed during the reconﬁguration
delay of a CI using software emulation. This means that the pessimism of assuming an additional iteration
in software to bound the timing anomaly (see Section 5.4.2) has a lesser share on the total iterations and
therefore a lesser effect on the timing bound.
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(ii) Increasing fCPU/ ffabric also increases the share of execution time (measured in CPU cycles) spent on the fab-
ric. The execution time on the fabric does not introduce overestimation and therefore the total overestimation
decreases.
Software emulation is affected by (i) and (ii), while stalling is only affected by (ii). Therefore, increasing
fCPU/ ffabric has a stronger effect on the overestimation of software emulation than of stalling.
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ent alternatives of invoking CIs. Software Emulation (always unavailable)
introduces CI Invocations, but never executes them in hardware. Combination
chooses either Software Emulation or Stalling per kernel to optimize the timing
bound (see Section 5.4.3).
Using the analysis of Section 5.4.3,
we use a combination of software
emulation and stalling to choose the
more beneﬁcial approach per kernel.
As a result, we apply software emula-
tion at fCPU/ ffabric = 8 for two out of
three kernels and stalling for the other
one. fCPU/ ffabric = 16 is equivalent to
software emulation only. It turns out
that while overestimation is higher
than using stalling in these cases, the
resulting time bound is lower. This is
achieved by our models guaranteeing
that the reconﬁguration delay can be
hidden effectively. All other cases are equivalent to stalling only.
Speedup
Figure 5.12 shows the speedup obtained by using runtime reconﬁguration compared to execution on the cISA
only. The left graph shows the speedup obtained in the guaranteed runtime, and the right graph shows the speedup
of the observed runtime. As in the previous section, all results in this section are obtained with fICAP = ffabric.
The speedup in the guaranteed runtime is higher than in the observed runtime for stalling and the combination of
stalling and software emulation from the previous section. The reason for this effect is that in addition to the actual
speedup introduced by CIs, the overestimation is reduced as discussed in Section 5.6.2. Therefore, the speedup
in the predicted runtime is on average 24.43% higher (minimum 17.01% at fCPU/ ffabric = 1, maximum 29.42%
at fCPU/ ffabric = 16) than for the observed runtime when stalling. Software emulation results in a 11.5% higher
speedup in the predicted runtime than in the observed runtime on average (minimum -6.70% at fCPU/ ffabric = 1,
maximum 23.37% at fCPU/ ffabric = 16).
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Figure 5.12: H.264 overall speedup on the guaranteed time bound (left) and the observed runtime (right)
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Figure 5.13 takes stalling as a baseline and compares the guaranteed and observed results of software emulation
and the combination of both approaches to it. Software emulation is always beneﬁcial for the observed runtime
with an average reduction of 4.8%, a minimum of 1.58% with fCPU/ ffabric = 1 and a maximum of 10.48% with
fCPU/ ffabric = 16. For the guaranteed WCET bound, however, software emulation is beneﬁcial only when the
CPU pipeline runs faster than the fabric at a factor of fCPU/ ffabric = 8 or more, because of overestimation (see
Section 5.6.2). Using software emulation for suitable kernels and stalling for others, the combination does not
increase the runtime over stalling in any case. In cases where software emulation is beneﬁcial for some kernels,
the combination achieves the same or better guaranteed runtime reduction than using software emulation only.
5.7 Conclusion
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Figure 5.13: Speedup of Software Emulation and Combination over Stalling in H.264
This chapter presented a novel tim-
ing analysis approach for tasks on
runtime-reconﬁgurable processors, it
supports static analysis of runtime re-
conﬁguration of multiple custom in-
struction (CIs) and multiple execu-
tion contexts (e.g., as used for precise
worst-case analysis of cache effects).
In the evaluation the precision of the
analysis and the beneﬁt of using CIs
on WCET reduction as well as re-
duced overestimation was shown. We
compared the effects on safe estimated WCET bounds of executing CI-equivalent software (software emulation)
to halting execution (stalling) during the reconﬁguration delay. In the observed worst case, software emulation
was always beneﬁcial over stalling. However, in the estimated time bound, software emulation was superior only
when the CPU pipeline frequency was higher than the fabric frequency by a factor of eight or more as stalling can
be analyzed more precisely. An analysis to choose either stalling or software emulation per kernel was introduced
and evaluated to combine the beneﬁts of both approaches. In sum, we have shown that runtime instruction set
reconﬁguration can be an enabling feature to provide timing-analyzable performance.
In this chapter, the set of CIs to conﬁgure for each kernel was assumed given. It turns out, however, that in cases
where there are more CIs to choose from than ﬁt onto the reconﬁgurable area it is an NP-hard problem to choose
the WCET-optimizing set of CIs. This problem is further complicated by the fact that computations (like the ones
performed by CIs) can be implemented in hardware using different alternatives that choose a tradeoff between area
requirements and resulting latency. The following chapter presents an optimal and a heuristic solution to selecting
WCET-optimizing sets of CI implementations.
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6 WCET Optimization using Reconﬁgurable Custom
Instructions
The previous chapter has shown instruction set extensions by reconﬁgurable custom instructions (CIs) to be an
effective means to achieve predictable performance. CIs were detailed in the context of i-Core in Section 2.4,
their most-important properties for the context of this chapter are summarized as follows: CIs initiate execution of
hardware accelerators conﬁgured on a reconﬁgurable fabric that is tightly coupled to a processor core (see [97] for
an overview of reconﬁgurable architectures). An application binary in such an architecture provides directives to
a reconﬁguration controller (like CoRQ, see Chapter 4) to conﬁgure the CIs’ accelerators onto the reconﬁgurable
fabric. Reconﬁgurations are performed for the requirements of an upcoming kernel (also known as hot spot), i.e., a
compute-intensive part of the application, e.g., a loop nest. In the previous chapter it was shown that –additional to a
considerable speedup– the overestimation of a task’s WCET can be reduced by moving calculations from software
code to hardware CIs. CIs typically implement functionality that corresponds to several hundred instructions when
executed on the CPU pipeline, possibly including conditional branches and other control ﬂow. While analyzing
instructions for worst-case latency may introduce pessimism due to, e.g., pipeline hazards or instruction cache
misses, the latency of the hardware accelerators –executed on the reconﬁgurable fabric– is precisely known.
In this chapter1 an approach of selecting WCET-optimizing sets of CIs for computational kernels that seamlessly
integrates into state-of-the-art timing analysis is proposed. While this chapter does not target the reduction of
overestimation of a task’s WCET bound or resolving the problem of timing anomalies (like the one discovered
in Section 5.4.2) in this work, an effective approach is presented to statically select sets of reconﬁgurable CIs to
optimize a task’s WCET bound and advance research on timing-analyzable high-performance architectures. One
main problem in selecting WCET-optimizing CIs is the instability of the worst-case path, i.e., when reducing the
1 The work presented in this chapter was originally published in [27]
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Figure 6.1: Toolﬂow performing WCET-Optimizing Instruction Set Selection integrated with timing analysis. As input to our approach we
take application binary with suggestions where to place custom instructions as well as different implementation alternatives per
custom instruction, differing in resource requirements and latency.
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latency of the worst-case path by inserting a CI, a whole different path can become the new worst-case path.
Therefore, WCET bound estimation is an integral part of WCET-optimizing CI selection. Figure 6.1 shows our
envisioned toolﬂow. CI selection, also referred to as instruction set selection, is the second of the two main steps
in the so-called instruction set extension problem [42]. The ﬁrst step is the CI generation that is performed when
compiling the application source code. In this step, kernels are identiﬁed in the application and partitioned into
segments of code to execute in software and segments to execute in hardware. For the segments to execute in hard-
ware, several alternatives that differ in resource demands as well as latencies are generated and then synthesized
into conﬁgurations for the reconﬁgurable fabric. CIs provide an assembly-level interface to execute the hardware
segments. Which CIs are implemented in hardware instead of the original software code and how much resources
to allocate per CI is determined by the CI selection according to an optimization goal, e.g., average-case perfor-
mance. Several approaches to CI generation exist that can provide CIs and implementation alternatives as an input
to CI selection [42]. Different from existing CI selection approaches that target average-case performance, our
novel WCET-optimizing selection requires the application binary, as it is the only way to be able to obtain precise
WCET bound estimates (see Section 2.2 and [106]). To obtain a ﬁnished binary with generated CIs while keeping
the ﬂexibility to execute the original software, we introduce CI super blocks which will be detailed in Section 6.2.
Effectively, the selection step of the instruction set extension problem is moved from the compiler to the timing
analyzer in this work, i.e., post-compilation. This is achieved by extending the analysis of the conditional jump
that either jumps to the hardware CI, if conﬁgured, or the original software code, otherwise, which was introduced
in the previous chapter. The result is an effective technique that considerably reduces the guaranteed WCET bound
compared to the original task that does not use CIs.
The novel contributions of this chapter are:
• Modeling the WCET-optimizing instruction set selection problem with support for global program ﬂow infor-
mation and reconﬁguration delay by extending state-of-the-art models used in timing analyzers like AbsInt aiT
[2] or OTAWA [7].
• An optimal solution that effectively reduces the search space by mapping selection candidates to weak compo-
sitions of an integer, i.e., the algorithm recursively generates all distributions of reconﬁgurable fabric area to
CIs while adhering to area constraints. Recursion subtrees corresponding to distributions of area that cannot be
utilized in CI implementations are pruned early. In our evaluation we show that less than 1% of all possible
570,240 selections need to be evaluated when optimizing the EncodeMacroBlock kernel as part of the H.264
encoder with our optimal search algorithm.
• A heuristic solution that performs a maximum number of WCET estimates linear in the partitions of area avail-
able for conﬁguring CIs on the reconﬁgurable fabric. It reduces the runtime of optimization down to 11.18%
of the optimal search algorithm in the before-mentioned EncodeMacroBlock kernel, the most-complex kernel
evaluated. Its results produced maximum 2.52% lower speedups on the WCET than optimal in our evaluations.
We show that previous work targeting optimization of the worst-case path, e.g., instruction cache locking or
scratchpad memory allocation of program code, share similarities with the WCET-optimizing instruction set se-
lection problem, but cannot be adapted to obtain optimal solutions. For introducing runtime instruction set re-
conﬁguration as an enabling feature to provide timing-analyzable performance, novel models and solutions are
required.
6.1 Related Work and Motivation
WCET-optimizing instruction set selection bears resemblance to other static optimizations targeting the worst-
case path like instruction cache locking or scratchpad memory allocation of program code. In this section, the
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differences of these problems to WCET-optimizing instruction set selection are pointed out. Additionally, state-of-
the-art solutions to instruction set selection speciﬁcally are discussed and their shortcomings explained.
Caches are used to effectively reduce the average memory access latency of a CPU. It is very difﬁcult to predict
whether a memory access can be served by the cache (cache hit) or needs to be served by main memory (cache
miss). WCET analysis always needs to consider a cache miss when it cannot guarantee a cache hit. This typically
leads to overestimation of the WCET bound. Cache locking is a software-controlled mechanism to load code
segments into the cache and prevent them from being evicted. Several works utilize instruction cache locking to
reduce overestimation resulting from cache analysis and thus lowering the WCET bound [40, 66, 78]. Similarly,
the instruction cache can be replaced by allocating program code directly to predictable scratchpad memory [39].
Even though these techniques are complementary to instruction set selection, the question arises whether the
same algorithms can be applied. Similar to instruction set selection, the instruction cache locking and program
code allocation problem entail WCET estimation to determine the worst-case path and using this information to
select code segments that can be most proﬁtably sped up for lowering the WCET bound. However, both need to
choose between two alternatives for a code segment only: utilizing the fast memory (i.e., locking it in the cache or
allocating it in scratchpad memory) or main memory. Instruction set selection has several alternatives to choose
from: the original software or different CI implementations for the same functionality with different degrees of
parallelism and therefore different delays as well as resource requirements. Even with extensions for evaluating
multiple alternatives to choose from (e.g., the different CI implementations), existing algorithms for cache locking
would remain unsuitable for our problem. In [40] and [66] the problem is modeled similarly using Execution Flow
Graphs and Execution Flow Trees, respectively. However, the execution ﬂow is modeled on the level of function
calls. As this work targets kernels, the aim of this chapter is to model the function-internal control ﬂow.
In [78] as well as [39] function-internal control ﬂow is modeled similarly to the instruction set selection presented
in [112], which in turn is an ILP formulation of a WCET estimation technique called timing schema [76]. Timing
schema is a tree-based WCET estimation technique (see [38] for an overview of estimation techniques). In current
timing analyzers, it was succeeded by the more powerful Implicit Path Enumeration Technique (IPET) [64], which
was introduced in Section 2.2.1. Timing schema is still commonly used in state-of-the-art WCET optimization
approaches however, because it is computationally cheap and it enables WCET optimization to be modeled as
a single ILP (as opposed to the combinatorial problem that we present in Section 6.3). In timing schema, the
estimation is calculated by building a representation which generally corresponds to the abstract syntax tree of
the program and traversing it bottom-up by simple recursive rules. Infeasible path information cannot efﬁciently
be applied, because the recursive rules are local to program statements [38]. This can lead to imprecise WCET
estimates as shown in the simple example in Fig. 6.2: the rules are unable to capture the global information that
the true case of the if statement can appear maximum 5 times in the worst-case path. In this example, timing
schema produces an estimate based on a program path that executes the true case 100 times and therefore this
case seems to be the most proﬁtable candidate to be optimized. However, this path never appears in an actual
execution of the program. State-of-the-art timing analyzers can correctly determine that the false case dominates
the WCET in the example in Fig. 6.2 using value analysis and generating constraints for IPET. Therefore, when
utilizing a computationally cheap, but imprecise, WCET estimation technique like timing schema during WCET
optimization, the allocated resources may not even be utilized in the ﬁnal WCET bound that is obtained using a
timing analyzer. Additionally, state-of-the-art timing analyzers support powerful annotation languages to provide
global path information [59] (the impact on WCET optimization is evaluated in Section 6.6.3). Thus, we propose
to extend state-of-the-art timing analysis using IPET to support WCET optimization, as opposed to treating WCET
optimization and timing analysis as two separate processes.
In [112] WCET-optimizing instruction set selection for instruction set extensible processors is performed. These
processors contain custom functional units that can be conﬁgured to implement frequently used instruction patterns
for speedups by exploiting instruction level parallelism and operator chaining [111]. According to the processor
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Timing Schema Rules (excerpt):
• T(if (Exp) T else F) = T(Exp)+max(T(T), T(F))
• T(while (Exp) Body = T(Exp)+n · (T(Exp) + T(Body))
Program Code:
int i = 0;
while (i < 100) {
if (i < 5)
..; // tT = 8
else
..; // tF = 4
i++; }
Syntax Tree:
i < 100 
i < 5 // true // false 
i++ if 
while 
Bottom-up Calculation (with T(Exp) = 1):
(i) tif = T(if (i < 5) T else F) = T(i < 5)+max(tT, tF) = 1+max(8,4) = 9
⇒ true case explicitly determined as worst-case path.
(ii) T(while (i < 100) Body) = T(i < 100)+100 · (T(i < 100)+ tif+T(i++))
= 1+100 · (1+9+1) = 1101
⇒ Decision: optimize true case, e.g., using cache locking or a custom instruction.
Actual WCET:
T(i < 100)+101 ·T(i < 5)+5 · tT+95 · tF+100 = 622
⇒ In contrast to the result obtained by Timing Schema, the false case dominates the WCET. Optimizations
relying on timing schema would therefore allocate resources on the wrong path.
Figure 6.2: Simple example that shows how WCET optimization approaches that rely on Timing Schema perform suboptimal decisions
model used in that work, the presented heuristic assumes a uniform cost per selected pattern (i.e., occupation of
one custom functional unit). The WCET-optimizing instruction set is selected per task, i.e., during task execution
the instruction set is ﬁxed. Therefore, the cost of conﬁguring a selected pattern is not taken into account in their
approach. In this chapter, dynamic reconﬁguration of custom instructions with varying area demands is targeted (1
up to A units of the reconﬁgurable fabric area). For evaluating the proﬁt of an instruction on reducing the WCET
estimate, its required area demands as well as its reconﬁguration delay need to be factored in. The impact of
reconﬁguration delay on WCET optimization is evaluated in Section 6.6.2.
In summary, state-of-the-art WCET optimization approaches model program ﬂow at the level of function calls,
rely on the imprecise timing schema, do not consider reconﬁguration delay while evaluating the proﬁts of potential
decisions or support binary decisions only (either optimize a certain path or not). In the following, all of these
shortcomings are resolved.
6.2 System Model
Similar to the timing analysis presented in the previous chapter, the optimization presented in this chapter is
applied to the reconstructed control-ﬂow graph (CFG) of an application in binary form, as it is the only way
to obtain safe and precise WCET estimates [106]. To enable the WCET-optimizing selection of CIs, additional
compile-time information is required: potential CIs and their possible conﬁgurations to choose from (see [42] for
an overview). The granularity of a CI, i.e., the amount of software it replaces, depends on the speciﬁc target
architecture. In our evaluation, CIs replace 12 to 123 lines of C code (see Section 6.6.1). For conﬁguring the CIs
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Figure 6.3: CI super block as part of a CFG
in hardware, we assume reconﬁgurable fabric area to be allocatable in up to A discrete units. This corresponds to
the common area model of dividing the fabric area into A equally-sized partitions2 like in the 1D or 2D partitioned
area models in [93]. As in the previous chapter, reconﬁgurations are requested before beginning execution of a
kernel to conﬁgure CIs that speed up the kernel’s computations, as is shown in Fig. 6.4 (a). Let CI be the set of all
CIs. We assume a speciﬁc conﬁguration j of a CI k ∈ CI in hardware to have a constant delay tk, j (cycles spent
in the pipeline’s execution stage), to require area on the reconﬁgurable fabric ak, j ∈ [1,A] and to take a constant
reconﬁguration delay rk, j for conﬁguring it on the fabric. For a constant reconﬁguration delay, a constant bandwidth
for transferring conﬁguration data to the reconﬁgurable fabric’s conﬁguration memory needs to be guaranteed, e.g.,
by employing CoRQ (see Chapter 4 for details). Stalling the CPU during reconﬁguration is assumed in this chapter
for WCET optimization (see Fig. 4.1). Note that the resulting CI selection can directly be used in a system that
employs software emulation and parallel reconﬁguration at runtime after a WCET bound is obtained using the
timing analysis approach of Chapter 5.
Additional to hardware conﬁgurations, a CI can be implemented using its original software code j = 0. The
software implementation does not have a constant delay tk,0, because it is subject to, e.g., cache and pipeline
analysis in the speciﬁc context that it is executed in. It does not require fabric area nor reconﬁguration delay (i.e.,
ak,0 = rk,0 = 0). For providing the ﬂexibility to execute the original software for generated CIs, we introduce CI
super blocks (which are a timing analysis construct that base on the conditional branch used in Chapter 5). As
shown in Fig. 6.3, CI super blocks begin with a conditional branch before every CI (the actual instruction in the
binary), which jumps to the functionally equivalent software code when the CI is not implemented in hardware.
If a conﬁguration for the CI is available on the reconﬁgurable fabric, the CI is executed instead of jumping to the
software. The CI super block ends by joining paths of hardware CI and software. Multiple CI super blocks in the
binary can execute the same CI k. Let B be the set of all blocks, i.e., basic blocks (not contained in super blocks)
as well as super blocks. The function ci(i) determines which CI k is executed by a super block i ∈B, i.e.:
ci: B→ CI∪{0}, i → k, with ci(i) = 0 ∈ CI if i is a basic block (not a super block) (6.1)
The context-dependent delay for executing implementation j of CI super block i is denoted as ei, j for hardware as
well as software implementations. While CI execution on the reconﬁgurable fabric itself is context independent
(tci(i), j is constant, for j > 0), invoking the CI from the CPU pipeline can add additional cycles, e.g., because of
pipeline hazards or instruction fetch miss of the CI. Therefore, ei, j ≥ tci(i), j for j > 0. Consider the example of
2 A partition directly maps to a reconﬁgurable container on the evaluation platform i-Core (see Section 2.4). The more general term ‘partition’
is employed throughout this chapter for consistency with commonly-used area models like presented in [93].
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Fig. 6.4 (a), it provides input to the WCET-optimizing instruction set selection. In this example, two CIs were
generated, one with m1 = 2 and the other with m2 = 3 different hardware implementations. From microarchitec-
tural analysis (see Section 2.2), the worst-case bound per block which considers, e.g., cache, pipeline or branch
prediction effects is obtained (see Fig. 6.4 (b)). This way, e4,0 and e6,0 can be unequal, even when they execute
the same CI (ci({4,6}) = 1) in the same implementation ( j = 0). ei, j is the main parameter that is used to cal-
culate WCET estimates based on a speciﬁc selection of implementations in Section 6.3. Equation (6.1) is used
to concisely formulate Eqs. (6.4) to (6.8) that our WCET estimation is based on. Effectively, a CFG is obtained
that is parameterized by a CI selection using CI super blocks. In the following the WCET bound estimation tech-
nique IPET (introduced in Section 2.2.1) is extended to the problem formulation of this chapter for evaluating and
directing the WCET optimization.
6.3 Problem Formulation
In order to obtain precise WCET estimates that utilize global program ﬂow information during instruction set se-
lection, the system model of Section 6.2 and global bound calculation using IPET (see Section 2.2.1) are integrated
in the following. Selecting an instruction set to optimize the WCET bound essentially means that the WCET is
minimized over all possible selections, i.e., the aim is to minimize the maximum execution time. In the following,
the ILP-formulation of IPET is extended for capturing the implementation alternatives of a CI k ∈ CI. To this end,
new variables yk, j ∈ {0,1} are introduced for every implementation j with yk, j = 1 if CI k is implemented using
alternative j and yk, j = 0 otherwise. E.g., yk,0 = 1 would mean that CIk is not implemented in hardware but utilizes
its original software instead (see Section 6.2 and Fig. 6.3). The following constraint is introduced to ensure that
exactly one implementation is chosen –potentially in software ( j = 0) or hardware ( j > 0)– with mk being the
number of hardware conﬁgurations of CI k:
mk
∑
j=0
yk, j = 1 ∀k ∈ CI (6.2)
To only allow solutions that ﬁt onto the reconﬁgurable fabric, the following area constraint is introduced:
|CI|
∑
k=1
mk
∑
j=0
ak, jyk, j ≤ A ∈ N0 (6.3)
I.e., the sum of area on the reconﬁgurable fabric ak, j required to implement all CIs k using the selected implemen-
tation j (for which yk, j = 1) needs to be lower than or equal to the total fabric area A. Any y ∈ {0,1}|CI|×M , with
M = max
k∈CI
mk +1, satisfying Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.3) is a feasible instruction set selection. As shown in Fig. 6.4 (c),
the obtained constraints are used to extend constraints generated by IPET.
The objective function for optimizing the WCET in the presence of CI super blocks is developed as follows. The
system model introduced in Section 6.2 enables us to capture every implementation alternative as a single super
block in the CFG (see Fig. 6.3). The total cycle contribution of CI k’s super block i to the WCET bound is given
as:
mk
∑
j=0
ei, jyk, jxi (6.4)
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(a) Input to WCET-Optimizing Timing Analysis:
x1 
x2 
x3 
x5 x4 
x6 
d9 
d5 d4 
d3 
d1 
d2 
d7 d6 
if (i < 5) 
Invoke CI 1 Invoke CI 2 
Invoke CI 1 
for (i = 1..100) 
Reconfigure y 
… 
d8 
x7 
true false 
Basic Block 
CI Super Block 
Legend 
Reconﬁgurable area:
A = 5
Generated CIs:
CI= {1,2}, |CI|= 2
Hardware implementations per CI:
m1 = 2,m2 = 3
Area demands (ak,0: software):
a1 = (0,3,3),a2 = (0,2,4,5)
Reconﬁguration delays:
r1 = (0,10,10),r2 = (0,7,12,16)
CI latencies on reconﬁgurable fabric (undeﬁned for
software: tk,0 =⊥):
t1 = (⊥,10,12), t2 = (⊥,15,11,9)
(b) Obtained from Microarchitectural Analysis:
Worst-case basic block delays:
c1,c2,c3,c7 ∈ N
Invoked CIs:
ci({1,2,3}) = 0,ci({4,6}) = 1,ci({5}) = 2
Worst-case CI Super Block delays (in order of invoked CI):
e4 = (50,10,12),e6 = (48,10,12),e5 = (60,18,14,12)
(ek, j ≥ tk, j for j > 0, because execution history-dependent, see Section 6.2)
(c) Generated Constraints:
Program Structure (by IPET):
1 = x1 = d1 (kernel entry constraint)
x2 = d1+d9 = d2+d3
x3 = d3 = d4+d5
x4 = d4 = d6
x5 = d5 = d7
x6 = d6+d7 = d8
x7 = d8 = d9
Global Information:
x3 ≤ 100 ·d1 (upper loop bound)
x4 ≤ 5 ·d1 (true case max. 5 times)
CIs and Reconﬁgurable Fabric:
2
∑
j=0
y1, j = 1,
3
∑
j=0
y2, j = 1
(exactly one conﬁguration per CI)
2
∑
k=1
mk
∑
j=0
ak, jyk, j ≤ 5 (area constraint)
(d) Generated Combinatorial Objective Function:
min
y∈{0,1}2×4
(
max
x∈N60
(
c1x1+ c2x2+ c3x3+ c7x7
+
2
∑
j=0
e4, jy1, jx4+
3
∑
j=0
e5, jy2, jx5+
2
∑
j=0
e6, jy1, jx6
)
+
2
∑
j=0
y1, jr1, j +
3
∑
j=0
y2, jr2, j
)
Figure 6.4: Simple example of how an instance of the problem formulated in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 is generated
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E.g., when choosing the software implementation, the cycle contribution becomes ei,0xi, which directly resembles
the contribution of a basic block in IPET’s objective function (max∑Ni=1 cixi, see Section 2.2.1). The WCET for a
given selection y without accounting for reconﬁguration delay can be determined as:
WCET′(y) := max
x∈N|B|0
⎛
⎜⎝ |B|∑
i=1
ci(i) ∈CI
cixi+
|B|
∑
i=1
ci(i)∈CI
mci(i)
∑
j=0
ei, jyci(i), jxi
⎞
⎟⎠ (6.5)
Additionally, the reconﬁguration delay induced by a selection y needs to be accounted for. Neglecting it could
result in suboptimal selections in which the time spent conﬁguring the selected CIs outweighs the time saved
by performing hardware-accelerated calculations (more details in Section 6.6.2). Every CI super block utilized
in a kernel is conﬁgured exactly once before entering the kernel (with zero reconﬁguration delay for software
implementation). Therefore, the WCET including reconﬁguration delay is obtained as follows:
WCETr(y) := WCET′(y)+
|CI|
∑
k=1
mk
∑
j=0
yk, jrk, j (6.6)
For every selection y, an ILP instance that determines the WCET of the kernel when reconﬁguring y is obtained.
E.g., when selecting the software implementation for every CI, the following objective function is obtained, which
again resembles an objective function of an IPET problem instance without any CIs:
max
x∈N|B|0
⎛
⎜⎝ |B|∑
i=1
ci(i)∈CI
cixi+
|B|
∑
i=1
ci(i)∈CI
ei,0xi
⎞
⎟⎠ (6.7)
Note that for every choice of y, only WCETr(y) changes while the constraints remain static once they were
generated.
Putting it all together, the WCET-optimizing instruction set selection problem becomes a combinatorial problem
with the following objective function:
min
y∈{0,1}|CI|×M
⎛
⎜⎝ max
x∈N|B|0
⎛
⎜⎝ |B|∑
i=1
ci(i)∈CI
cixi+
|B|
∑
i=1
ci(i)∈CI
mci(i)
∑
j=0
ei, jyci(i), jxi
⎞
⎟⎠+ |CI|∑
k=1
mk
∑
j=0
yk, jrk, j
⎞
⎟⎠ (6.8)
The objective function for our example in Fig. 6.4 is shown in Fig. 6.4 (d). As there are ﬁnite choices for y ∈
{0,1}|CI|×M (|CI| and M are ﬁnite), Eq. (6.8) could be transformed into a single ILP by resolving the miny(. . .)
of Eq. (6.5) into one constraint per choice of y. However, this would result in up to 2|CI|·M constraints of high
complexity, which becomes practically infeasible even for small values. Also note that the ILPs only need to be
evaluated per kernel and not for the whole application. Therefore, the ILPs are considerably less complex (fewer
variables and constraints) than the ILP for determining the WCET of the whole application. In the following
section we will show how the search space can be pruned and feasible y are generated efﬁciently.
6.4 Optimal Solution
In theory, up to 2|CI|·M possible selections y need to be evaluated. In practice, however, the search space is
considerably smaller for the following reasons:
• The number of possible hardware conﬁgurations mk per CI k varies a lot, e.g., in our evaluation we had a
minimum of 1 to a maximum of 78 = M implementations for CIs (including software implementation) within
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one kernel (more details Section 6.6). From these ∑|CI|k=1 (mk + 1) ≤ |CI| ·M different CI implementations in
total, again in practice only a small subset is relevant. For the CI with 78 different implementations, many
implementations had different degrees of parallelism and latencies, but required the same amount of area and
reconﬁguration delay when synthesized to the reconﬁgurable fabric. When considering only the minimum-
latency implementation per required fabric area, our algorithm was able to prune the number of implementations
to 10 relevant ones. Therefore, in practice the relevant number of implementations per CI k is much smaller than
mk +1.
• Additionally, the possible selections can be pruned considerably when applying the area constraint early (see
Eq. (6.3)). Let us consider the inner sum of Eq. (6.3), it models the allocation of area per CI for a speciﬁc
selection as a tuple a = (a1,a2, . . . ,a|CI|). To prune the search space, we will ﬁnd the number of unique tuples
fulﬁlling Eq. (6.3) in the following. Having a total area of A on the reconﬁgurable fabric means the number
of selections utilizing the whole fabric is equal to the number of possibilities to distribute the area to CIs such
that ∑|CI|k=1 ak = A (allowing ak = 0 for the software implementation). I.e., the number of selections utilizing the
whole fabric is the number of so-called weak compositions of the integer A into exactly |CI| parts, which is(A+|CI|−1
|CI|−1
)
[51]. The number of all unique tuples fulﬁlling Eq. (6.3) (which additionally allows less than A area
to be distributed, i.e., ∑|CI|k=1 ak ≤ A), is exactly ∑As=0
(s+|CI|−1
|CI|−1
)
< 2A+|CI|. Effectively, a maximum of 2A+|CI|
ILPs need to be solved to ﬁnd the WCET-optimal selection.
Algorithm 1 Recursive Search for Optimal Selection
1: ybest ← (0, . . . ,0), WCETbest ← ∞  For brevity, global variables to obtain result
2: function OPTSEARCH(A, k, y)  Remaining area A, CI k, (partial) selection y
3: if k < |CI|+1 then  Function was called to select CI k
4: for ak ← 0,A do  For all possible possible values of ak
5: y′k ← GETMINLATENCYIMPL(k, ak)
6:  Minimum latency implementation for CI k allocating exactly ak area
7: if y′k = 0 then  Implementation allocating exactly ak area exists
8: y′ ← (y1, . . . ,yk−1,y′k,0, . . . ,0)T  Add found implementation to current selection
9: OPTSEARCH(A−ak, k+1, y′)  Branch to another recursion subtree
10: end if
11: end for
12: else  Implementations for all CIs selected, evaluate resulting selection y
13: if WCETr(y) < WCETbest then  Calculate WCET bound for y, see Eq. (6.6)
14: ybest ← y, WCETbest ← WCETr(y)  Save so far best evaluated selection
15: end if
16: end if
17: end function
Combining both observations leads to an additional opportunity for pruning, which our optimal search algorithm
shown in Algorithm 1 exploits. The algorithms recursively generates the weak compositions of A into exactly |CI|
parts as tuples a= (a1,a2, . . . ,a|CI|). In the initial call OPTSEARCH(A, 1, y), the algorithm enumerates the possible
values of a1 ∈ {0, . . . ,A} (Line 3). For every value of a1 it tries to ﬁnd the best implementation (minimum latency)
of CI 1 requiring exactly a1 area (Line 4). The recursive calls OPTSEARCH(A− a1, 2, y) take place only, if an
implementation for a chosen a1 is found. Otherwise, the whole recursion subtree for the value of a1 is pruned.
Every leaf of the recursion tree (k = |CI|+ 1) deﬁnes a unique selection y fulﬁlling Eq. (6.2) as well as Eq. (6.3)
and is evaluated by solving the ILP of Eq. (6.8) (Line 12). Figure 6.5 visualizes how pruning is applied and
how generated tuples correspond to selection candidates for the input provided by the example in Fig. 6.4. The
effectiveness of our approach of pruning the search space by recursively generating weak compositions of A is
evaluated in Section 6.6.4. While it shows effective in practice, the number of candidates to be evaluated can still
grow exponentially in A and |CI|. Therefore, a heuristic solution is presented in the following section.
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(0, 2) (0, 5)(0, 4)
(0, 0) (3, 0)(3, 0)
(3, 2) (3, 5)(3, 4)
Generate possibilities for a= (a1,0) only that cor-
respond to implementations of CI 1.
Based on a given (a1,0), generate possibilities for
a = (a1,a2) (implementations of CI 2).
The subtree (3,0) = (a1,2,0) is pruned (×), because the respective implementation j = 2 of CI 1 requires the same
area as j = 1, but does not provide a latency beneﬁt, i.e., a1,1 = a1,2 = 3∧ t1,1 < t1,2∧ r1,1 ≤ r1,2. (3,4) and (3,5)
are pruned, because a1, j +a2, j′ > A = 5 (area constraint).
Finally, from theoretically |{0,1}2×4|= 256 possible inputs y ∈ {0,1}2×4 to the objective function, only
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possible selections y need to be evaluated using timing analysis to ﬁnd the optimal solution.
Figure 6.5: Visualization of how pruning is applied and how generated tuples correspond to selection candidates for the input provided by the
example in Fig. 6.4. For clarity, tuples that were pruned because a chosen ak did not correspond to a possible implementation of
CI k are omitted.
6.5 Heuristic Solution
Algorithm 2 Greedy Heuristic for WCET-Optimizing Instruction Set Selection
1: repeat
2: if ∑|CI|k=1 ak, j(yk) = A then return  Return if reconﬁgurable area is fully occupied
3: end if
4: x ← result x which determines WCET′(y), see Eq. (6.5)  Get current worst-case path information
5: y′ ← y
6: y ← UPGRSELECTION(y′, x)  Attempt to upgrade a CI implementation
7: until y′ = y  Exit loop when unable to upgrade any CI
8:
9: function UPGRSELECTION(y, x)
10: proﬁtbest ← 0, ynext ← y
11: freePartitions ← A−∑|CI|k=1 ak, j(yk)
12: for k ← 1, |CI| do
13: proﬁt ← -1, s← 0
14: while proﬁt < 0∧ s < freePartitions do
15: y′k ← GETMINLATENCYIMPL(k, ak, j(yk) + s)  Try to ﬁnd upgrade for CI k
16: if y′k = 0 then  If upgrade with exactly s additional area found
17: y′ ← (y1, . . . ,yk−1,y′k,yk+1, . . . ,ymk)
18: proﬁt ← proﬁt(y′k,yk,x)  Deﬁned in Eq. (6.9), proﬁt > 0 ⇒ y′k = y+k
19: end if
20: s← s+1
21: end while
22: if proﬁt > proﬁtbest then
23: ynext ← y′, proﬁtbest ← proﬁt  Save best y+k found so far
24: end if
25: end for
26: return ynext
27: end function
We introduce a greedy heuristic that performs a number of WCET estimates linear in the number of partitions that
the reconﬁgurable fabric area was divided in, i.e., maximal A estimates (for A > 0). It is shown in Algorithm 2.
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The heuristic starts with implementing all CIs in software, i.e., not allocating any area of the reconﬁgurable fabric
for CIs. For every CI, it assigns a proﬁt which calculates the WCET reduction on the current worst-case path,
when choosing an alternative implementation. Let j(yk) be the implementation selected for CIk in y. We deﬁne the
proﬁt of selecting y′k over yk for a CI k as:
proﬁt(y′k,yk,x) :=
|B|
∑
i=1
ci(i)=k
(ei, j(yk)− ei, j(y′k))xi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
latency reduction on current worst-case path
− (rk, j(y′k)− rk, j(yk))
︸ ︷︷ ︸
additional reconﬁguration delay
(6.9)
Where x provides information about the current worst-case path and is obtained by solving Eq. (6.5) and keeping
the values of the variables xi, i.e., x determines WCET′(y). Note that the proﬁt can become negative if the latency
reduction on the current worst-case path is smaller than the additional reconﬁguration delay for the additional
area. The heuristic calculates the proﬁt for selecting the next best implementation y+k instead of yk for every CI k
(Line 18). The implementation y+k for a CI k is the implementation that can be chosen with minimum increase
in the amount of area over yk resulting in a positive proﬁt. There might be several implementations according to
this deﬁnition with the same required area. In this case y+k is the implementation with minimum latency tk, j (and
minimum j). If no such implementation y+k exists (i.e., no implementation with positive proﬁt was found), the
CI is not considered for selecting a different implementation. Among the CIs for which y+k exists, the algorithm
greedily chooses the one with the maximum proﬁt and upgrades y to select y+k for the chosen CI k (Line 23). This
process is repeated such that in every iteration the CI k with maximum proﬁt(y+k ,yk,x) is upgraded. The algorithm
terminates when no y+k for any k exists anymore or insufﬁcient area is left to be allocated for selecting y
+
k (Line 7).
In every iteration, either a CI upgrade is selected and the allocated area increased by a minimum of one or the
algorithm terminates. For every iteration but the last one WCET estimate is performed. Therefore, a maximum of
A WCET estimates are performed in total.
6.6 Experimental Evaluation
6.6.1 Evaluation Setup
This work is evaluated on the reconﬁgurable processor i-Core presented in Section 2.4. A CI is executed by a
so-called CI Execution Controller. Its protocol is similar to other multi-cycle instructions like division and directly
accesses register operands or non-cacheable Scratchpad Memory. This way, in microarchitectural analysis when
determining WCETs of basic blocks, a CI is just another multi-cycle instruction that does not inﬂuence data
cache analysis. The reconﬁgurable fabric is divided into A equally-sized partitions, complying to common models
of allocating reconﬁgurable fabric area as assumed in our system model (see Section 6.2). The reconﬁguration
controller CoRQ (see Chapter 4) is employed with private memory to store conﬁgurations provides predictable
reconﬁguration of CIs. Initiating a speciﬁc conﬁguration is done by a stores of the CPU using the memory-mapped
interface of CoRQ (see Chapter 4 for more details).
Our timing analysis of tasks on reconﬁgurable processors has been detailed in Chapter 5 and was evaluated using
the commercial timing analyzer AbsInt aiT [2]. In this work we extend WCET analysis as an integral part of WCET
optimization. Therefore, the optimal search and heuristic selection algorithms were implemented as processors
within the open-source WCET estimation framework OTAWA [7]. We extended the existing analysis support
for the LEON3 CPU in OTAWA to support CI opcodes, CI super blocks with conﬁguration-dependent latency
and reconﬁguration delay. Our approach was evaluated with the H.264 encoder application that was also used in
the previous chapter. It uses 9 CIs covering the most compute-intensive kernels shown in Table 6.1. Multimedia
applications in general are regularly subject to hard real-time constraints in the domain of computer vision. Notable
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Table 6.1: Kernels and Custom Instructions (CI) in the H.264 Application
CI Name and Short Description Working Set #Confs. Min. Part. Max. Part. CLoC5
MotionEstimation Kernel
SATD: Sum of Abs. Transf. Differences 16×16 px 77 1 9 123
SAD: Sum of Abs. Differences 16×16 px 3 1 4 24
EncodeMacroBlock Kernel
MC_Hz: Motion Compens. Interpol. Horiz. 4 px 29 1 6 51
IPred_HDC: Intra Prediction Horiz. 16×16 px 3 1 1 35
IPred_VDC: Intra Prediction Vert. 16×16 px 5 1 4 19
DCT: Discrete Cosine Transf. 4×4 px 21 1 5 76
HT2x2: Hadamard Transform 2×2 px 1 1 1 12
HT4x4: Hadamard Transform 4×4 px 17 1 4 111
LoopFilter Kernel
LoopFilter: In-Loop Deblock. Filter 4 px 6 1 4 82
examples are advanced driver assistance systems, e.g., vehicle detection and tracking [15], but also consumer
electronics, e.g., face recognition in digital cameras [109]. The H.264 encoder contains complex control ﬂow
with numerous decisions and nested loops. Most of the properties tested in the Mälardalen3 or TACLeBench4
WCET Benchmarks are covered, e.g., Discrete Cosine Transform is contained in all three. The H.264 decoder
–that is part of TACLeBench– performs a subset of the computations performed in the H.264 encoder that is
evaluated in the following. Especially the EncodeMacroBlock kernel stresses our selection heuristic (more details
in Section 6.6.4), as it contains separate compute-intensive paths that share some CIs. The kernel iterates over
macroblocks (MBs). Which path is executed within a kernel iteration depends on the type of MB, either I-MB
or P-MB, determined by the MotionEstimation kernel, i.e., it is input dependent. I-MB and P-MB path also
contain separate CIs leading to instability of the worst-case path, i.e., adding more partitions to the current worst-
case path can result in the other path becoming the worst case. We compiled the application using BCC 4.4.2
(Gaisler’s extended GCC 4.4.2) at O1 and performed our selection on the encoder for a frame size of 99 MBs
(QCIF resolution). At higher optimization levels, GCC emitted irreducible loops, i.e., complex loop structures that
cannot be extracted as well-deﬁned loop routines by the timing analyzer. Therefore, O1 provided the lowest WCET
bound for the baseline executing all CI super blocks in software. The selection is performed ofﬂine and runs on a
workstation with an AMD FX-6300 CPU and 12 GB of RAM. The result is used to generate a single conﬁguration
for every kernel that includes CI super blocks. The conﬁgurations are supplied to the optimized application on
the target system by loading them into the private memory of CoRQ before executing the application. Before
entering a kernel that includes CI super blocks, its speciﬁc conﬁguration is triggered. The pipeline stalls for the
reconﬁguration delay and continues with entering the kernel once reconﬁguration ﬁnishes.
The parameters evaluated were different numbers of partitions A (300 slices each on a Xilinx Virtex-7), reconﬁgu-
ration bandwidths as well as relations of CPU frequency and fabric frequency fCPU/ ffabric. Similar to the evaluation
of the timing analysis in Section 5.6, ffabric stays constant at 100 MHz and we choose multiples of it for fCPU that
resemble realistic setups. E.g., running the CPU at fCPU = 400 MHz, which the LEON3 CPU is advertised as
running at as an ASIC implementation, would correspond to the parameter fCPU/ ffabric = 4. The successor of the
LEON3, LEON4 is advertised running at 1500 MHz, corresponding to fCPU/ ffabric = 15. The commercially avail-
able Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC couples an ARM Cortex A9 at 866 MHz with a Xilinx 7-Series reconﬁgurable fabric,
corresponding to fCPU/ ffabric ≈ 9. Note that while the WCET in seconds (WCET cycles/ fCPU) is anticipated to
3 http://www.mrtc.mdh.se/projects/wcet/benchmarks.html
4 http://www.tacle.eu/index.php/activities/taclebench
5 C Lines of Code that are replaced by utilizing a hardware CI (without comments or whitespace)
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Figure 6.6: Optimal Results for the EncodeMacroBlock Kernel of the H.264 Encoder and different Values of fCPU/ ffabric, A as well as a
Reconﬁguration Bandwidth of 200 MB/s. Comparing Results considering Reconﬁguration Delay during Selection and Results not
considering it.
get lower (better) with higher fCPU, the WCET cycles are increasing (at a constant ffabric), because hardware CIs
perform less computations on the reconﬁgurable fabric within one CPU cycle.
In Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3, we focus on the effects of considering reconﬁguration delay and infeasible path infor-
mation on the selection result, respectively. In Section 6.6.4, the effectiveness of pruning during optimal search is
analyzed and runtime as well as quality of selection results of our optimal search and heuristic algorithms com-
pared. Note that all discussed results are upper bounds of the actual WCET. In general, it is not possible to obtain
the actual WCET [106].
6.6.2 Impact of Reconﬁguration Delay on WCET-Optimizing Selection
In this section we evaluate the impact of reconﬁguration delay on WCET-optimizing CI selection. Figure 6.6 shows
results obtained by applying our optimal search algorithm (see Section 6.4) to the EncodeMacroBlock kernel of
the H.264 Encoder for fCPU/ ffabric ∈ [1 : 16] and reconﬁguration bandwidth of 200 MB/s (half of the theoretical
maximum in current Xilinx FPGAs). We compare the results obtained by considering the reconﬁguration delay
during selection, as in Eq. (6.8), with results obtained by ignoring it (i.e., rk, j = 0 ∀k ∈ CI, j ∈ mk). The ﬁnal
WCET bound always includes the reconﬁguration delay required to conﬁgure the selection result.
Figure 6.6 (a) shows the results for A = 7, i.e., the algorithm can allocate up to 7 partitions for the selection to
optimize the WCET of this kernel. For fCPU/ ffabric ∈ [1 : 3], the selections and the resulting WCET bound are
equal. For higher frequencies of the CPU, the WCET bound obtained by ignoring the reconﬁguration delay during
selection is higher than the WCET bound obtained by considering the reconﬁguration delay with a maximum
of 4.08 % increase at fCPU/ ffabric = 16. More importantly, the lower WCET bounds are obtained with fewer
partitions. It is not beneﬁcial to use all 7 partitions with fCPU/ ffabric ∈ [4 : 16], because the CIs having the biggest
effect on reducing the WCET bound are implemented in hardware already. Increasing the number of allocated
partitions for these CIs yields diminishing returns in their latency reduction. In total, this leads to an increase of the
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WCET bound, because the additional reconﬁguration delay outweighs the latency reduction of the WCET path.
This effect becomes even more apparent, with A = 10 as shown in Fig. 6.6 (b), keeping all other parameters as in
Fig. 6.6 (a). In this case, ignoring the reconﬁguration delay already yields a higher WCET bound by 4.02 % at
fCPU/ ffabric = 1 and up to 17.14 % at fCPU/ ffabric = 16 over considering the reconﬁguration delay. Furthermore,
at fCPU/ ffabric = 16 only half the partitions are required when considering the reconﬁguration delay (5 partitions,
as compared to 10 when ignoring it). The effect of obtaining lower WCET bounds with fewer partitions when
considering the reconﬁguration delay during selection compared to not considering it, becomes more severe with
higher reconﬁguration delay (measured in CPU cycles) per allocated partition. The reconﬁguration delay per
partition increases when fCPU/ ffabric is increased (e.g., when using a higher-frequency CPU) or the reconﬁguration
bandwidth is lowered (e.g., when using cheaper memory). Additionally, raising A further would again lead to
worse selections when not considering the reconﬁguration delay, as more partitions would be allocated for only
little CI latency improvement.
In sum, not considering the reconﬁguration delay during WCET-optimizing CI selection can not only lead to
suboptimal results. It can lead to higher WCET bounds allocating more partitions than required in the optimal
results (considering reconﬁguration delay). Existing approaches for selecting CIs to optimize the WCET, target
application-speciﬁc instruction set processors (ASIPs) instead of reconﬁgurable processors, and therefore do not
consider reconﬁguration delay (see Section 6.1). While runtime reconﬁguration provides the ﬂexibility to utilize
the whole fabric area per kernel and was proven to provide substantial WCET reductions [29], the reconﬁguration
delay needs to be considered during selection to avoid suboptimal results. Previous approaches targeting ASIPs
can therefore not be applied to reconﬁgurable processors as the results obtained by our approach show.
6.6.3 Impact of Infeasible Path Information on WCET-Optimizing Selection
As motivated in Fig. 6.2, previous WCET-optimizing selection and allocation approaches relying on timing schema
cannot utilize information about the global program ﬂow. Therefore, global ﬂow information provided by anno-
tation languages in state-of-the-art timing analyzers (see [59] for an overview), which is crucial to precise WCET
bounds, cannot be utilized during optimization and therefore decisions are made on imprecise WCET estimates.
In the evaluations of our approach, the CFG was annotated with infeasible path information using the XML-based
FFX language [17] supported by OTAWA. During WCET bound estimation, these annotations are translated into
IPET constraints (see Section 2.2.1). Similar to all other IPET constraints used in our optimization approach, the
constraints need to be generated once for the whole optimization process and can be reused for all WCET bound
estimations.
Figure 6.7 shows results with and without infeasible path information obtained by applying the optimal search
algorithm (see Section 6.4) to the EncodeMacroBlock kernel of the H.264 Encoder for several parameters. For
evaluating the effects of infeasible path information, the path encoding I-MBs (see Section 6.6.1) is annotated
as infeasible, which becomes the worst-case path only at some point when adding partitions to CIs (the exact
point depends on fCPU/ ffabric and the reconﬁguration bandwidth). For most selections and especially when not
allocating any partitions (original software instead of hardware CIs only), the P-MB path is the worst-case path.
Still, we can show that annotating the I-MB path as infeasible has a considerable effect on the resulting WCET
bound. A reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s –the theoretic maximum in Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGAs– is used in
Fig. 6.7 (a) for allocating A = 5 partitions. At fCPU/ ffabric = 1, the difference between optimized WCET bound
with and without infeasible path information is maximal with 12.71 % more WCET cycles when not utilizing the
infeasible path information. The additional WCET cycles are a result of allocating partitions to CIs that lie on the
path marked as infeasible. Our approach enables to utilize this information during optimization and therefore does
not allocate any partitions to the infeasible path when this information is provided. For fCPU/ ffabric ∈ [2 : 4], the
difference decreases down to 3.45 % at fCPU/ ffabric = 4, because the increased speed of the CPU relative to the
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Figure 6.7: Optimal Results for the EncodeMacroBlock Kernel of the H.264 Encoder and different Values of fCPU/ ffabric, A as well as Re-
conﬁguration Bandwidth. Comparing Results utilizing Infeasible Path Information (I-MB Path marked infeasible) and not utiliz-
ing it.
fabric compensates the partition wasted on the infeasible path when not utilizing the global ﬂow information. One
might suspect that this effect is only possible at this high reconﬁguration bandwidth, because the reconﬁguration
delay of adding an additional partition to the worst-case path while utilizing infeasible path information might
be too high to reduce the WCET bound otherwise (see Section 6.6.2). However, with half the reconﬁguration
bandwidth (200 MB/s), the results remain valid with 11.95 % additional cycles at fCPU/ ffabric = 1 and 3.08 %
at fCPU/ ffabric = 4 when comparing the selection not utilizing WCET path information with the selection that
does. For higher values of fCPU/ ffabric than 4, the instability of the worst-case path leads to the infeasible path not
appearing for A = 5. Keeping the reconﬁguration bandwidth at 200 MB/s and increasing A leads to an additional
effect shown in Fig. 6.7 (c). The difference between the WCET bounds obtained with infeasible path information
and without is generally lower, with maximal 3.90 % additional WCET cycles at fCPU/ ffabric = 3. The reason
is that with infeasible path information the optimal choice only allocates 6 out of 7 = A available partitions, the
reconﬁguration delay of adding an additional partition to the worst-case path is now too high to effectively reduce
the WCET bound. Adding an additional partition to the infeasible path when not utilizing this information therefore
adds reconﬁguration delay to the WCET bound without providing actual beneﬁt. Therefore, similar to the impact
of reconﬁguration delay evaluated in Section 6.6.2, utilizing infeasible path information during WCET-optimizing
CI selection provides better results and can even provide better results with fewer partitions. Previous WCET-
optimizing approaches for CI selection and memory allocation relied on timing schema and were therefore unable
to utilize global ﬂow information (see Section 6.1). However, utilizing this information is crucial to obtain good
selection results.
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Table 6.2: Evaluation Results LoopFilter Kernel, |CI|= 1
Measures
A 0 1 2 3 4
Total Possible Selections 7 7 7 7 7
Weak Comp. of A into |CI| 1 2 3 4 5
Opt. Estimates 1 2 3 4 5
Heur. Estimates 1 1 2 3 3
Opt. Runtime [ms] 122.0 123.2 119.2 120.0 124.4
Heur. Runtime [ms] 118.0 112.4 122.4 122.4 119.2
WCET unoptimized [cycles] 4,467,172
Opt. Speedup 1 1 19.8516 19.8516 19.8516
Heur. Speedup 1 1 19.8516 19.8516 19.8516
While our approach enables utilizing global ﬂow information and considering the reconﬁguration delay during
optimization, it adds complexity by utilizing IPET over simpler techniques like timing schema to obtain WCET
estimates. In the following, the quality of the results of our heuristic compared to optimal search as well as runtimes
are evaluated to demonstrate the practicality of our approach.
6.6.4 Runtimes, Pruning and Quality of Heuristic Selection
Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3 demonstrated the importance of considering reconﬁguration delay as well as global pro-
gram ﬂow information during WCET optimization. In contrast to previous approaches, our approach enables
considering both types of information. However, this requires evaluating several IPET instances and therefore
raises the question whether the runtimes of the optimization remain within acceptable bounds.
Tables 6.2 to 6.5 show evaluation results for all major kernels of the H.264 encoder application. We ﬁxed
fCPU/ ffabric at 4 and a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s, as it reﬂects the realistic setup of running the
CPU at 400 MHz (which the LEON3 processor is advertised as running at when implemented as an ASIC) and
the reconﬁgurable fabric at 100 MHz, as well as running the conﬁguration port at its maximum speed. The scal-
ability and effectiveness of pruning during the optimal search as well as the heuristic is evaluated by running the
algorithms for A ∈ [0 : 21]. Giving optimal search the freedom to allocate up to A = 21 partitions results in the
maximum number of candidates for the most complex kernel EncodeMacroBlock (see Table 6.5). The maximum
number of candidates is reached for lower A for the MotionEstimation (A = 11) and LoopFilter (A = 4) ker-
nels, the additional measurements for these kernels are therefore omitted. Table 6.2 to Table 6.5 are in increasing
order of kernel complexity (number of instructions and number of CI super blocks). The ﬁrst line of the tables is
the total number of possible selections calculated as ∏k∈CI(mk + 1), i.e., the number of all combinations of con-
ﬁgurations, plus the original software implementation, per CI without any restrictions. Weak compositions of A
were explained in Section 6.4 as a technique we apply for pruning selection candidates during optimal search. The
number of weak compositions of A into exactly |CI| parts are calculated as ∑As=0
(s+|CI|−1
|CI|−1
)
[51]. Opt. Estimates
and Heur. Estimates are the number of WCET estimates calculated using Eq. (6.6) during optimization using op-
timal search and the heuristic, respectively. The last lines of the tables are the runtimes of the optimizations and
the speedups obtained on the WCET estimate of the kernel, comparing the selection result to the software-only
implementation.
Effectiveness of Pruning and Scalability of Optimal and Heuristic Selection
Table 6.2 shows the results obtained for the evaluated kernel of least complexity, LoopFilter. The kernel includes
one CI super block only, with 7 implementation alternatives and therefore 7 possible selections in total. For only
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Figure 6.8: Visualization of the runtime results of the optimization approaches when applied to the EncodeMacroBlock kernel (|CI|= 6)
one CI, the optimal search performs as many WCET estimate calculations as the number of weak compositions
of A into exactly |CI| parts (denoted as number of compositions for the remainder of this text) until A = 4. For
higher A the number of estimates remains constant, as no possible implementation for the CI requiring more than
4 partitions exists. The heuristic never performs more than 3 estimates while the optimal search performs maximal
5, however, the complexity of the kernel is too low to show any measurable runtime effect.
The kernel of next higher complexity is MotionEstimation, its evaluation results are shown in Table 6.3. It in-
cludes two CI super blocks having 4 and 78 different implementations, for a total of 312 possible selections. This is
enough, to demonstrate the effectiveness of pruning by ﬁnding selections which correspond to weak compositions
of A (see Section 6.4), as even at A= 11 the 78 possible compositions is only a quarter of the total number of pos-
sible selections. The additional pruning of the search space in our recursive search further reduces the search space
to 30 candidates which is 9.62% of the total selection candidates and 38.46% of the number of compositions. The
heuristic further reduces the number of WCET estimations performed to 11, 36.67% of the estimations performed
by the optimal search, the runtime beneﬁt is barely measurable, however.
EncodeMacroBlock is the most complex kernel in our evaluation. It contains 6 CI super blocks resulting in a
total of 570,240 possible selections. The results are shown in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5. Again, ﬁnding selections
which correspond to weak compositions of A prunes the search space effectively, but for |CI| = 6 the number of
possible compositions of A already grows rapidly, reaching 51.91% of the total number of estimates at A = 21.
However, the number of estimates calculated during optimal search stays much lower with a maximum of 4200 at
A = 21, which is 0.74% of the total number of possible selections. This is possible by pruning recursive subtrees
early in our optimal search algorithm. Still, the runtime6 of the optimal search algorithm does not scale well with
increasing A as visualized in Fig. 6.8. At A= 0 it takes 4.5s, doubling already at A= 6 with 9.0s, again doubling at
A = 9 to 18.88s. For higher values of A the runtime growth stagnates, reaching its maximum of 41.43s at A = 21.
Especially because there may be numerous kernels within the application under optimization, these runtime values
may hinder design space exploration. To reduce the optimization runtime at the potential cost of quality of the
result (discussed in the following section), the heuristic can be applied. It performs a maximum of 10 estimate
calculations, leading to a runtime of maximal 4.63s. 4.25s of this runtime are spend in CFG reconstruction and
microarchitectural analysis, which are preparation steps to WCET bound estimation before any optimization can
take place. Therefore, solving ILPs for estimate calculations during optimization only takes a fraction of the total
runtime of the heuristic. As the dominating part of the runtime –the microarchitectural analysis– only needs to be
performed once, an additional estimate required roughly under 40ms. This value is often dominated by the noise
between measurements. Thus, extending IPET for precise WCET estimates during WCET optimization can be
suitable for design space exploration as our results show.
6 All runtime results were computed as the average of 10 median values from 12 measurements
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Figure 6.9: Visualization of the speedup results of the optimization approaches when applied to the EncodeMacroBlock kernel (|CI|= 6)
. . .
dct4x4
ipredhdc
dct4x4
. . .
Estimated on current worst-case path:
proﬁt(ipredhdc) > proﬁt(dct4x4)
Actual WCET reduction:
– ipredhdc: 13,659 cycles
– dct4x4: 32,373 cycles
basic block
CI super block
current worst-case path (I-MB)
competing worst-case path (P-MB)
I-MB WCET = 271,155 cycles P-MB WCET = 257,496 cycles
(13,659 cycles lower than I-MB)
Figure 6.10: The greedy heuristic is unaware of any “competing” worst-case paths (P-MB path here). Thus, the estimated proﬁt on the
current worst-case path (I-MB) can be higher than the actual WCET reduction as in this case that appears when optimizing
EncodeMacroBlock at A = 5 (simpliﬁed)
In sum, the pruning techniques for the optimal search algorithm have shown very effective, but can still lead to
runtimes unsuitable for design space exploration. In these cases the heuristic can reduce the runtime down to
11.18% of the optimal search algorithm. However, the heuristic can lead to suboptimal results in certain cases,
which we will detail in the following section.
Quality of Heuristic Selection
For the kernel of least complexity, LoopFilter, and medium complexity, MotionEstimation, our heuristic as
well as optimal search always ﬁnd the same solution for all values of A as shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3,
respectively. Therefore, we focus on the EncodeMacroBlock kernel and the evaluation results, which exhibit
heuristic selections different from optimal search as highlighted with yellow background in shown in Table 6.4
and visualized in Fig. 6.9. More speciﬁcally, the heuristic ﬁnds selections that produce 2.52% and 1.46% lower
speedups at A = 5 and 6 than the optimal solution, respectively (while ﬁnding the optimal solution in all other
cases). The reason for this is the calculation of the proﬁt function in Eq. (6.9), which tries to estimate the effect of
a CI implementation on a previously calculated WCET bound. The problem is that the proﬁt is calculated for the
current worst-case path. Due to the instability of the worst-case path, adding a CI implementation y′j that beneﬁts
the WCET bound can have a smaller effect on the total bound than on the current worst-case path. However, this is
not sufﬁcient for the heuristic to make a suboptimal choice. Additionally, a CI implementation is needed that was
assigned a lower proﬁt than y′j, but actually has a higher effect on the total WCET bound than y′j. This can happen
when a CI conﬁguration can appear in the current worst-case path as well in the next longest path in the program.
This is the case for the dct4x4 CI within the EncodeMacroBlock kernel. The case is visualized in simpliﬁed form
in Fig. 6.10. E.g., for A = 5 the heuristic chooses the suboptimal selection as follows: after allocating 4 partitions
for the P-MB path, the I-MB path becomes the worst-case path. The heuristic calculates a proﬁt of 257,496 cycles
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for implementing ipredhdc in hardware, allocating the last partition. However, the I-MB path takes only 13,659
cycles longer than the P-MB path at this point. Therefore, implementing dct4x4 with a proﬁt of 46,032 cycles in
hardware and effectively reducing the WCET bound by 32,373 cycles, because it appears in the P-MB as well as
the I-MB path would have been the better choice. For A < 5, the I-MB path never becomes the worst-case path.
For A> 6, the heuristic has enough partitions available to fully compensate for the suboptimal decision. Therefore,
the heuristic ﬁnds the optimal results in these cases.
6.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented how timing analysis using IPET can be extended to perform WCET optimization on
runtime-reconﬁgurable processors. The WCET-optimizing instruction set selection problem was formulated, i.e.,
selecting the WCET-optimal set of reconﬁgurable custom instruction implementations. Techniques for generating
and pruning potential instruction set selections were discussed and realized in an optimal search algorithm. The
effectiveness of pruning in our optimal search algorithm was demonstrated, it only needed to evaluate less than 1%
of all possible 570,240 selections when optimizing the EncodeMacroBlock kernel as part of the H.264 encoder.
However, as the optimal search algorithm was still not scaling well for large problem instances, a heuristic was
introduced which performs maximally as many evaluations as there are partitions to allocate on the reconﬁgurable
fabric. The heuristic was an order of magnitude faster than the optimal search for the previously mentioned ker-
nel. Additionally, an analysis of suboptimal solutions (up to 2.52% lower speedup) obtained from the heuristic
in our evaluation, showed that they are a result of competing worst-case paths during optimization that share CIs.
Our problem formulation and algorithms were implemented based on the timing analyzer OTAWA, showing the
seamless integration into a state-of-the-art timing analysis tool.
The consequences of utilizing timing schema in WCET optimization were shown, a WCET estimation technique
that does not support global program ﬂow information, but is still commonly used in state-of-the-art WCET opti-
mization approaches. Our novel problem formulation of WCET optimization enables considering global program
ﬂow information such as reconﬁguration delay during optimization and the importance of considering these infor-
mation was demonstrated. Not considering global information can lead to higher WCET bounds that require more
resources than the optimal solution.
In sum, novel WCET optimization approaches were provided and runtime instruction set reconﬁguration was
shown to be an enabling feature for timing-predictable performance. To the best of our knowledge, our model is
the ﬁrst formulation of a WCET optimization problem with support for global program ﬂow information and we
can envision applications to problems other than instruction set extension.
In the following, the static WCET optimization presented in this chapter is complemented by an online optimization
that targets average-case performance while maintaining WCET guarantees.
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Figure 7.1: The WCET of a task is upper-bounded using static
timing analysis. At runtime, slack towards this
upper bound becomes a resource that can be lever-
aged, e.g., for runtime reconﬁguration of accelera-
tors on an FPGA.
As presented in the previous chapters, recent works have
demonstrated that runtime reconﬁguration of hardware ac-
celerators is a viable way to achieve high performance that
is analyzable for execution time guarantees [16, 29, 77, 89].
The latency of a reconﬁgurable hardware accelerator is un-
der direct control of an application designer. It is often
precisely known, e.g., when leveraging high-level synthesis
tools. Where in average-case optimizing systems the recon-
ﬁgurable area is allocated to accelerators that result in the
best speedup on average, the main constraint in real-time
systems is to statically guarantee WCET bounds. Thus, re-
conﬁgurable area is allocated to accelerators that reduce the
execution time of the statically-determined worst-case path
of a task (like in the previous chapter). However, executing
the worst-case path and completing in WCET is usually highly improbable (see Chapter 1). In fact, WCET analysis
approximates the WCET of a task by an upper execution time bound and thus, the actual runtime of the task will
virtually always be faster than the guaranteed WCET as shown in Fig. 7.1 (also see Section 2.2). Ultimately this
means that (1) the average-case execution time (ACET) of a task is generally considerably lower than the WCET
and (2) conﬁguring accelerators to optimize the WCET of a task can waste reconﬁgurable area on program paths
that might never be executed in practice. It is, however, highly desirable to achieve a high utilization of accelera-
tors and optimize average-case execution to fulﬁll additional non-functional constraints like, e.g., power or thermal
constrains.
The novel contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• an approach to optimize static WCET guarantees as well as runtime optimization of the ACET (maintaining
WCET guarantees) using runtime reconﬁguration of hardware accelerators (in the form of Custom Instructions
as presented in Section 2.4 and Chapter 6)
• analysis of runtime slack bounds that enable safe reconﬁguration for average-case performance under WCET
guarantees
• an approach for monitoring the runtime slack of a task (the amount of time it executed parts of code faster than
in worst-case) using simple performance counters
7.1 Related Work
While runtime reconﬁguration of accelerators is an established concept in embedded systems in general [97], it
gained traction in recent years for achieving performance in systems that need to fulﬁll hard real-time guarantees
[72]. Several works in this direction are concerned with scheduling task sets that employ runtime reconﬁguration
[16, 54, 89]. The authors of [89] present scheduling strategies and admission tests for periodic hard real-time
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tasks that occupy area on a runtime-reconﬁgurable fabric for the duration of their execution. Fully and partially
reconﬁgurable fabrics are considered, where partitions allocated to tasks are restricted to be equally-sized. In [16]
an overview over state-of-the-art real-time scheduling for reconﬁgurable systems is provided, and a scheduling
framework as well as an analysis for periodic multi-priority real-time tasks is presented. The presented model
divides tasks into software and hardware subtasks, where hardware subtasks model the execution of hardware
accelerators on a reconﬁgurable fabric. Software subtasks request execution of hardware subtasks and self-suspend
until the hardware subtask has ﬁnished execution. The requests for hardware subtask execution trigger runtime
reconﬁguration of the respective hardware accelerator onto a partitioned reconﬁgurable area.
Whereas the previous scheduling approaches assume that each task provides a given set of hardware accelerators
that need to be conﬁgured, the work of [54] addresses the problem of ﬁnding a set of conﬁgurations (of a processor
with a reconﬁgurable instruction set) for periodic task graphs that enable timing constraints to be met. A periodic
task graph with deadlines is scheduled and the schedule is partitioned into conﬁgurations for the reconﬁgurable
fabric. Each conﬁguration is assigned an instruction set to optimize the tasks’ WCET. Further work on ﬁnding
sets of hardware accelerators that minimize the WCET of a task are available for non-reconﬁgurable [112] and
reconﬁgurable processors (see previous chapter). While all of the above mentioned approaches utilize runtime
reconﬁguration to fulﬁll real-time constraints, none of the approaches considers online optimization of average-
case execution once constraints are met. Thus, they are unable to optimize for dynamic workloads like signal
processing or computer vision applications.
When a task executes faster than in the worst case, the execution time difference between the guaranteed WCET
and the current execution, i.e., the runtime slack (see Fig. 7.1), becomes a resource that can be used to optimize
additional constraints. Several works on runtime slack exploitation target dynamic voltage scaling to reduce the
overall energy consumption of the system [62, 91]. Furthermore, opportunistic monitoring for security or reliability
issues has been presented [67]. Orthogonal to these works, runtime slack was used to optimize the ACET using a
complex (i.e., hard to analyze but high-performance) microarchitecture that provides a simple, timing-analyzable
architecture mode [5]. In case insufﬁcient runtime slack is detected at runtime, the architecture enters the simple
mode that is the basis for WCET guarantees. However, this approach does not provide optimization of WCET
guarantees.
In summary, state-of-the-art approaches either do not consider runtime slack but focus on utilizing runtime recon-
ﬁguration of accelerators for optimizing worst-case execution only, or they do consider runtime slack but not for
reconﬁguration of accelerators. In this chapter, both properties are achieved for the ﬁrst time, i.e., an approach
is presented that optimizes worst-case execution using accelerators and considers runtime slack as a resource for
online optimization of the average-case execution using reconﬁguration.
7.2 System Model
As in previous chapters, this chapter focuses on runtime-reconﬁgurable processor designs in which the core in-
struction set architecture (cISA) of the processor core is extended by custom instructions (CIs) (see Section 2.4).
CIs initiate the execution of (one or more) hardware accelerators on the reconﬁgurable fabric. To model the use of
reconﬁgurable CIs inside the control ﬂow graph (CFG) of a task during WCET analysis, we base on the “stalling”
model of Chapters 4 and 5, which is summarized in Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.3 for the context of this chapter. Each
kernel in the stalling model is preceded by a basic block that initiates reconﬁguration of CIs, which are used within
the kernel body (xreconf in Fig. 7.3). During reconﬁguration the task waits, i.e., it only proceeds its execution af-
ter the reconﬁguration delay has passed. The reconﬁguration delay depends on the size of the conﬁguration data
and the bandwidth of the reconﬁguration port. Afterwards, the CPU can execute the kernel and utilize hardware
accelerators by invoking CIs as shown in Fig. 7.2 (bottom). The functionality of a CI (xHWi ) is alternatively avail-
able as a software implementation (xSWi ), e.g., the software implementation that the CI was derived from when
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1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 5 6
Figure 7.2: Visualization of execution without utilizing acceleration (top) and with conﬁguring CIs before executing a kernel (bottom).
using high-level synthesis (we assume the software implementation will always have a higher latency than the
hardware-accelerated CI). This way, more opportunities to generate CIs can be identiﬁed at compile time than
actually ﬁt onto the reconﬁgurable area of the speciﬁc target platform (as detailed in the previous chapter). The
selection problem, i.e., choosing a subset of CIs to optimize certain criteria, was addressed for optimizing WCET
guarantees in the previous chapter. At runtime, a conditional branch tests whether a speciﬁc CI was conﬁgured
and is available in hardware. If this is the case, the functionality is executed using hardware accelerators, and in
software otherwise.
...
...
...
Figure 7.3: CFG of a kernel that conﬁgures and utilizes
reconﬁgurable CIs in the stalling model.
Not all utilized CIs need to be conﬁgured
(constrained area), but can be executed in a
functionally-equivalent software implemen-
tation.
The following section gives a high-level summary of how selection
can be solved for WCET-optimizing conﬁgurations and a brief de-
scription of selection for performance-optimizing conﬁgurations
based on the utilized model. Afterwards, extensions to the model
are presented that enable multiple reconﬁgurations within a kernel
to switch between different conﬁgurations at runtime.
7.3 Our Approach
The main idea of this chapter is to employ two conﬁgurations for
the reconﬁgurable fabric: a safe conﬁguration (a selection of CIs
that optimizes the WCET bound like in Chapter 6) and a perfor-
mance conﬁguration (a selection of CIs that optimizes the ACET).
At the start of a kernel, the reconﬁgurable area is conﬁgured us-
ing the safe conﬁguration. During its execution the task’s slack
towards the WCET guarantee, i.e., the amount of time it executed
parts of code faster than in worst case, is continuously sampled
and accumulated. Once sufﬁcient slack is accumulated, the per-
formance conﬁguration is conﬁgured onto the reconﬁgurable area
and the average-case execution is accelerated. The performance
conﬁguration has a higher WCET bound than the safe conﬁguration, and in the worst case it could experience a
slower execution than what was guaranteed, i.e., the accumulated slack could be reduced. Therefore, special care
needs to be taken for the case that the slack might be depleted. We might need to switch back to the safe conﬁgu-
ration to avoid this case, and we need sufﬁcient slack left not to violate the guaranteed WCET bound. With high
probability, however, the execution of the performance conﬁguration will be faster (it optimizes the average case)
and the task will ﬁnish with a lower execution time than when executing in the safe conﬁguration.
The approach comprises an ofﬂine preparation phase in which the safe and performance conﬁgurations are created
and their information is annotated to the task under optimization, as well as the actual online optimization phase
that performs reconﬁgurations within the WCET bound using runtime slack.
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7.3.1 Ofﬂine Preparation
The input to the ofﬂine preparation is the reconstructed control-ﬂow graph (CFG) of the task’s binary, which is
obtained as the ﬁrst step during WCET analysis (see Section 2.2).
Safe Conﬁguration
Start with empty reconfigurable area
Perform WCET estimate using IPET
Calculate CI profits on current worst-case path
Greedily select CI with highest profit
Reconf. area full?
yesno Can change 
worst-case path
Figure 7.4: CIs are selected to obtain the safe conﬁguration. Each time
a CI is selected, the WCET needs to be estimated again
Several methods to obtain a suitable safe conﬁguration
exist as detailed in the previous chapter. In Section 6.5
a greedy algorithm was presented, which is brieﬂy
summarized as follows (see Chapter 6 for details, espe-
cially supporting multiple hardware implementations
per CI and the inﬂuence of reconﬁguration delay on the
selection result, which are ignored here for brevity).
The algorithm repeatedly performs WCET estimation
of the CFG and CI selection using the stalling model as
shown in Fig. 7.4. The ﬁrst WCET estimate will result
in a worst-case path that does not utilize any hardware-accelerated CI: because the software implementation (xSWi
in Fig. 7.3) has a longer latency than the CI, it is the worst-case choice. After each WCET estimate the CI that pro-
vides the maximum proﬁt on the current worst-case path is selected and added to the temporary safe conﬁguration,
where the proﬁt of a CI a is estimated as:
proﬁtWCET(a) = ∑
xi calls functionality of a
xi · (latencysw− latencyhw)
I.e., the total proﬁt of selecting a is estimated to be the latency difference between its software implementation
and CI multiplied by the total amount of times a is executed in the current worst-case path. After annotating
the selection of CI a′ with maximum proﬁt to the CFG such that all calls to a′ utilize the hardware-accelerated CI
(instead of functionality-equivalent software), another WCET estimate needs to be performed. The worst-case path
might have changed, because the execution time of the previous worst-case path was reduced. WCET estimation
and CI selection are repeated alternately until the whole reconﬁgurable area of the target platform is occupied.
Performance Conﬁguration
The performance conﬁguration is obtained with a similar greedy algorithm. We utilize the same latency estimates
(latencysw and latencyhw) that were obtained during WCET estimation. Instead of worst-case path information,
however, proﬁling information is used to determine the proﬁt of a CI, i.e., the application is run for a typical use
case to determine the number of calls na to each CI a. Thus, the proﬁt on the ACET is estimated as:
proﬁtACET(a) = na · (latencysw− latencyhw)
Again, CIs are greedily added to the performance conﬁguration until the whole reconﬁgurable area is occupied.
In contrast to the worst-case path, the average-case calls to accelerators do not change when additional CIs are
selected. Therefore, only a single proﬁling run is required.
WCET Bounds
The ﬁnal ofﬂine preparation step is to determine WCET bounds for certain parts and conﬁgurations of the task
that are used to perform decisions during online optimization. The task’s guaranteed WCET bound is determined
based on the safe conﬁguration. Additionally, WCET bounds are determined for single iterations of each kernel.
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1 wrslck 0 (reset runtime slack accumulator)
2 f o r ( . . . ) { (kernel header)
3 mobeg WCETsafeiter (set counter for current iteration)
4 rdslck slack (read accumulated runtime slack)
5 conditionally reconﬁgure based on slack, see Fig. 7.5
6 . . . (original kernel body)
7 moend} (add counter value to accumulated slack)
Listing 7.1: Operations that manage slack monitoring are added to the kernels that should be optimized at runtime
In safe 
configuration?
slack ൐ th՜perfslack ൏ th՜safe
Stay in safe 
configuration
Stay in perf. 
configuration
Reconfigure safe 
configuration
Reconfigure perf. 
configuration
no yes
no yes no yes
Figure 7.5: In each kernel iteration it is decided whether to reconﬁgure based on the current runtime slack and slack thresholds (th→perf and
th→safe)
As shown in Fig. 7.3, a single iteration starts with the kernel header and ends with a branch from the end of the
kernel body back to the header. The bounds of an iteration are determined as WCETsafeiter and WCET
perf
iter for the
safe and performance conﬁguration, respectively. This information is required for online slack monitoring and to
decide when to switch the conﬁguration as explained in the following section.
7.3.2 Online Optimization
Slack Monitoring
To enable online slack monitoring, we utilize a simple performance counter that counts CPU cycles similar to
the cycle count register of the “Performance Monitoring Unit” in ARM Cortex-R cores used in the Xilinx Zynq
UltraScale+ platform. Four operations are deﬁned in the following that control counting and accumulation of
CPU cycles: mobeg, moend, rdslck and wrslck. These operations are added to the kernels that should be
optimized as shown in Listing 7.1. At the beginning of each iteration of a kernel, the counter is initialized with
the kernel’s per-iteration WCET bound WCETsafeiter using mobeg, which copies an unsigned integer value from a
register argument into the counter. Then, during the kernel iteration, the counter is decremented in every cycle.
At the end of the kernel iteration, moend stops the counter and adds the current value to the accumulator. Note
that, because the counter was initialized with WCETsafeiter , it is guaranteed to have a value ≥ 0 when the kernel
is executed in the safe conﬁguration. In the performance conﬁguration, however, the counter could count down
until WCETsafeiter −WCETperfiter (a negative number, because WCETperfiter > WCETsafeiter ). In this case, the accumulated
slack is reduced. The currently accumulated slack is read using rdslck, which copies the accumulator value to
a register argument. In case the accumulated slack is reduced below a certain threshold while in the performance
conﬁguration, the safe conﬁguration needs to be conﬁgured again. How the thresholds are obtained and enforced
using the conditional reconﬁguration (Line 5) is described in the following.
Reconﬁguration within WCET Bounds
While the stalling model (detailed in Chapter 5) enables reconﬁguration only before entering a kernel, in the fol-
lowing conditional reconﬁguration is introduced that decides whether to reconﬁgure or not in each iteration of
the kernel based on the currently accumulated slack as shown in Fig. 7.5. As shown in Listing 7.1, conditional
reconﬁguration is executed before the kernel body in every kernel iteration (Line 5). It manages the state of the
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reconﬁgurable area and triggers a reconﬁguration in case the accumulated slack reached a certain threshold. To
determine the minimum threshold of accumulated slack that enables to switch from safe to performance conﬁgu-
ration (while maintaining WCET guarantees), the worst-case execution –immediately after reconﬁguration of the
performance conﬁguration was triggered– needs to be considered. First, it takes rdelayperf cycles to conﬁgure the
performance conﬁguration. Then, the kernel iteration takes a maximum of WCETperfiter cycles, which means that the
accumulated slack is reduced by |WCETsafeiter −WCETperfiter |. Finally, when the conditional reconﬁguration block is
executed again and we need to switch back to the safe conﬁguration, it takes rdelaysafe to perform the reconﬁgu-
ration. In summary, the minimum accumulated slack to be able to switch from safe to performance conﬁguration
and remain within the WCET guarantee in the worst case is:
th→perf := rdelayperf+ |WCETsafeiter −WCETperfiter |+ rdelaysafe (7.1)
As mentioned before, a kernel iteration reduces the accumulated slack by |WCETsafeiter −WCETperfiter | in the worst
case and conﬁguring the safe conﬁguration takes rdelaysafe. Thus, to safely switch back from performance to safe
conﬁguration, the reconﬁguration needs to be triggered once the accumulated slack is lower than:
th→safe := |WCETsafeiter −WCETperfiter |+ rdelaysafe (7.2)
For any value > th→safe, there is still enough accumulated slack to safely execute one iteration of the kernel (even
in worst case) and switch back to the safe conﬁguration afterwards.
During the ofﬂine preparation phase (explained Section 7.3.1), the slack is annotated as constant 0 such that only the
initial reconﬁguration to the safe conﬁguration is accounted for during WCET analysis (just like without applying
the approach of this chapter).
7.4 Experimental Evaluation
The presented approach is suitable for any application that can beneﬁt from hardware accelerators in different
execution paths. It is evaluated on the runtime-reconﬁgurable processor i-Core that was introduced in Section 2.4
in the following. For this work, a simple performance counter (cycle counter plus accumulator) was added that
implements the operations for slack monitoring explained in Section 7.3.2. The ofﬂine preparation algorithms were
implemented (Section 7.3.1) by running Absint aiT [2] in batch mode to obtain WCET estimates and iteratively
generate constraints in aiT’s AIS2 constraint language to model selected CIs. As aiT is closed-source software, we
could not directly integrate support for reconﬁgurable CIs. Instead, every call to a CI in the binary was substituted
by an ADD opcode and a constraint that sets the delay for the new ADD instruction to the delay of the speciﬁc
CI during WCET estimation (see Section 5.6 for details). Guaranteed reconﬁguration delays are obtained using
CoRQ (see Chapter 4) and are annotated using additional AIS2 constraints.
The approach is evaluated with the same H.264 encoder application used in Chapters 5 and 6 that uses 9 CIs, which
cover the most compute-intensive kernels shown in Table 7.1. Each kernel reconﬁgures the full reconﬁgurable area
(modeled to be of similar size like in the Xilinx Zynq XC7Z010 platform). The H.264 encoder covers most of the
properties tested in the TACLeBench2 WCET Benchmark, e.g., the H.264 decoder –that is part of TACLeBench–
performs a subset of the computations performed in the H.264 encoder that we evaluate. We compiled the ap-
plication using BCC 4.4.2 (Gaisler’s extended GCC 4.4.2) at O13 for a frame size of 396 macroblocks (i.e., CIF
resolution). Note that higher resolutions would beneﬁt our approach by reducing the relative overhead of reconﬁg-
uration delays. Measured execution times are obtained using our cycle-accurate SystemC-based simulator of the
1 C Lines of Code that are replaced by utilizing a hardware CI (without comments or whitespace)
2 http://www.tacle.eu/index.php/activities/taclebench
3 At higher optimization levels, GCC emitted so-called irreducible loops that increase the WCET estimate compared to O1.
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Table 7.1: CIs used in the H.264 Application
Accelerated func. and Description MB type Working Set CLoC1
MotionEstimation Kernel
SATD: Sum of Abs. Transf. Differences P and I 16×16 px 123
SAD: Sum of Abs. Differences P and I 16×16 px 24
EncodeMacroBlock Kernel
MC_Hz: Motion Compens. Interpol. Horiz. P 4 px 51
IPred_HDC: Intra Prediction Horiz. I 16×16 px 35
IPred_VDC: Intra Prediction Vert. I 16×16 px 19
DCT: Discrete Cosine Transf. P and I 4×4 px 76
HT2x2: Hadamard Transform P and I 2×2 px 12
HT4x4: Hadamard Transform I 4×4 px 111
LoopFilter Kernel
LoopFilter: In-Loop Deblock. Filter P and I 4 px 82
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Figure 7.6: Execution time of EncodeMacroBlock for safe conﬁguration and different performance conﬁgurations obtained for different
execution proﬁles
reconﬁgurable processor. Before performing the evaluation, we calibrated aiT and our simulator by harmonizing
hardware parameters and verifying the results of test-cases, e.g., load-store sequences. Hardware parameters like
reconﬁgurable area constraints, reconﬁguration bandwidth and partial bitstream sizes of CI implementations were
obtained from our Xilinx Virtex-7-based hardware prototype. The CPU is modeled to be clocked at 400 MHz
(at which the LEON3 operates when implemented as an ASIC), the reconﬁgurable area is clocked at 100 MHz
(frequency of accelerators used by CIs when implemented on Virtex-7).
7.4.1 Results
Ofﬂine Preparation
The H.264 encoder has two main execution paths with different CI requirements, depending on whether a mac-
roblock (MB) is encoded either by referencing an MB from a previous frame (P-MB) or using the current frame
only (I-MB). Table 7.1 shows which CIs are used in the I-MB or P-MB path. First, we will focus on the
EncodeMacroBlock kernel that performs the actual encoding. It is the most complex kernel and provides an
opportunity to create distinct safe and performance conﬁgurations. Which of the total 396 MBs is encoded as
either I-MBs or P-MBs at runtime is input-dependent: hectic video scenes have a high ratio of I-MBs (up to 100%,
e.g., video from a camera pointing sideways out of a moving car), steady scenes have a low ratio of I-MBs. There-
fore, the performance conﬁguration differs for different execution proﬁles (synthesized input data that is encoded
as I-MBs and P-MBs randomly distributed in the desired ratio). During WCET optimization, however, the current
worst-case path encodes all MBs either as P-MBs or I-MBs (the worst-case path changes while preparing the safe
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conﬁguration, see Fig. 7.4). The ﬁnal safe conﬁguration (see Section 7.3.1 and Chapter 6) selects MC_Hz, DCT,
HT2x2 and HT4x4. In this conﬁguration, the worst-case path does not encode any I-MBs but only P-MBs.
Figure 7.6 shows execution time results for different execution proﬁles (and different resulting performance con-
ﬁgurations) of the EncodeMacroBlock kernel. The performance conﬁguration differs from the safe conﬁguration
when 40% or more of the total MBs in a frame are I-MBs. In these cases, IPred_HDC and IPred_VDC are selected
instead of MC_Hz and a performance increase of up to 27.4% is achieved at x = 100 (7.7% on average, without
reconﬁguration delay). Unaccelerated execution takes between 20.1 · 106 (x = 0) and 19.4 · 106 (x = 100) cycles,
i.e., the measured speedup of the safe conﬁguration is between 7.1× and 5.4×.
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Figure 7.7: Execution time of EncodeMacroBlock for safe conﬁguration and online optimization for different execution proﬁles and recon-
ﬁguration bandwidths (400 MB/s (top), 800 MB/s (bottom))
As shown in Fig. 7.6, the presented optimization approach is suitable to the H.264 encoder when video frames
with ≥ 40% I-MBs can be expected (i.e., moderate movement). We proceed using the performance conﬁguration
obtained in this case (IPred_HDC, IPred_VDC, DCT, HT2x2, HT4x4) in the following for all execution proﬁles. In
this case, |WCETsafeiter −WCETperfiter | = |12630− 16374| = 3744, i.e., an iteration encoding P-MBs takes 3744 cy-
cles longer for the performance conﬁguration compared to safe conﬁguration in the worst case. Figure 7.7 shows
execution time results of the EncodeMacroBlock kernel when our approach is applied for different reconﬁgura-
tion bandwidths and I-MB ratios. A reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s (Fig. 7.6 (top)) is supported by our
Xilinx Virtex-7-based hardware prototype, while recent Xilinx FPGAs (“UltraScale+”) support a reconﬁguration
bandwidth of 800 MB/s4 (Fig. 7.6 (bottom)). In both cases, our approach is beneﬁcial for frames that contain
≥ 50% of I-MBs. Even when the performance conﬁguration results in a lower execution time at 40% I-MBs (see
Fig. 7.6), the speedup is voided by the additional reconﬁguration delay (of switching from safe to performance
4 See: “Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA Data Sheet: DC and AC Switching Characteristics" (DS923)
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conﬁguration after accumulating sufﬁcient slack). The maximum execution time reduction is 19.8% and 23.0% for
a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s and 800 MB/s, respectively. For frames that contain < 50% of I-MBs,
the execution time can be slowed down (as expected) by up to 11% (x = 0 for both reconf. bandwidths). When
only considering the execution proﬁles that the performance conﬁguration was obtained for (≥ 40% of I-MBs),
the average execution time reduction ( avg≥40 ) is 8.1% and 10.2% (total average 1.5% and 3.0%) for a reconﬁguration
bandwidth of 400 MB/s and 800 MB/s, respectively. The statically guaranteed WCET bounds were hit in none of
our experiments.
Finally, ca. 45% of the execution time of the H.264 encoder are spent in the EncodeMacroBlock kernel (between
38.2% and 51.7% in our measurements). Thus, our technique (when applied to the EncodeMacroBlock kernel)
approximately reduces the total execution time on average (including atypical execution proﬁles like still images)
by 0.7% and 1.4% for a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s and 800 MB/s, respectively. On average in
the targeted execution proﬁles ( avg≥40 ), the total execution time is reduced by 3.6% and 4.6%; as well as up to
8.9% and 10.4% (again, for a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s and 800 MB/s, respectively). Note that the
execution time reductions were achieved by only adding slack monitoring using performance counters as described
in Section 7.3.2 to the runtime-reconﬁgurable processor i-Core.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented the ﬁrst step towards optimized static WCET guarantees and runtime optimization of the
ACET using runtime reconﬁguration of hardware accelerators. It might very well enable the use of runtime recon-
ﬁguration for performance in safety-critical systems –where nowadays only static conﬁgurations are used– because
it enables to utilize runtime slack for reconﬁguration accelerators that beneﬁt average-case execution while main-
taining WCET guarantees. Execution time reductions by up to 8.9% and 10.4% (on average 3.6% and 4.6%
for targeted execution proﬁles) at a reconﬁguration bandwidth of 400 MB/s and 800 MB/s, respectively, were
demonstrated for the H.264 encoder. To achieve these beneﬁts, only slack monitoring using a performance counter
needed to be added to a runtime-reconﬁgurable processor. In future work, more sophisticated runtime slack pre-
diction (instead of static thresholds) could beneﬁt execution proﬁles that were not targeted by the “performance
conﬁguration”, e.g., to stay in the time-wise safe conﬁguration when the worst-case path is frequently executed
even though sufﬁcient slack was accumulated.
The following chapter concludes the contributions of this thesis.
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Real-time systems have a rapidly increasing demand for performance that cannot be provided by high-performance
architectures, which were designed for average-case performance. First, this thesis introduced novel co-scheduling
approaches to distribute work among CPU and GPU in an extensive analysis of how (average-case) performance
is achieved on fused CPU-GPU architectures, a main trend in current high-performance microarchitectures that
combines a CPU and a GPU on a single chip. Being able to employ such architectures in real-time systems would
be highly desirable, because they provide high performance within a limited area and power budget. During the
analysis, however, a cache coherency bottleneck was uncovered that (i) complicated performance predictions and
(ii) added a shared last level cache between CPU and GPU to the growing list of microarchitectural features that
can beneﬁt average-case performance, but render the analysis of WCET guarantees on high-performance architec-
tures virtually infeasible. This motivated the need for novel microarchitectural features that provide predictable
performance that are amenable to timing analysis. Thus, the main focus of this thesis was to establish worst-case
execution time guarantees for runtime-reconﬁgurable systems as a novel means to achieve predictable performance.
Towards this end, ﬁrst a runtime reconﬁguration controller called “Command-based Reconﬁguration Queue”
(CoRQ) was presented that provides guaranteed latencies for its operations and enables timing analysis of runtime-
reconﬁgurable architectures for WCET guarantees. Based on the –now feasible– guaranteed reconﬁguration delay
of accelerators, a WCET analysis was introduced that enables tasks to reconﬁgure application-speciﬁc custom in-
structions (CIs, which invoke execution of one or more accelerators) during runtime. Different measures to deal
with reconﬁguration delays were compared as well as the timing anomaly of runtime reconﬁguration identiﬁed
and safely bounded: a case where executing iterations of a computational kernel faster than in WCET can pro-
long the total execution time of a task. Once tasks that perform runtime reconﬁguration of CIs could be analyzed
for WCET guarantees, the question of which CIs to conﬁgure on a constrained reconﬁgurable area to optimize
the WCET was raised, when multiple CIs with different implementations each (allowing to trade-off latency and
area requirements) can be selected. This so-called WCET-optimizing instruction set selection problem was mod-
eled based on the Implicit Path Enumeration Technique. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst approach that enables
WCET optimization with support for global program ﬂow information (and reconﬁguration delay). An optimal
algorithm (similar to Branch and Bound) and a fast greedy heuristic algorithm (that achieves the optimal solution
in most cases) were presented. Finally, an approach was presented that for the ﬁrst time combines optimized static
WCET guarantees and runtime optimization of the average-case execution (maintaining WCET guarantees) us-
ing runtime reconﬁguration of hardware accelerators. It comprised an analysis of runtime slack bounds that enable
safe reconﬁguration for average-case performance under WCET guarantees and presented a mechanism to monitor
runtime slack using a simple performance counter that is commonly available in many microprocessors.
Ultimately, runtime reconﬁguration of accelerators was shown as a key feature to achieve predictable performance.
8.1 Future Work
This thesis opens several directions for future research. Two main directions are highlighted in the following.
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8.1.1 WCET Guarantees and Mixed-Criticality for Loosely-Coupled Reconﬁgurable
Architectures
The WCET analysis and optimization of Chapters 5 to 7 focus on reconﬁgurable processors, i.e., architectures
where the reconﬁgurable fabric is integrated into the pipeline of a processors (a so-called tightly-coupled archi-
tecture). A tight coupling between processor and FPGA reduces communication latencies and enables readily-
conﬁgured accelerators to be analyzed just like existing multi-cycle instructions during WCET analysis (see Chap-
ter 5). However, the design of a tightly-coupled architecture requires considerable effort to integrate processor
pipeline and reconﬁgurable fabric. Thus, many commercially-available architectures are loosely-coupled, i.e.,
processor(s) and reconﬁgurable fabric are separate processing devices on the same chip that are connected via
a common system bus. Commercial loosely-coupled architectures are, e.g., the Xilinx Zynq or Intel (formerly
Altera) SoC FPGA platforms. To achieve WCET guarantees on such architectures, communication protocols be-
tween processor and reconﬁgurable accelerators as well as worst-case analyses need to be designed that consider
the common system bus, but still allow execution time guarantees. This would enable application of the approaches
presented in Chapters 5 to 7 to loosely-couples architectures and provide the basis for further research in the di-
rection of mixed-criticality [19], where only a subset of tasks needs to fulﬁll execution time guarantees while the
other tasks are executed with best effort. E.g., the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ couples an ARM Cortex-A53 high-
performance processor and an ARM Cortex-R5 real-time processor to a reconﬁgurable fabric. When only real-time
tasks executing on the Cortex-R5 utilize reconﬁgurable accelerators, it can be expected that –as a result of requiring
schedulability guarantees– the overall utilization of the reconﬁgurable fabric will be quite low, as recent works on
real-time scheduling on a loosely-coupled system have shown [16]. Allowing best-effort tasks that execute on the
Cortex-A53 to also utilize reconﬁgurable accelerators on the shared fabric can help to raise its utilization (resulting
in less wasted resources of the whole system), while guarantees are maintained for real-time tasks1.
8.1.2 Probabilistic WCET Guarantees
This thesis focused on analysis of deterministic WCET guarantees, i.e., through static analysis an execution time
bound is obtained that is guaranteed to never be exceeded. As motivated in Chapters 1 and 3, the problem with
this approach is that current high-performance architectures can virtually not be analyzed, because they introduce
average-case performance enhancing features that lead to an explosion of possible microarchitectural states. More
precisely, for many of these features, e.g., out-of-order execution [63, 90], the effects on the execution time are
actually understood in principle, but modeling them analytically is only possible with simpliﬁcations that introduce
so much pessimism that the results cannot be used in practice [14]. Therefore, an emerging trend in real-time sys-
tems research is the analysis of probabilistic WCET (pWCET) guarantees. Instead of obtaining an absolute WCET
guarantee, the aim of pWCET analysis is to obtain a probability density function that, for a given execution time,
determines the probability that the execution time is exceeded. When this probability is sufﬁciently low (often
lower than 10−15 is targeted), the execution time bound that achieves this probability is considered safe, because,
e.g., the probability of mechanical failures in the real-time system is several magnitudes higher. pWCET analysis
exists in static and measurement-based variants. Measurement-based pWCET analysis can derive execution time
guarantees from measured execution times of a task (“end-to-end” measurements), when the measurements ful-
ﬁll certain statistical properties (e.g., they need to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)) that allow the
application of Extreme Value Theory [41]. Extreme Value Theory can derive probability density functions that pre-
cisely model the extremes from statistical data (like maximum execution time from execution time measurements).
This makes measurement-based pWCET an especially promising approach, because the real-time system can be
treated as a gray box (only partial knowledge of its behavior is required) such that it can potentially overcome the
1 Early results of our research in this direction can be found in Rapp, Martin. “A Mixed Criticality Architecture with Reconﬁgurable Accelera-
tors”, Master Thesis, 2016.
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limitation of static WCET analysis, which requires the whole system behavior to be modeled in detail. However,
obtaining i.i.d. measurements that allow measurement-based pWCET requires some form of randomization and it
is still unclear how pWCET results can be safely used in schedulability analyses [33]. Furthermore, in systems that
are analyzable for deterministic WCET guarantees, pWCET analysis does not necessarily produce better results
[1]. In our future research, we will investigate the applicability of pWCET analysis on fused CPU-GPU archi-
tectures (see Chapter 3) as well as reconﬁgurable architectures (basing on approaches presented in the previous
chapters). Our aim is to enable pWCET guarantees for systems that can so far not be analyzed for execution time
guarantees at all as well as to evaluate what kind of architectures are more suitable to either deterministic WCET
or pWCET guarantees.
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A Appendix
A.1 Demonstration Prototypes
In the context of this thesis, mainly within the DFG-funded project Invasic Computing (Section 2.5.1), demonstra-
tion setups were created that showed the practicality of the presented research.
A.1.1 Concurrent Reconﬁgurable Fabric Utilization
Figure A.1 shows a demonstrator, which bases on previous i-Core prototypes to implement an extension to the
i-Core concept (see Section 2.4) called Concurrent Reconﬁgurable Fabric Utilization (COREFAB) [45] on a Xilinx
Virtex-7 VC707 evaluation board. COREFAB allows general-purpose processors (GPPs) within the same system
on chip to utilize reconﬁgurable fabric of i-Core to execute CIs. In the following, CIs issued by the i-Core are
named ‘primary CIs’ and those from the GPPs are named ‘remote CIs’. From the application developer’s view,
primary CIs and remote CIs appear identical, but the latency to issue a remote CI is higher and primary CIs are
preferred over remote CIs. Primary and remote CIs are analyzed in hardware during execution. As long as no
resource conﬂict appears, both CIs execute in parallel using accelerators that are conﬁgured on the reconﬁgurable
fabric. In case a conﬂict appears, the remote CI is stalled and the primary CI proceeds. Thus, CI execution on i-Core
is not impaired by remote CIs, which is an opportunity for future work to investigate mixed-criticality execution
on the i-Core’s reconﬁgurable fabric (guaranteeing WCET for i-Core only, but achieving a high utilization of
accelerators using remote CIs).
The demonstrator shows the H.264 encoder that was evaluated in the previous chapters, running on a GPP that
beneﬁts from acceleration via remote CIs using COREFAB. The last encoded frame and an on-screen display
showing status information are output to a screen using HDMI. i-Core provokes conﬂicts in this setup by running
a loop that only executes primary CIs (SAD and DCT, see Table 7.1). This demonstrator shows that despite these
conﬂicts, the H.264 encoder executes 2× to 3× faster (encoded frames per second) on the GPP using COREFAB
than without.
A.1.2 Accelerating a Finite Volume Tsunami Model using Reconﬁgurable Hardware in
Invasive Computing
Within the Invasive Computing project, pipelined ﬂoating-point accelerators were created for i-Core, to enable
efﬁcient implementation of ﬂoating-point CIs [9]. We designed ﬂoating-point CIs to accelerate the Shallow Water
Equations application in X10 (SWE-X10) [80]. SWE-X10 is a proxy application for the computation of shallow
water waves, it implements a model that can be used to predict the propagation of a tsunami wave [79].
In a collaboration between virtually all subprojects of Invasive Computing, the i-Core-accelerated SWE-X10 ap-
plication was leveraged to create a demonstration setup of the full Invasive Computing stack as shown in Figs. A.2
and A.3. For this demonstrator, the InvasIC manycore architecture [50] was implemented on a proDesign proF-
PGA1 consisting of four Xilinx XC7V2000T FPGAs. In total, the prototype consists of 80 processor cores (16 tiles
that were connected via a network on chip and contain 5 cores each). Four of these cores are i-Cores. On top of
the InvasIC architecture, the parallel operating system OctoPOS [74] provides hardware abstractions and resource
management, following the resource-aware invasive programming model (see Section 2.5.1). Invasive X10 (X10i)
1 https://www.profpga.com
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Figure A.1: Prototype demonstrating that accelerators can be efﬁciently shared between different cores within the same system on chip
InvasIC Architecture
Heterogeneous Tiled Architecture
OctoPOS
Parallel Operating System
X10i (based on libFIRM)
Invasive X10 Compiler and Runtime
SWE-X10 (in ActorX10)
Application utilizing i-Core Acceleration
█Application       █ Middleware        █ Hardware
Figure A.2: High-level overview of the Invasive Computing stack
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Figure A.3: Demonstrator that executes i-Core-accelerated SWE-X10 on the full Invasive Computing stack
[18] is a compiler and runtime system that enables high-level programming of invasive applications based on the
programming language X10 [21]. Finally, the SWE-X10 application is executed on top, demonstrating the full
invasive stack. For demonstration purposes, a live visualization was implemented. It is executed on a separate
computer and receives live simulation results from the InvasIC prototype over Ethernet. Figure A.3 shows the
demonstrated scenario, where a tsunami wave propagates from the south-west of Cyprus.
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